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Design principles of signal integration and robustness in Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae 

 

Abstract 

 

All cells must integrate conflicting information and choose an appropriate response in order to function. 

To consider this, one can examine the simplest scenario of binary choice: given two options, what signaling 

mechanisms enable cells choose between them, and what are they robust to? Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a 

well-studied model organism, provides a tractable model system in which to begin to answer these 

questions. This thesis focuses on two distinct lines of investigation with a common goal of elucidating the 

basics of cellular decision-making. In the first, we examine the decision-making mechanisms at play in the 

galactose-utilization (GAL) pathway. In mixtures of glucose and galactose, yeast must choose when to 

induce GAL genes to begin metabolizing galactose, the less-preferred carbon source. Here, we found that 

when and to what level cells induce are two decoupled features of their response, with the pathway 

regulation acting much like a mechanical switch-and-dimmer. Interestingly, this decoupling is simply 

achieved by independent regulation of the level and activity of the pathway activator Gal4p, suggesting a 

general mechanism that could be a feature of many signal integration systems. In a second body of work, 

we analyze how aneuploidy disrupts the delicate balance that underlies these signaling systems. By varying 

the copy number of individual chromosomes in haploid yeast, we discover that the aneuploid state leads to 

greater cell-to-cell variation even within isogenic populations. This form of non-genetic individuality may 

help to explain the phenotypic variation seen in diseases caused by aneuploidy, and emphasizes the 

significance that cumulative small changes in gene dosage can have in broadly disrupting signaling 

robustness. Overall, our results illustrate basic design principles for signal integration motifs, as well as the 

limitations of their capabilities. 
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An intellectual is a man who says a simple thing in a difficult way; an artist is a man 

who says a difficult thing in a simple way. 

Charles Bukowski  
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1.1. Preface 

Living things can often be thought of as a delicately-executed program running an organic machine. The 

most basic unit of this is the cell: everything that it then does, whether to survive and proliferate or even 

to die at an appropriate time, entails correctly executing the encoded program it carries. This is a 

challenge even in a vacuum, but to make matters worse, a cell must regularly interpret a barrage of 

internal and external cues to select a precise output response. 

For this reason, it is essential that all cells contain the necessary biological machinery to execute choice. 

Such “choice” may come in many forms. Free-living microbes react to changing environmental 

conditions to make decisions impacting their competitive fitness; during embryonic development, cells 

interpret gradients of chemical signals (“morphogens”) to correctly choose gene expression patterns1–3. 

Despite the universality of this problem, the fundamental mechanics of cellular decision-making are still 

not yet fully understood. 

To begin to unravel the complexities, we can borrow much from the approach of the physical and 

engineering sciences. The reductionist approach of quantitatively characterizing basic parts and motifs, 

then slowly rebuilding from these principles to increasingly greater heights of complexity, is one of the 

(many) definitions of the systems biology field4–6. With the advancement of our technological capabilities 

for quantitative study of biological phenomena, this field continues to grow in its ability to generate 

useful and predictive models. 

In this spirit, we may reduce our driving question to one of binary choice (Figure 1.1A): if a cell 

encounters two signals that conflict with each other, such that each would suggest a different output 

response, what signaling network architectures allow cells to choose between those two options? In the 

reverse sense, what sorts of decisions do these architectures dictate or allow? 
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Figure 1.1. Cellular decision-making and signaling pathway design: a quantitative systems biology 

question. (A) Illustration of a binary choice problem: given two signals, S1 and S2, a cell must choose 

either behavior 1 or 2. (B) The basic components of signaling pathways that underlie cellular responses 

can be summarized as three tiers: signal transducer molecules, which detect and transduce external or 

internal stimuli; transcription factors, which respond to signal transducers to regulate the rate of gene 

expression at target genes; and the target genes themselves, which encode the proteins that will enact a 

given cellular program in response to a signal. (C) Simple case of genetic regulatory logic, as in the 

example of two transcription factors binding a DNA sequence to determine whether the downstream gene 

is expressed or not. These basic components can be compounded to form more complex regulatory logic, 

shown at right for an “if A and not R” condition for gene expression. (D) Functional forms of genetic 

“switches” and “rheostats”, which behave analogously to their mechanical counterparts in describing how 

changes in input signals (x-axis) produce changes in output response (y-axis). Color gradient indicates 

level of output. 

 

1.2. An introduction to transcriptional network biology 

1.2.1. Key components in transcriptional regulation 

All programmatic information that a cell may need for its various functions is hard-coded into its genomic 

DNA sequence through a series of genes. These genes encode proteins, the actual building blocks and 

effectors that perform all activities associated with cellular life. Not all of these genes, however, are 

expressed at any given time: cells elect how they respond to internal and external signals by regulating 
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which genes are transcribed into mRNA and ultimately translated into protein. Coming full circle, this 

regulation is performed by particular DNA-binding proteins called transcription factors (TFs), which 

influence the rate at which related genes are expressed by transcriptional complexes when recruited to 

particular DNA recognition sites in regulatory regions. In the case of yeast, this typically consists of the 

sequence directly upstream of the gene coding sequence, or promoter7. 

In this sense, the key components in cell decision-making can be thought of as (a) the genes encoding 

different cellular programs, (b) the TFs recruited to their promoters that regulate their expression, and (c) 

the upstream signaling networks of proteins that transmit activating or repressing signals to the TFs 

(Figure 1.1B). The set of genes expressed at any given time can be representative of a particular state of 

the cell, whether metabolic or functional; by tracking the induction of particular genes within these 

pathways, we are thus able to quantify the degree to which a cell is electing one pathway versus another. 

Various protein interactions may be responsible for transducing input signals, whether directly through 

binding interactions with each signaling molecules and each other, or indirectly through regulating the 

expression level of signaling pathway components. Ultimately, the net sum of these interactions is the 

regulation of the presence and activity of related TFs. TFs that promote gene expression (“activators”) 

generally do so by recruitment of protein complexes—whether that of the RNA polymerase itself, 

intermediary complexes, or other regulatory complexes that may modify the local DNA structure to 

increase its accessibility—or the disruption of inhibitory proteins/structures. Conversely, TFs that inhibit 

gene expression (“repressors”) can do so by a variety of mechanisms including steric hindrance, 

recruitment of repressive protein complexes, or disrupting the activity of activators8. 

 

1.2.2 Regulatory logic and defining input-output functions 

Other than identifying the particular molecular activities of the components of this signaling network, one 

can also reduce this to the higher-order properties of the “wiring” itself. As a first approximation, it is 
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useful to determine the basic elements of regulatory logic that are involved in key interactions within the 

pathway9,10. Here, a simplifying analogy is that of logic gates from electronics: simple devices that 

translate binary inputs (e.g. presence or absence of the input signal, or “true”/”false”) into a binary output 

(e.g. “off” or “on”) by applying a logical operation (e.g. only if input A AND input B are both true, then 

output is ON). 

To translate this concept to molecular events, one may consider the toy example of TFs binding to a 

promoter, where the binary inputs are bound/unbound for each TF, and the binary output is 

presence/absence of gene expression (Figure 1.1C). In the case where gene expression only results from 

both TFs being bound, this system is effectively behaving as a logical AND gate; if binding of either TF 

is sufficient to produce expression, this system is thus a logical OR gate; if expression only results when 

one but not both TFs is bound, this is an exclusive-or, or XOR, gate; or alternatively, if expression only 

occurs in the absence of a TF binding, this is equivalent to a logical NOT operation. 

While such binary logic assumes very all-or-none behaviors that may not be entirely accurate in a given 

biological system, they enable us to easily assemble complex logical explanations of regulatory 

relationships by arranging these basic logical subunits together. Shown is one example of this: a case 

where expression occurs only when an activator A is bound, but only if a repressor R is not bound, can be 

simply summarized as an “if A AND NOT R” logical statement that simply summarizes when this 

particular gene is expressed (Figure 1.1C, right). 

Along the same vein, one can borrow from a mathematical perspective to more generally describe gene 

expression in terms of an input-output function: given different level of input signals, what function 

(logical or mathematical) describes the output gene expression quantity? Graphically represented, these 

relationships can have any number of forms, such as linear, exponential, monotonic, oscillating, 

increasing, decreasing, etc. 
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Many of these functional forms were derived from traditional kinetic studies of biochemical processes. 

One of these is the “Michaelian response”, formalized as 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

𝐾 + 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
 and so-named because it 

shares the same functional form as the equation derived by Michaelis and Menten to describe the rate of 

enzyme catalysis. In general, biological processes that are governed by the law of mass action (i.e. the 

rate of a chemical reaction is proportional to the masses of the reactants) may be described at steady-state 

as Michaelian in nature and thus well-approximated by this function11,12. Another common functional 

form used to describe biological input-output responses is the Hill function, or 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑛

𝐾𝑛 + 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑛.. 

Originally derived in the case of ligand binding kinetics of oxygen to hemoglobin13 and since generalized 

to many molecular binding/unbinding scenarios14,15, this function was formulated to describe cooperative 

processes, such as multi-site binding where initial binding events increase the likelihood of further 

binding events. Beyond this mechanism, however, Hill functions are often used to model biological 

processes descriptively (if not mechanistically) due to their characteristic sigmoidal shape and variable 

steepness of response, illustrating potential cooperativity or at least ultrasensitivity in a given biological 

system. The sigmoidal curve becomes increasingly sharper as the exponent n (also called the Hill number) 

increases, and thus its value is often taken to signify the ultrasensitivity of a given process11. 

At this level, one can progress from binary descriptions to more nuanced and accurately quantitative 

descriptions of regulatory relationships within a signaling pathway. Such input-output functions 

quantitatively summarize complex molecular behaviors, permitting us to create “wiring diagrams” 

(practically speaking, sets of equations) that can be analytically solved for different conditions. These 

functions, while illustrated here in terms of the underlying molecular mechanisms, can even be derived 

simply by phenomenological measurements, generating quantitative models with which to make 

additional predictions that can be experimentally validated. By this approach, we effectively reduce 

complex and mechanistically-incomplete biology to a measurable assembly of moving mechanical parts, 

an area for which the physical sciences have already provided us with an advanced understanding. 
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1.2.4. Common regulatory motifs 

Borrowing from the engineering disciplines, a convenient way to describe common regulatory motifs is in 

terms of the mechanical devices they resemble. Two such motifs are switches and rheostats, with many 

gene regulatory functions being classified as one or the other based on the relative difference between the 

dynamic ranges of input to resulting output level 

A genetic switch, much like its mechanical counterpart, is characterized by the sharp change in output that 

accompanies a gradual change in input. This property of ultrasensitivity can arise from molecular 

cooperativity, where the behavior is well-described by a Hill function as mentioned above16, or from non-

cooperative “zero-order” kinetics of enzymes operating at saturation with respect to their substrate17, 

which is mechanistically distinct but can be roughly approximated by the sigmoidal curve shape of a Hill 

function11. More heuristically, many induction responses are classed as switch-like in virtue of their 

steepness. 

For responses that are more graded, the input-output behavior may instead be compared to a rheostat, 

which is an electrical control element for gradually varying the current in a circuit18,19. In biological terms, 

this analogy captures the property that the dynamic range of gene expression output occurs over a broad 

range of the signaling inputs, such that a small change in input results in a similarly gradual change in 

output. This form of gene regulatory function can be thought of as more “fine-tuned” than the abrupt 

changes associated with more switch-like responses. 

In addition to these two simple monotonic classes of response, other simple motifs include fold-change 

detectors, oscillators, timers, and virtually every biological equivalent that may be found for simple 

mechanical devices5. By summarizing signaling networks in terms of these components, much as before, 

we can then build an additional layer of complexity (much like wiring together pieces on a circuit board) 

to simply explain complex regulatory processes.   
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1.2.5. Key functional properties 

Described above is a reductionist approach to characterizing how gene regulatory signaling occurs 

through an assembly of genes and signaling factors. Another important consideration in trying to 

understand existing biological systems is the functional roles played by these different network 

architectures and what their limitations may be. Not only do these functions influence how we may want 

to design synthetic biological circuits20, but from an evolutionary perspective, we can also assume that 

they affect how and why signaling pathways have particular architectures. 

Biology fundamentally operates within an error-prone, noisy world; in order to function, signaling 

systems must be able to compensate for this to some degree. Key features of a pathway are thus its 

robustness to various sources of random signal variation, whether for environmental reasons or due to 

genetic aberrations such as mutation or incorrect transfer of genetic information21. At the same time, a 

well-functioning pathway should still possess good sensitivity to the inputs it is designed to interpret. 

Furthermore, evolutionary adaptability may be a guiding design feature of signaling networks in 

situations where environmental variation involves non-transient shifts22. 

Considering these and other functional properties of signaling pathways is important both in evaluating 

the generalizability of different designs and in which cases one can reasonably expect them to be possible. 

 

1.3. Integrating conflicting inputs: sensing thresholds vs. ratios 

The challenge of signal integration thus begins with a problem of dimensional reduction: from two inputs, 

a cell (which is functionally a device in this abstraction) has to generate a single output behavior. 

A cell facing two contradictory signals, as in the question we have posed, can integrate them through 

interaction of effectors with an integrator molecule that produces a single output response (e.g. 
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transcriptional induction of a gene, where promoter DNA is the integrator and the effectors are an 

activator A and a repressor R) (Figure 1.2A). When each signal exerts an effect independent of the other, 

the output will be a function of specific input values—f(A,R)—and the integration can be said to be 

“multiplicative” because the output for any given combination of the two input levels can be computed by 

multiplying the response to each of those input levels individually. What this creates, in the two-

dimensional (2D) space of possible input combinations, is a threshold-responsive regime (Figure 1.2B) 

where effectively the cell is sensing threshold values of the inputs and multiplying these effects. 

An alternative mode of signal integration computes the output response as a function of the ratio of the 

inputs—f(A/B)—yielding a distinct induction profile (Figure 1.2C). Realistically, a given signal 

integration architecture can give rise to multiple regimes depending on the input signal levels (Figure 

1.2D). This kind of ratiometric signal integration can arise almost trivially whenever there is competition 

for the effectors to interact with the integrator such that they mutually inhibit each other23.    

 

Figure 1.2. Alternative motifs for integrating conflicting input signals at a transcriptional level.  

(A) Integration of conflicting signals through the opposing activities of a transcriptional activator A and 

repressor R on the promoter of a gene, where activity levels of the two transcription factors are the two 

inputs and gene expression is the output. (B-D) Three modes of integration that may occur for the 

example shown in (A): multiplicative integration, where the system is responsive to independent 

thresholds of each input and can thus be said to be “threshold-sensing” (B); ratiometric integration, where 

the system is not responsive to absolute amounts of either input but instead specifically to the ratio of the 

two inputs, and can thus be said to be “ratio-sensing” (C); or a combination of both multiplicative and 

ratiometric regimes for different ranges of input levels (D). 
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1.4. Creating diverse outputs: decoupling aspects of response 

It would be a fallacy, however, to assume that an output response is necessarily unidimensional. In 

considering decision-making network design, it is not only important to consider how multiple inputs 

integrate, but also to consider what different output features are relevant and whether they are co-

regulated or decoupled. A key feature of eukaryotic gene regulation is the packaging of DNA around 

protein complexes (“nucleosomes”) into a condensed structure called chromatin. Depending on 

modifications to these nucleosomes by chromatin remodeling complexes, such as SWI/SNF in S. 

cerevisiae, DNA can be made more or less accessible to the binding of other factors, such as TFs or 

transcriptional machinery. In this way, chromatin state and the factors that regulate it can also have a 

significant role in regulatory signaling24. The separability of chromatin occupancy from the binding site 

content of DNA sequence, moreover, enables decoupled responses to input signals when nucleosome 

binding restricts when TFs can access their binding sites on the DNA sequence. In this scenario, the 

response of the TF to inputs may then be decoupled from the response of chromatin remodelers to those 

inputs. A related concept from metazoan developmental systems is that of pioneering TFs, which 

effectively act as an AND gate (Figure 1.1C) to restrict the response to a second input to only those 

locations and times where this pioneer TF is present25. One of the characteristic ways in which a pioneer 

TF is able to do this is by controlling the chromatin state of the local DNA such that it determines when 

the regulatory DNA sequences are accessible to additional TFs. 

 

1.5. Model system: sugar sensing in Saccharomyces cerevisiae  

1.5.1. Glucose sensing and carbon catabolite repression 

The yeast S. cerevisiae has long served as a tractable model system in which to unravel many key 

questions about eukaryotic biology owing to its high conservation with higher eukaryotes and easy 

microbial husbandry26. As a unicellular, free-living eukaryote that can live stably as either a haploid or 
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diploid, it is also particularly convenient for genetic studies and answering questions regarding the effect 

of gene dosage or aneuploid states on signaling pathway function27–30. 

The sugar sensing pathways in yeast provide a particularly good system in which to examine signaling 

pathway design for decision-making due to the phenomenon of carbon catabolite repression, whereby 

glucose and fructose are preferred as carbon sources and alternative metabolic pathways are strongly 

inhibited whenever one of these sugars is present31. We can leverage this hierarchical preference for 

different carbon sources as a model system to study how they decide between a choice of two 

alternatives: glucose versus a less-preferred source. 

The sensing of glucose itself is a complex process involving multiple pathways that is still not fully 

understood32,33. External levels of glucose are detected by transmembrane sensors Snf3p and Rgt2p, 

which are responsible for directing the induction of hexose transporters (HXTs) to permit glucose uptake, 

while metabolism of intracellular glucose that enters through these transporters is thought to be 

responsible for transducing the glucose signal to the transcriptional repressor Mig1p34. Mig1p, in partial 

redundancy/cooperation with its paralogs Mig2p and Mig3p, is one of the primary TFs responsible for 

binding the promoters of alternative carbon metabolic genes and inhibiting their expression35. Metabolic 

genes for other sugars such as galactose, maltose and sucrose are all repressed in the presence of glucose 

and only induced when their target sugar is available31,36: here, I shall focus on the particular case of 

decision-making in yeast galactose metabolism. 

 

1.5.2. Regulation in the yeast galactose-utilization pathway 

The yeast galactose-utilization (GAL) pathway has been well-studied for decades, yielding many basic 

insights into the common processes involved in eukaryotic gene regulation. The regulatory logic was 

traditionally believed to be very straightforward: GAL genes would be expressed only if galactose 

(activating) is present and glucose (repressing) is absent. Due to this apparent simplicity and the striking 
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difference (almost 1000-fold) in expression level between its uninduced and induced states37, it has long 

served as a textbook example of an inducible genetic system38,39. In recent years, many new 

advancements in this traditional model system have revealed more nuanced, interesting regulatory 

principles than were initially appreciated. Here I will summarize our current understanding of GAL 

pathway regulation in light of these recent developments. 

The main regulatory components in the GAL signaling pathway are summarized in Figure 1.2. The 

central activating TF of the GAL pathway, Gal4p, induces expression from its target genes by recruiting 

SWI/SNF, SAGA, and Pol II complexes to initiate transcription40–42. Gal80p, the GAL branch repressor of 

the pathway, directly binds to the activation domain of Gal4p, thereby preventing it from signaling43. 

Gal3p, the upstream signal transducer, binds galactose to enter an active conformation in which it will 

bind and inhibit Gal80p, relieving repression of Gal4p and thereby activating GAL pathway 

expression44,45. Within the glucose-responsive branch of the GAL pathway, Mig1p is the primary effector 

that acts to repress the expression of multiple GAL genes including GAL3, GAL4, and GAL146. 

As a decision-making system, the GAL pathway exhibits a variety of interesting behaviors: it is senses the 

galactose:glucose ratio over a broad range of concentrations23, as opposed to absolute levels of either 

sugar as previously believed, and it is turned on in a switch-like manner47. Besides these general 

characteristics, there is an appreciable degree of natural variation in how different strains of S. cerevisiae 

induce their GAL pathway. Some strains exhibit a bimodal response at the population level, enabled by 

the presence of feedback loops in the galactose-responsive branch of the pathway48 (Figure 1.3, left), 

while others are exclusively unimodal in their induction49. Strains also vary in how much they prepare for 

glucose exhaustion when growing in glucose-galactose mixtures, a process known as a diauxic shift from 

glucose to galactose metabolism50. The combination of heavily-conserved pathway structure and 

variability in response features makes this pathway a particularly good model system in which to 

interrogate how different decision-making pathway designs can serve alternative functions for a cell. 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic of the galactose-utilization (GAL) signaling pathway. Regulatory signaling in 

the GAL pathway for galactose metabolism (a.k.a. Leloir pathway) may be summarized in terms of the 

regulation of the GAL1/10 bidirectional promoter (which is often inserted upstream of a fluorescent 

reporter such as YFP to permit a fluorescence readout for pathway activity). At left, the galactose- 
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Figure 1.3. (Continued). 

responsive arm of regulation consists of transducer Gal3p, repressor Gal80p, and activator Gal4p. At 

right, the glucose-responsive arm of regulation contains the repressor Mig1p as its most downstream 

transducer, which acts to repress many genes in the GAL pathway (GAL1/10, GAL3, and GAL4). Our 

current hypothesis for the ratiometric response to external galactose is that competitive transport of 

galactose and glucose molecules by hexose transporters (HXT) and/or the galactose transporter Gal2p 

results in the internal concentrations of galactose being dependent on the ratio of the external galactose 

and glucose concentrations, while internal glucose is less affected by the external sugar ratio due to 

transporter affinity for glucose being higher than for galactose for many HXTs.  

 

1.6. A return to the challenge: summary of thesis 

We are still far—perhaps infinitely far—from possessing a complete blueprint and understanding for the 

cellular circuitry that can execute choice, but nonetheless this is the idealistic goal behind this thesis and 

chosen area of study. By making high-throughput and quantitative measurements of yeast cells across 

two-dimensional inputs and a variety of environmental conditions, we are able to gain new insights into 

difficult questions of multi-dimensional outputs and variance in response. Building on our current 

knowledge of how signals may be both integrated and decomposed, here I have sought to refine two 

aspects of our understanding: how cells may be able to control multiple aspects of a given output 

response, and how genetic aberrations such as aneuploidy can disrupt signaling in both pathway-specific 

and global contexts.  

In making a choice, a cell not only has to decide what program to commit to, but how strongly to do so. 

To bring back the initial analogy (Figure 1.1A), a cell might choose a given path, but either proceed down 

it entirely or only move part of the way: in principle, these two aspects of choice need not be tied to each 

other. In Chapter 2, I address the question of whether and how these two features can be separated by 

examining how yeast decide when and how much to induce the GAL utilization pathway.  

Another question pertaining to these decision-making mechanisms is how consistent they are in making a 

call: how robust are these processes to accidental mis-transfer of genetic information? In Chapter 3, I 
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study this in the context of how the state of aneuploidy itself affects cellular signaling and noisiness of 

gene expression. Here, I extend beyond my consideration of the GAL pathway to also see how different 

stress response pathway decisions are affected by aneuploidy, and consider what this means in terms of 

the general effect of the aneuploidy state on cellular phenotypes. 

Through both of these studies, we gain a more advanced understanding of these canonical signaling 

systems in yeast and derive general design principles that may be useful in understanding other biological 

systems. 
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Summary 

Cells are often faced with decisions. In the galactose-responsive pathway in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 

we find that instead of a single output, the response can be decomposed into two independent outputs, the 

decision to induce and the level of induction, that are controlled by two distinct inputs, yielding a “switch-

and-dimmer” design. Mirroring this mathematical decomposition, the two outputs are controlled by 

distinct transcription factors, Gal4p and Mig1p. Contrary to expectations, chromatin state and 

transcription factor occupancy at individual promoters are not responsible for this behavior. Instead, the 

activity of Gal4p controls the switch, while the total level of Gal4p, directly regulated by Mig1p, controls 

the dimmer. This decoupled “switch-and-dimmer” architecture is advantageous for competitive growth 

during a nutrient shift, with selection acting separately on the dimmer and the switch. Many features of 

this design exist in other systems and hence this decoupling and its advantages are likely ubiquitous.  
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Introduction 

Gene regulatory programs are complex, often involving multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The limits 

of our current tools typically require us to make simplifying assumptions in order to study how they 

behave, such as that different output features are often assumed to be correlated. In many responses, if 

and how much a gene is expressed is expected to be highly correlated. This assumption has been 

extremely useful: it has driven many quantitative experiments of single-cell responses to perturbations, 

and these in turn have yielded a vast array of intricate behaviors reminiscent of the decision-making 

ability of engineered systems1. While such simplifying assumptions are pragmatic and convenient, they 

may be incorrect or obscure important features of the underlying biology. There is a risk of becoming 

blind to our assumptions as we perform experiments that yield interesting new pieces of data, but that do 

not have the ability to falsify our assumptions. 

One important counterexample to the expectation that the decision to induce (if) and the level of induction 

(how much) may not always be coupled, comes from the phosphate-responsive (PHO) pathway in yeast. 

In general, the response to environmental perturbations is assumed to entail the correlated induction of a 

program of genes that helps the organism adapt to the stressor2,3. In the phosphate-responsive (PHO) 

pathway, it was noted that different PHO genes are induced at different concentrations of phosphate, but 

some genes that are only induced at the lowest concentrations of external phosphate were induced at 

higher levels than other genes induced at higher concentrations of external phosphate4. This type of 

decoupling is reminiscent of the regulation seen in many developmental systems where pioneer 

transcription factors open chromatin and allow the binding of secondary transcription factors. In this 

design, the interpretation of a gradient of cell fate patterning signals, done by secondary transcription 

factors, is thus decoupled from both spatial position and timing of gene activation, which is separately 

regulated by the pioneer factors5. However, in the PHO system there is just a single transcription factor, 

Pho4p, that is responsible for executing the phosphate-dependent regulation, suggesting an alternate 

mechanism. Lam et al. showed that nucleosome-free Pho4p binding sites regulate the accessibility of 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/B7uxW
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/6IvD0+gwarv
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/oKljU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/8R0x4
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nucleosome-occluded Pho4p binding sites. In this way, the phosphate concentration at which a gene 

becomes induced is decoupled from the expression level4.  

Decoupled designs have several advantages over non-decoupled systems. In the PHO system, its 

decoupled design allows for a more fine-tuned and adaptive response to environmental nutrient stress by 

generating a greater diversity of behavior across different phosphate-responsive genes. In the context of 

development, a decoupled design is advantageous by allowing for faster induction kinetics and efficient 

establishment of tissue specificity of shared gene expression programs6,7. As these examples illustrate, 

separate control of the decision to induce and the induction level may play a larger role than we currently 

recognize. 

To determine if this type of design is prevalent in other systems, we examined the induction of galactose-

utilization (GAL) genes in yeast in response to mixtures of glucose and galactose. This system has 

properties that are similar to environmental stress responses and developmental decisions. As a facultative 

pathway, it allows yeast to adapt to changes in nutrient availability and is induced concurrently with 

various stress response pathways when preferred carbon sources (e.g. glucose) run out8. Additionally, it 

involves a major shift in metabolic commitment, with transcriptional levels of GAL genes increasing 

~1000-fold from an uninduced to an induced state9, in a manner that is reminiscent to adopting an 

alternative fate. In previous work we had shown that the decision to induce depends on the ratio of 

glucose and galactose, but had not explored the relationship between the decision to induce and the 

induction level10.  

Here, we find that this decision to induce is actually decoupled from the level of induction, providing us 

with a tractable model system in which to investigate how this occurs and what function it serves. 

Interestingly, we show that the decoupling mechanism in the yeast GAL pathway is distinct from either of 

the previous models. The regulation does not directly integrate at the output promoters themselves 

through binding of different transcription factors and chromatin regulation. Instead, both of these 

functions act through the single transcription factor Gal4p: graded regulation of output expression level is 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/oKljU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/hE2WE+eme7Y
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/34BIJ
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/DrbJ
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
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implemented by controlling the expression level of the GAL4 gene, while the switch-like decision to 

induce or not is implemented by regulating the activity of the Gal4p protein. We further show that this 

mechanism allows for quantitatively coupled regulation of all GAL genes even though the promoter 

structures differ significantly. Additionally, we demonstrate that this decoupled design is advantageous in 

physiologically relevant conditions such as growth on sugar mixtures. Finally, we show that yeast natural 

isolates vary in alleles that are capable of independently tuning the two response features, further arguing 

a broader evolutionary importance for such switch-and-dimmer regulation. 

Results 

Decision to induce and induction level are decoupled in the GAL pathway 

We measured the response of the GAL pathway to multiple inputs by growing S. cerevisiae S288C in a 

double gradient of glucose and galactose and measuring the output of a GAL1 promoter reporter fusion 

(GAL1pr-YFP) at steady-state by flow cytometry (Figure 2.1A, methods). Gal1p, a galactokinase, is the 

first enzyme in the galactose metabolic pathway and has been used in many studies as a proxy for 

pathway output9. Consistent with previous work11,12, we observed two states: (1) an “OFF” state 

composed of a unimodal population of uninduced cells, observed when cells are grown in low-galactose, 

high-glucose conditions; and (2) an “ON” state composed of a unimodal population of fully-induced cells, 

observed when cells are grown in high-galactose, low-glucose conditions (Figure 2.1B). Cultures grown 

in intermediate combinations of glucose and galactose exhibit a bimodal YFP expression distribution 

consisting of a mixture of ON and OFF cells (Figure 2.1B). As we previously showed, the decision front, 

the concentration where 50% of the cells are induced, depends on the ratio of glucose and galactose10. 

Interestingly, the level of induction of the ON cells varies by over two orders of magnitude, but does not 

appear to depend on the ratio of glucose and galactose. 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/DrbJ
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/pizMT+rztyq
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
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Figure 2.1. Response of the yeast GAL pathway to glucose-galactose combinations can be 

decomposed into a “switch” and “dimmer”. (A) Diagram of GAL1pr-YFP reporter strain for GAL 

pathway activity and a representative histogram of the flow cytometry based measurement of the 

expression distribution. To extract metrics, the log(expression) distribution is fit to either one or two 

Gaussians (OFF and ON Gaussians respectively depicted in grey and green, Materials and Methods). The 

ON fraction is defined as the percent of the population in the ON Gaussian, and ON level is defined as the 

mean of the ON Gaussian. (B) The steady-state expression distribution of the GAL1pr-YFP reporter was 

measured across a double gradient of glucose (y-axis) and galactose (x-axis), with histograms shown here 

for one representative example (see Figure S2.1A for overlay of both biological replicates measured). The 

orange square is the same histogram as in (A). (C) Heatmap of the ON fraction (𝑓𝑂𝑁) across the glucose-

galactose double gradient, values are the average of two replicates for each glucose-galactose 

combination. We separated the response into three regimes:  an “OFF regime”, a “threshold regime”, and 

an “ON regime” based on the ON fraction (below 20%, between 20-80%, and above 80% on 

respectively). (D) A plot of the ON fraction of all the experiments in (B) versus the galactose:glucose 

ratio is well fit by a shifted Michaelian function (two replicates for each glucose-galactose condition; 

circles indicate replicate 1, squares indicate replicate 2). X-values randomly jittered for visualization 

purposes. Fit shown uses 𝐴 = 0.5 ± 0.1 and 𝐾𝑓 = 0.8 ± 0.1. (E) Heatmap of the ON level (𝜇𝑂𝑁) of cells 

from the ON regime in (C), values are the average of two replicates for each glucose-galactose 

combination. (F) A plot of ON level from the ON regime (E) versus glucose concentration is well fit by a 

Michaelian function (circles indicate replicate 1, squares indicate replicate 2). X-values randomly jittered 

for visualization purposes. Fit shown uses 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4 ⋅ 103 ± 1 ⋅ 103 and 𝐾𝜇 = 0.019 ± 0.008.  (G) 

Diagram of a mechanical switch-and-dimmer and our biological switch-and-dimmer. 
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To quantitatively determine the relationship between the output of GAL1pr and the inputs of glucose and 

galactose, we defined two distinct metrics, the fraction of ON cells (hereafter, “ON fraction”), and the 

induction level of the ON cells (hereafter, “ON level”). To calculate the ON fraction and ON level, we 

determined if the cell-sized normalized logarithm of YFP expression levels could be fit by a single 

Gaussian, and if so, defined the peak as ON or OFF based on an expression level threshold (Materials and 

Methods). Otherwise, we fit the expression level distribution to two Gaussians and defined the peak with 

lower expression as the OFF peak and higher expression as the ON peak. After classifying the cells, the 

ON fraction metric was defined as the percent of cells in the ON peak and the ON level metric was 

defined as the mean of the ON peak (Figure 2.1A,C,D, Materials and Methods). Since the induction level 

of OFF cells is relatively constant across all sugar combinations, ON fraction and ON level are enough to 

capture the full response. 

The ON fraction across all 77 sugar combinations collapses to a one-dimensional dependence on the 

galactose:glucose ratio (Figure 2.1C), consistent with previous work from our lab10, and can be fit by a 

shifted Michaelian function (Figure 2.1D, Materials and Methods, 𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑠. 𝑒. =  0.04, see Figure S2.1B for 

comparison with other fits). The effect of glucose and galactose on expression levels appeared more 

complicated. We observed that the ON level can be divided into three regimes: (1) an OFF regime to the 

left of the decision threshold, where there is little to no expression, (2) an ON regime to the right of the 

decision threshold, where the ON level appears to vary along the glucose axis independently of the ratio, 

and (3) a threshold regime spanning the decision threshold (Figure 2.1C,D, Figure S2.1C).   

First focusing on the ON regime, we find that ON level does indeed depend solely on glucose (Figure 

2.1E) and collapses to one dimension, well-fit by a Michaelian function (Figure 2.1F, Materials and 

Methods, 𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑠. 𝑒. = 2 ⋅ 102). The behavior of the ON level in the threshold regime is then well-described 

by a simple convolution of the ON level function and the ON fraction function (Figure S2.1C-E), 

suggesting that these two distinct functions, which respond to different inputs, are sufficient to describe 

the full induction response.  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
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In short, ON fraction depends only on the galactose:glucose ratio, while ON level depends mostly on 

glucose. While glucose also affects ON fraction through the galactose:glucose ratio, glucose and the sugar 

ratio are nonetheless independent variables, as one can change each of them without affecting the other. 

This strongly implies that the cell is independently regulating the ON fraction and ON level, and thus that 

the two responses are decoupled. The result of this decoupling is that the overall response is analogous to 

a mechanical “switch-and-dimmer” controller often used for lights (Figure2.1G). The sugar ratio, like the 

light switch, determines whether there is any output. Independently, the glucose concentration, like the 

light dimmer, determines the amount of output. 

 

The decoupling between decision and level is achieved by Gal80-dependent switch and Mig1-

dependent dimmer 

Next we investigated the genetic basis of the switch-and-dimmer response by analyzing mutants in 

galactose-glucose signaling. The canonical GAL pathway (Figure 2.2A) is activated when intracellular 

galactose interacts with Gal3p, causing it to sequester Gal80p and thus preventing Gal80p from inhibiting 

Gal4p13. Active Gal4p then promotes the transcription of GAL1, GAL2, GAL3, GAL7, GAL10, and 

GAL8014. Additionally, the presence of glucose causes Mig1p to bind the promoters of GAL1/GAL10, 

GAL3, and GAL4 and repress their transcription15. In order to investigate the genetic basis of the switch-

and-dimmer behavior, we set out to characterize the roles of the two main repressors in the galactose and 

glucose branches, Gal80p and Mig1p, respectively. We therefore measured the GAL1 reporter response in 

a glucose-galactose double gradient in gal80∆, mig1∆, and gal80∆ mig1∆ backgrounds, and compared 

these responses to the wildtype response from Figure 2.1 (reproduced for comparison in Figure 2.2B,C). 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/OXSTj
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ZXo8J
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/JBIyS
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Figure 2.2. Galactose-branch regulator Gal80p is necessary for the switch, while glucose-branch 

regulator Mig1p is necessary for the dimmer. (A) Schematic of the yeast GAL pathway, including 

hypothesized competitive-transport mechanism10 by which the internal galactose level is a function of the 

ratio of external sugars, leading the GAL branch of the pathway (orange) to be responsive to the 

galactose:glucose ratio. Glucose branch of pathway shown in purple. (B)-(I) ON fraction and ON level 

heatmaps of wildtype, mig1∆, gal80∆, and mig1∆gal80∆ strains in a glucose-galactose double gradient 

(wildtype data reproduced from Figure 2.1C and 2.1E; two replicates for each strain and glucose-

galactose combination). (J) A plot of the ON fraction versus galactose:glucose ratio for wildtype, mig1∆, 

gal80∆, and mig1∆gal80∆ strains (wildtype data reproduced from Figure 2.1D) for experiments in (B)-

(I). X-values randomly jittered for visualization purposes. Deletion of GAL80 eliminates the switch. (K) 

A plot of the ON level from the ON regime versus the glucose concentration for wildtype, mig1∆, 

gal80∆, and mig1∆gal80∆ strains (wildtype data reproduced from Figure 2.1F) for experiments in (B)-(I). 

X-values randomly jittered for visualization purposes. Deletion of MIG1 eliminates the dimmer. 

 

In previous work we had shown that a gal80Δ strain no longer responds to the galactose:glucose ratio, 

although it is still glucose-repressible10. Here we recapitulate this finding and additionally refine it by 

distinguishing between effects on ON fraction and ON level. Previously we only considered ON fraction 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
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and had used a different metric, the fraction of cells that were separable from cells grown in pure glucose. 

Therefore, this metric was problematic for strains that are induced even in pure glucose, such as the 

gal80∆ strain. Both by visual inspection (Figure S2.2) and our new metric (Figure 2.2), it is clear that a 

gal80∆ is always ON (compared to the OFF state defined by wildtype cells in pure glucose), regardless of 

sugar concentrations (Figure 2.2D,J); i.e., the ON fraction of a gal80∆ is not responsive to either glucose 

or galactose. However, ON level for this strain responds to glucose concentration in a manner that is 

virtually identical to wildtype (Figure 2.2C,E,K). Thus, we conclude that Gal80p is necessary for the 

switch but not the dimmer. 

Although Mig1p primarily mediates the known glucose dependent repression of GAL genes (with some 

support from Mig2p), we previously found that a mig1Δmig2Δ strain is still ratiometric10. We reproduced 

the finding that the ON fraction of a mig1Δ strain is a function of the galactose:glucose ratio and follows 

the same functional form as a wild-type strain (Figure 2.2F,J). This result implies that glucose-dependent 

regulation of the ON fraction is upstream of canonical regulation, and our working hypothesis is that this 

occurs through competitive uptake of glucose and galactose. Nonetheless, there is a conserved Mig1p 

binding site in the GAL1 promoter, suggesting Mig1p plays a physiological role in GAL1 promoter 

regulation; in light of this, we hypothesized that Mig1p could serve to regulate the ON level. Indeed, in a 

mig1Δ strain the ON level is no longer glucose-dependent and always at its maximal level (Figure 

2.2G,K), leading us to conclude that Mig1p is necessary for the dimmer but not the switch. 

Consistent with Mig1p and Gal80p being necessary for the dimmer and switch respectively, a 

mig1∆gal80∆ strain is constitutively ON to its maximal level (Figure 2.2H-K), i.e. neither ON fraction 

nor ON level depend on glucose or galactose.  Thus, the mathematical decomposition into ON fraction 

and ON level (Figure 2.1) has a genetic basis: the galactose regulatory branch acts like an ON-OFF 

switch, while glucose regulatory branch acts like a dimmer. Notably, the glucose signal is incorporated 

into the regulation of the GAL1pr by two distinct mechanisms, each with their own dependency on 

glucose. 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
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Switch and dimmer integrate upstream of regulation at the GAL1 promoter  

We next sought to determine the molecular mechanism of the switch-and-dimmer response at the GAL1 

promoter. In glucose media lacking galactose, the GAL1 promoter is highly repressed15 due to multiple 

well-positioned nucleosomes that block transcription16–18. This repression can be relieved by Gal4p, 

which binds to four Gal4p binding sites in the nucleosome free region of the promoter19 and, when active, 

recruits several different chromatin remodeling complexes both directly and indirectly by recruiting 

polymerase20,21. Additionally, in the presence of both high glucose and galactose, Mig1p is able to 

localize to the nucleus and bind to the GAL1 promoter. Mig1p can repress by multiple mechanisms, 

including recruitment of the Cyc8-Tup1 protein complex that promotes formation of  repressive 

chromatin and can also directly mask the Gal4p activation domain similarly to Gal80p22,23. The Mig1p 

binding sites are located within a nucleosome-footprinted region, with evidence suggesting that 

nucleosome and Mig1 binding are mutually exclusive24. This suggested that Mig1p likely works by 

transcriptional interference at the GAL1 promoter, where interaction between Mig1p and Gal4p would 

yield the switch-and-dimmer phenotype. 

This design would be very similar to that of the yeast phosphate-responsive signaling (PHO) pathway. In 

the PHO pathway, chromatin remodeling was shown to be responsible for decoupling the induction 

threshold of a given promoter and that same promoter’s expression level. The affinity of the 

transcriptional activator Pho4p for nucleosome-free binding sites determined the phosphate concentration 

at which chromatin remodeling occurred, while the affinity and number of sites initially occluded by 

nucleosomes would then determine the maximal output of the promoter4. Both these designs are 

conceptually similar to the use of pioneer transcription factors5 a common motif in development. Pioneer 

transcription factors are required to open chromatin as a gateway event, thereby exposing other 

transcription factor binding sites. These secondary sites are critical for the timing and level of expression 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/JBIyS
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/3kRY9+Gy3MW+UO8hK
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/hp4Lb
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/GICCT+5qT0J
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/0OSQT+Ad0S9
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/IX3XS
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/oKljU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/8R0x4
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of the downstream genes, and having their recognition be contingent on the pioneering event restricts 

when/where their developmental program is executed5. 

To directly test our hypothesis that chromatin remodeling through Gal4p controls the switch and 

transcriptional regulation through Mig1p controls the dimmer (Figure 2.3A), we measured chromatin 

structure and gene expression using a modified version of ATAC-seq25,26 and flow cytometry, 

respectively, under a number of different sugar conditions (also see Materials and Methods). The 

expectation of this model is that changes in the galactose:glucose ratio that move cells across the decision 

threshold will cause a Gal4p-dependent change between open- and closed-chromatin states, with no 

transcription resulting from the chromatin-closed state. Conversely, changes in glucose concentration 

across the ON regime should not affect the degree of chromatin openness, but instead should affect gene 

expression levels in a manner proportional to Mig1p occupancy at its DNA binding sites. A biological 

complication to testing this hypothesis is that in multiple glucose-galactose environments, GAL1pr-YFP 

expression is bimodal. ATAC-seq, which is a bulk assay, would then be the weighted average of the 

chromatin openness in the two different states. To solve this problem, we allowed cells to reach their 

steady state YFP expression and then formaldehyde-fixed these cultures to stabilize DNA-protein 

interactions. We then FACS sorted the fixed cells into ON and OFF subpopulations based on their YFP 

expression level (Figure 2.3B). After sorting, samples were processed through standard ATAC-seq 

tagmentation, reverse crosslinking, and standard Nextera amplification, to generate libraries for 

sequencing. Since we were interested in quantifying the chromatin structure at a small subset of 

promoters, as opposed to a genome-wide view, the pooled library was then subjected to hybrid capture to 

enrich for DNA from the regions of interest (Figure 2.3B, Materials and Methods). This hybrid capture 

enriched the captured regions by roughly 50- to 100-fold, allowing for the pooled sequencing of hundreds 

of samples in a single sequencing run (Figure S2.3B). Multiple paired-end reads that had identical start 

and stop sites were counted as a single read to minimize PCR amplification biases that might result from 

the additional amplification steps following hybrid capture (Materials and Methods). 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/8R0x4
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/XKQvN+L2AHK
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Figure 2.3. Switch and dimmer integrate upstream of the GAL1 promoter. (A) Model for switch-and-

dimmer decomposition at the GAL1pr based on the PHO system4. The switch from OFF to ON (left) is 

due to Gal4p-mediated remodeling of nucleosomes, while the dimmer (right) is through graded Mig1p 

binding to the open-chromatin conformation of the promoter. (B) Schematic of modified ATAC-seq 

protocol for assaying chromatin accessibility. Samples were crosslinked, sorted based on expression level, 

and then tagmented. To maximize the number of samples per sequencing run, a set of 14 promoters were 

enriched by hybrid capture (see Materials and Methods). (C) ATAC-seq insertion frequency across the 

GAL1 promoter normalized to the ATAC-seq signal in 2% glucose (purple, maximally repressed state - 

unimodal ON) for wild-type cells grown in 2% galactose (orange, maximally induced state - unimodal 

OFF) or a mixture of 0.25% glucose and 0.5% galactose (bimodal induction; cells were sorted into ON 

(green) and OFF (grey) subpopulations, as in (B)). The summed frequency over the genomic region 

occupied by the -1 nucleosome, highlighted in yellow, is used to calculate the percent chromatin openness 

metric (inset, see Materials and Methods; see Figure S2.3 for comparison to summing over other genomic 

regions). (D) Scatterplot of YFP expression level (x-axis) versus chromatin openness (y-axis) across all 

samples from wildtype, mig1∆, gal80∆, mig1∆gal80∆, and TetO7pr-MIG1;mig1∆gal80∆ strain 

backgrounds. Data plotted is from two biological replicates (circles indicate replicate 1, squares indicate 

replicate 2) for each strain and glucose-galactose/doxycycline condition. (E-F) ON fraction as a function 

of the galactose:glucose ratio (E) and ON level as a function of glucose concentration (F) in a glucose-

galactose double gradient assay (two replicates) across wildtype, mig1∆, and GAL1prmig1bsΔ. X-values 

randomly jittered for visualization purposes. 

  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/oKljU
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Figure 2.3. (Continued). 
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Our cross-linked, hybrid captured, ATAC-Seq samples recapitulate the known GAL1pr chromatin 

structure in glucose and galactose. A plot of the normalized insertion frequency across the GAL1 

promoter region shows significantly greater chromatin accessibility in galactose-grown cells (maximally 

ON) than in glucose-grown cells (maximally OFF) (Figure S2.3C). Stronger yet, normalizing all ATAC-

Seq data by the insertion frequency in pure glucose, the maximally-repressed condition, reveals a periodic 

pattern of 150bp regions of protection that is in concordance with the annotated histone positions in the 

GAL1 promoter based on previous literature27,28 (Figure 2.3C, Figure S2.3A). Furthermore, there is a 

modest peak of protection in the nucleosome-free region adjacent to the Gal4p binding site, a region 

previously shown to be occupied by a partial unwound nucleosome19. 

In order to quantify how chromatin accessibility varies across different environmental conditions and 

mutant backgrounds, we summed the number of transposase insertions into the GAL1 promoter, 

specifically into the genomic region where the -2 nucleosome is positioned (Figure 2.3C). To aid in the 

interpretation of “percent openness”, we scaled this sum between the values obtained in 2% glucose and 

2% galactose, which we will refer to as 0% and 100% openness respectively (Figure 2.3C, inset). We 

tested multiple regions of the GAL1 promoter and obtained similar results (Figure S2.3E-H).  

In some mixtures of glucose and galactose, the distribution of GAL1pr-YFP expression is bimodal. Our 

model makes a strong prediction that the chromatin state of the OFF and ON subpopulations of bimodal 

samples should be similar to an OFF population from 2% glucose and an ON population from 2% 

galactose respectively. Indeed, the chromatin accessibilities of the sorted subpopulations from cells grown 

in a combination of 0.25% glucose and 0.5% galactose were strikingly different from one another (Figure 

2.3C). Consistent with expectations, the accessibility of the OFF subpopulation appears almost identical 

to that of maximally-repressed wildtype cells. However, the percent openness of the ON subpopulation is 

an intermediate (~60%) between that of the maximally OFF and maximally ON samples. This suggested 

that various ON levels could be associated with distinct states of chromatin accessibility.  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/YzAS8+mncyb
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/hp4Lb
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To determine if chromatin accessibility varies across ON subpopulations with different expression levels, 

we surveyed the chromatin openness of sorted populations from a range of glucose-galactose 

combinations. Contrary to the predictions of our model, we observed a monotonic correlation between 

ON level and chromatin openness at the GAL1 promoter (Figure 2.3D). All of the samples fall on a single 

continuum in expression-openness space, rather than the ON state having full chromatin openness across 

different expression levels. This result led to a new prediction that the Mig1p-dependent dimmer is 

capable of tuning chromatin openness. Indeed, the mig1Δ strain, which lacks the transcriptional dimmer, 

has OFF and ON subpopulations that only exist in the fully-closed or fully-open chromatin respectively 

(Figure 2.3D, top right). Conversely, the gal80Δ strain, which is always ON, has a wide range of 

chromatin openness dependent on the amount of glucose in the media (Figure 2.3C, bottom right). 

Together, this data strongly supports the degree of chromatin openness as being coupled to the degree of 

transcriptional activity. 

To directly test whether increased Mig1p activity was responsible for the graded chromatin accessibility 

seen in the gal80Δ strain, we constructed a strain where the native copies of Gal80p and Mig1p were 

replaced by a doxycycline-inducible cassette driving MIG1 expression (mig1Δgal80Δ TetO7pr-MIG1 

GAL1pr-YFP; SLYM03 in Table S2.1, also see Materials and Methods). Increasing doxycycline 

monotonically lowered both GAL1pr-YFP expression level (Figure S2.3J) and chromatin openness. 

Strikingly, the relationship between gene expression and chromatin openness fell on the same continuum 

as in the wild-type strain grown in different mixtures of glucose and galactose (Figure 2.3D). In total, 

these results refute our hypothesis that only the switch acts on chromatin (Figure 2.3A).  

Gal4 binding sites alone are sufficient for switch-and-dimmer phenotype 

Given that Mig1p binding at the GAL1 promoter has been previously reported to be mutually exclusive 

with nucleosome occupancy24, we sought to more carefully dissect the mechanism of action of Mig1p. As 

a control, we deleted the Mig1p binding sites in the GAL1pr-YFP reporter (Figure S2.3I), and measured 

the response of the resulting strain to a glucose-galactose double gradient. Surprisingly, the phenotype of 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/IX3XS
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the GAL1prmig1bsΔ reporter strain was nearly identical to that of wildtype both in terms of ON fraction and 

level (Figure 2.3E,F), despite the removed Mig1p binding sites being highly conserved29. This indicates 

that the direct effect of Mig1p at GAL1 is a relatively minor contributor that is insufficient to explain the 

large effect of Mig1p on transcriptional output and chromatin openness. Based on this, we concluded that 

the Mig1p dimmer must regulate GAL1 upstream of the GAL1 promoter. 

Our GAL1prmig1bsΔ results suggest that the Gal4p binding sites alone should be sufficient to yield a switch-

and-dimmer response. To test this, we generated a series of alternative YFP reporters for GAL2, GAL3, 

GAL7, GAL10, and GAL80 and measured their response in a glucose-galactose double gradient. 

Surprisingly, despite differences in promoter architecture and the presence or absence of Mig1p binding 

sites (Figure S2.4A), we found that all of these reporters display a switch-like ON fraction function and 

glucose-dimmed ON level function (Figure 2.4A,B).  

To confirm that Gal4p binding sites are sufficient to drive a switch-and-dimmer response, we built a 

series of synthetic YFP reporter constructs consisting of a minimal core synthetic promoter30 that has no 

expected regulation by either glucose or galactose. Adding either one consensus Gal4p binding site or the 

native UAS sequence from the GAL1pr (containing three binding sites; Figure S2.4B) was sufficient to 

yield a glucose- and galactose:glucose ratio-dependent switch-and-dimmer response (Figure 2.4C,D). 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/UtM8B
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/TY2Y8
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Figure 2.4. Dimmer works by Mig1p transcriptional inhibition of Gal4p level. (A-H) ON fraction vs. 

galactose:glucose ratio (A,C, E, and G) and ON level vs. glucose concentration (B, D, F, H) for GAL 

gene promoters driving YFP (A-B), synthetic promoters with only Gal4p binding sites driving YFP (C-

D), or GAL1pr-YFP for different mutants of the GAL pathway (E-H) at steady-state in a glucose-

galactose double gradient (two replicates). Wildtype and mig1Δ data in (E) and (F) reproduced from 

Figure 2.3E and 2.3F for comparison. X-values randomly jittered for visualization purposes. Grey line in 

(H) indicates the lower limit for being able to confidently distinguish an ON subpopulation from an OFF 

subpopulation. (I) GAL1pr-YFP expression level vs. DOX concentration of a gal4Δ TetO7pr-GAL4 strain 

along an axis of equal galactose:glucose ratio and varying absolute sugar concentrations (two replicates 

for each glucose-galactose condition; see Figure S2.4F for measurement along a constant glucose axis 

with varying galactose). Grey box indicates conditions that yield expression that is indistinguishable from 

that in the OFF regime.(J) mScarlet versus YFP fluorescence in a gal4Δ TetO7pr-mScarlet-GAL4 

GAL1pr-YFP strain from microscopy of the same DOX titration series shown in (I) (see Figure S2.4I for 

a YFP versus DOX plot). Scatter represents single-cell measurements, with colors corresponding to 

discrete DOX concentrations; black circles are the average YFP and mScarlet values at each given DOX 

concentration (two replicates). (K) The ON levels of a series of natural and synthetic YFP reporter strains 

(from (B) and (D)), with color representing the number of Gal4p binding sites. The bar represents the  
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Figure 2.4. (Continued). 

average over multiple galactose concentrations and two repeats (circles), all in the background of the least 

repressive glucose concentration of 0.015% (that yields maximum ON levels). 

 

Mig1p binding sites in the GAL4 promoter are critical for GAL1 level control 

Having ruled out Mig1p at the GAL1 promoter as the mechanism of ON level control, we sought to 

determine the relevant Mig1p target. In addition to regulating GAL1 expression, Mig1p is known to 

inhibit GAL3 and GAL4 expression (Figure 2.2A). Prior studies have suggested that GAL pathway 

induction is sensitive to Gal4p levels: growth on glucose, as compared to galactose, leads to a 4-7 fold 

reduction in GAL4 expression levels31,32. Likewise, elimination of the glucose regulation in the GAL4 

promoter led to a ~20% increase in GAL1 expression32. Finally, when GAL4 expression is reduced to 

below approximately 40% of its wild-type level, GAL1 is not activated15.  

Given these observations, we tested whether the glucose dependent control of the ON level could be 

achieved through this modest Mig1p-dependent change in GAL4 expression. First, we used CRISPR-Cas9 

editing to introduce a scarless deletion in the Mig1p binding site in the GAL4 promoter (Figure S2.4C) 

and measured the effect of this mutation on the GAL induction phenotype. Deletion of the Mig1p binding 

site in the GAL4 promoter was sufficient to  phenocopy the behavior of a mig1Δ for GAL1 expression, i.e. 

ON level is unregulated while ON fraction regulation is the same as wildtype. (Figure 2.4E,F). As 

expected, this mutant does not affect the ON fraction.  

Second, we compared the phenotype of a wildtype diploid to a heterozygous deletion of GAL4. 

Heterozygous deletions lower the level of expression two-fold for the vast majority of promoters33. The 

wild-type and heterozygous delete strain have the same ON fraction response (Figure 2.4G), but the ON 

level is 5-fold lower in the heterozygous delete (Figure 2.4H). As expected, the heterozygous delete is 

still regulated by glucose.  

Third, we built a strain in which we deleted the native (glucose-regulated) GAL4 gene and integrated a 

DOX-inducible cassette driving GAL4 expression from a TetO7 promoter at a neutral locus (gal4Δ 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/Qximi+OatNA
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/OatNA
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/JBIyS
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/aic9Q
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TetO7pr-MIG1 GAL1pr-YFP; SLYM07 in Table S2.1, see Materials and Methods). Titrating DOX levels 

led to changes in GAL1pr-YFP expression levels that spanned the physiological range of GAL1 

expression (Figure 2.4I). Consistent with our hypothesis, changing the glucose concentration had no 

effect on the DOX-dependent induction of GAL4 as long as galactose was also changed in a manner that 

kept the galactose:glucose ratio constant. As expected, titrating glucose in a constant galactose 

background (thereby changing the galactose:glucose ratio) or the presence of the native GAL4 locus in 

addition to the inducible cassette influenced the DOX-dependent induction of GAL4 (FigureS2.4E-H).  

To directly measure the causative Gal4p levels that are generated in the DOX titration, we additionally 

built a strain where the TetO7pr-driven GAL4 was fused at the N-terminus with an mScarlet fluorescent 

tag39 (gal4Δ TetO7pr-mScarlet-MIG1; SLYM08 in Table S2.1, see Materials and Methods), which only 

minimally affected its ability to induce GAL1pr-YFP expression compared to the untagged version 

(Figure S2.4H, S2.4I). When we measured both mScarlet-Gal4p and GAL1pr-YFP expression levels 

across this DOX gradient by microscopy, we observed a direct correlation between mScarlet-Gal4p and 

GAL1pr-YFP expression levels (Figure 2.4J). As predicted, GAL pathway induction was highly sensitive 

to Gal4p level, with a less than 10% increase in Gal4p associated with a more than two-fold increase in 

GAL1 expression level across a narrow concentration range, above which GAL1 expression level quickly 

saturates.  

Finally, the number of Gal4p binding sites in promoters of Gal4p-regulated genes (both native and 

synthetic, Figure 2.4B,D respectively) roughly correlates to their ON level (Figure 2.4K), without 

affecting ON fraction (Figure 2.4A,C). This is consistent with previous findings that removing Gal4p 

binding sites in the GAL1 promoter decreases expression level without affecting the induced fraction34. 

All together, these four lines of evidence strongly support the hypothesis that the ON level is set by the 

amount of Gal4p recruited to a promoter. In this model, the total level of Gal4p (and hence the maximum 

level that can be recruited to any promoter) is glucose dependent and mediated by Mig1p, and does not 

affect the ON fraction in the physiological range of Gal4p expression. 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/X67r7
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/D9CAI
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Elimination of ON level control causes fitness disadvantage during a diauxic shift 

We next sought to determine if we could find a physiological condition where the switch-and-dimmer 

design was advantageous compared to a switch alone. In nature, cells are often faced with mixtures of 

sugars. Yeast first utilize preferred carbon sources such as glucose, and then use less preferred carbon 

sources as preferred sources are depleted35. This leads to a two phased growth behavior referred to a 

diauxic growth36,37. Yeast cells growing in glucose-galactose batch culture begin inducing GAL genes as 

glucose is depleted, although different strains begin to induce the GAL pathway at different glucose 

concentrations38. The more a strain “prepares” for glucose depletion by inducing early, the higher the 

fitness advantage it has when glucose is depleted, but also the larger the cost for inducing the GAL genes 

before glucose runs out. We had noticed that during diauxic growth, full induction of GAL genes occurs 

much later than in an instantaneous switch from raffinose to galactose. We hypothesized that one possible 

function of the switch-and-dimmer design is to allow cells to prepare before glucose runs out, by turning 

the switch ON, while keeping ON level low via the glucose-dependent dimmer and turning ON level up 

in correlation with glucose depletion. This design could help minimize the cost of preparation. 

To evaluate the effect of having a switch-and-dimmer rather than only a switch, we co-cultured wild-type 

with the dimmer-less GAL4prmig1bsΔ strain in a mixture of 0.25% glucose and 2% galactose. The culture 

was grown until glucose was depleted and both strains had completely converted to galactose metabolism, 

sampling hourly to measure extracellular sugar levels by enzymatic assay, and to measure cell counts and 

GAL1pr-YFP expression levels by flow cytometry (Figure 2.5A). After the initial stabilization of 

fluorescence (around t=4hrs), the ON level of the dimmer-less GAL4prmig1bsΔ strain reaches very close to 

its time-course maximum, while that of the wildtype is still strongly dimmed (Figure 2.5B). When 

glucose has depleted and is below the detection limit (Figure S2.5B, around 7-8 hours) the wildtype ON 

level is undimmed and approaches its maximum (which is lower than the maximum of GAL4prmig1bsΔ, also 

see Figure 2.4F) 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/hNrUC
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ZxR7+MgjI
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/DAhvQ
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Figure 2.5. Dimmer gives a selective advantage in a diauxic shift. (A) Overview of the experimental 

procedure for measurements of the competitive fitness of a wildtype and a GAL4prmig1bs∆ strains during a 

diauxic shift. For segmentation of the strains in co-culture, the wildtype strain constitutively expresses the 

red mScarlet fluor. (B) GAL1pr-YFP ON level for wildtype (red) and GAL4prmig1bsΔ (blue), shown as the 

average of four biological replicates, was measured once per hour during a diauxic competition. (C) Log2-

ratio of GAL4prmig1bsΔ cell counts over wildtype cell counts versus time during diauxic growth (black, four 

replicate co-cultures), an “instantaneous” shift to pure galactose (blue, four replicate co- 
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Figure 2.5. (Continued). 

cultures), steady-state growth on 2% glucose (yellow, four replicate co-cultures), or steady-state growth 

on 2% galactose (green, four replicate co-cultures). Thick lines are the average of the four measurements. 

A positive value on the y-axis shows that GAL4prmig1bs∆ has a net fitness advantage since the initial 

timepoint, while a negative value indicates the wildtype has a net fitness advantage since the initial 

timepoint. 

 

To quantify the relative abundance of each strain, we added a constitutively-expressed red fluorescent 

protein, mScarlet, to the wild-type background, allowing the segmentation of the two strains based on red 

fluorescence (Figure S2.5A). To assess the fitness consequences due to differences in ON level between 

the two strains, we plotted the logarithm of the ratio of GAL4prmig1bsΔ to wildtype cell counts over time 

(Figure 2.5C, Methods). A negative slope means that wildtype strain is growing faster than GAL4prmig1bsΔ; 

a negative value means that the wildtype strain has a cumulative fitness advantage since the start of the 

experiment (t=0). While glucose is present in the medium (before hour 7, Figure S2.5B), GAL4prmig1bsΔ 

has a significant disadvantage compared to wildtype (Figure 2.5C). This suggests that the excess cost of 

maximally inducing the GAL pathway 40,41 in a GAL4prmig1bsΔ is not compensated by any potential benefit 

of utilizing galactose. Once glucose drops below approximately 0.1%, the wildtype strain begins to 

induce further in preparation for the exhaustion of glucose (Figure 2.5B), and the GAL4prmig1bsΔ strain has 

a competitive advantage (t=7-10hr) (Figure 2.5C). This advantage is kinetic41, and under the conditions 

tested, this kinetic benefit is insufficient to overcome the initial steady-state fitness cost.  

Both wildtype and GAL4prmig1bsΔ have roughly equivalent growth rates on either pure glucose or pure 

galactose (Figure 2.5C), suggesting that the observed fitness advantage of the wildtype strain during a 

diauxic lag is not due to a growth advantage in either of the sugars alone. Similarly, when cells that were 

outgrown in 2% potassium acetate, identically to the diauxic shift experiment, are switched into 2% 

galactose media, the growth rate difference between the two strains is much smaller than that of the 

diauxic-shift experiment (Figure 2.5C). This indicates that the switch from acetate to galactose is not the 

cause for fitness defect in the GAL4prmig1bsΔ strain. In total, this evidence strongly supports that the role of 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/L4q2m+pkNKv
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/pkNKv
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the dimmer is to reduce the fitness cost that is incurred by expressing the GAL pathway before it is 

directly needed for growth. 

 

Natural genetic variation can independently tune decision (switch) and level (dimmer) 

We previously found that the costs and benefits of inducing the GAL pathway before glucose is depleted 

in a diauxic shift correlate well to the steady-state response to galactose-glucose mixtures41. The 

decoupling between the dimmer and the switch suggests that natural selection will act independently on 

these two control elements, allowing different natural variants to optimize their dimmer and switches to 

the different sugar levels that they experience in their environments. To quantify how the dimmer and 

switch vary in different natural isolates, we defined two new heuristic metrics: the switch threshold F50, 

i.e. the galactose:glucose ratio at which 50% of the cells in the population are in the ON subpopulation 

(Figure 2.6A, top), and the dimmer threshold E10, i.e. the glucose concentration at which ON level reaches 

10% of its maximum (Figure 2.6A, bottom). We measured GAL1pr-YFP expression along a glucose 

gradient in a fixed background of 0.25% galactose for two yeast strains; the lab strain S288C and the 

natural isolate DBVPG1106. Compared to S288C, the natural isolate strain DBVPG1106 has a different 

threshold for the dimmer and switch (Figure 2.6A); the decision threshold was ~0.6 for S288C and ~21 

for DBVPG1106, and the dimmer threshold was ~0.15% glucose for S288C and ~0.08% glucose for 

DBVPG1106. To analyze the genetic basis of the differences in E10 and F50, we crossed the two strains 

and phenotyped random haploid segregants from their hybrid (Figure S2.6A-B). 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/pkNKv
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Figure 2.6. Genetic variation in natural isolates independently tunes decision (switch) and level 

(dimmer). (A) Metrics for decision and level “setpoints” defined in S288C (blue) and DBVPG1106 (red) 

strain backgrounds grown in a glucose gradient with a fixed background 0.25% galactose concentration. 

The lines connect the averages over six replicates at each glucose concentration. The switch threshold 

(F50) corresponds to the galactose:glucose ratio at which 50% of the cells are induced, and the dimmer 

threshold (E10) corresponds to the glucose concentration at which expression level is 10% of maximal 

expression. (B) Scatterplot of E10 versus F50 from combinatorial allele swaps of GAL3, GAL4, and MKT1 

between the S288C (blue quadrant) and DBVPG1106 (red quadrant) parental backgrounds. GAL3, GAL4, 

and MKT1 were identified as causative loci from bulk sequencing analysis (Figure S2.6A-D). (C)-(D) 

Effect in E10 versus F50 space of swapping GAL3 (C) or GAL4 (D) alleles alone with the rest of the genetic 

factors (other two alleles and parental background) kept constant, with vector indicating the effect of  
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Figure 2.6. (Continued). 

switching from the DBVPG1106 genetic variant to the S288C variant. Average effect due to GAL3 swaps 

illustrated by purple arrow, average effect due to GAL4 swaps illustrated by orange arrow.  

Bkgd, background. 

 

To identify the causative loci, we performed bulk-segregant linkage mapping using a pooled sorting 

strategy (Figure S2.6C). We grew a pooled mixture of haploid (MATa) segregants in a mixture of glucose 

and galactose where the parental GAL1pr-YFP distributions were maximally different  (Figure S2.6C, 

grey). We then used FACS to sort the segregants into pools of uninduced (“OFF”), induced with low-

expression (“LOW”), and induced with high-expression (“HIGH”) cells (Figure S2.6C), and sequenced 

each pool to 15-33X coverage. We expected that a genomic locus affecting ON level (and thus E10) would 

differ in allele frequency between the LOW and HIGH pools, while any locus affecting ON fraction (and 

thus F50) would differ in allele frequency between the OFF pool and a computationally-merged 

LOW+HIGH (ON) pool (Materials and Methods). 

Two of the most significant loci, defined as genomic regions with a peak log-odds (LOD) score>5 

calculated by MULTIPOOL42, are centered at chrIV:457Kb, chrXIV:457Kb, and chrXVI:81Kb and 

contain the genes GAL3, MKT1, and GAL4 respectively (Figure S2.6D). Scanning each locus we found a 

single gene that seemed likely to be causative. Two loci contained GAL3 (chrIV) and GAL4 (chrXVI) 

which are direct regulators of galactose sensing; the other contained MKT1 (chrXIV) which is known to 

have pleiotropic effects in crosses between S288C and natural isolates43–45. The GAL3-associated locus 

was significant only in the OFF/ON comparison, while the GAL4-associated locus was only significant in 

the LOW/HIGH comparison, suggesting that the effect of these loci are specific to F50 and E10 

respectively. The MKT1-associated locus was significant in both comparisons but had a higher LOD score 

in the LOW/HIGH than in the OFF/ON comparison.  

To test if the GAL3, MKT1, and GAL4 alleles are causal variants in the chrIV, chrXIV and chrXVI loci, 

we used CRISPR/cas9 to construct all 16 combinations of strain background, GAL3 allele, MKT1 allele, 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/R2LVC
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/mirUE+QKUdr+30UmF
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and GAL4 allele from either the DBVPG1106 or S288C parent, and measured E10 and F50 of two 

independent isolates of each of the 16 genotypes (Figure 2.6B). To visualize the effects of each of the four 

genetic factors (background and three loci) individually, we examined the resulting phenotypic landscape 

in terms of pairs of strains differing in only one factor while the others are held constant. The effect of 

switching from the DBVPG1106 genetic variant to the S288C variant can then be visualized as a vector in 

E10 versus F50 space (Figure 2.6C,D, Figure S2.6E,F). 

This analysis reveals that the trait-specificity of single genetic changes are broadly consistent across 

different genotypic backgrounds (i.e. combinations of strain background and alleles at the other loci). 

This can be seen in the fact that effect vectors from DBVPG1106 to S288C variants in E10-F50 space are 

mostly parallel (Figure 2.6C,D, Figure S2.6E,F), or equivalently, that differential effects cluster by angle 

to the origin (Figure S2.6G). Across the combinatorial allele replacement strains, it is clear that GAL3 

predominantly affects F50 (Figure 2.6C) and GAL4 mostly affects E10 (Figure 2.6D), while MKT1 affects 

both traits (Figure S2.6E). For example, a strain with GAL4S288C has a lower E10 than the congenic strain 

with GAL4DBVPG1106 for all such strain pairs. Strain background has effects on both E10 and F50 in most 

genotype backgrounds (Figure S2.6F), indicating substantial variation in both traits not accessed by our 

allele swaps. Overall, our results show that F50 can be tuned independently of E10 by some genetic 

variants in the S288CxDBVPG1106 cross, highlighting the functional separability of induction decision 

and level. 

Discussion 

The GAL pathway is an extremely well-studied eukaryotic signaling pathway14,46. Here we expand on this 

understanding, demonstrating that the GAL regulon is analogous to a mechanical switch-and-dimmer, 

where the decision to induce (switch) and level of induction (dimmer) are decoupled, thereby forming two 

independent knobs controlling the system. This decoupling occurs because the two outputs are controlled 

by separable genetic elements: Mig1p-mediated repression creates the dimming of ON level in response 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/4MLcr+ZXo8J
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to glucose levels, while Gal80p-mediated repression is responsible for the switch-like decision to induce 

in response to the galactose:glucose ratio. Surprisingly, this design is not achieved through a two-state 

switch-like chromatin regulation with tunable transcriptional activation. Instead we find that the 

abundance of Gal4p controls the ON level without affecting the ON fraction. Control of the ON level and 

ON fraction provides a fitness advantage during diauxic shifts and is independently varied in natural 

isolates, suggesting this design is physiologically relevant. 

Taken together, these results suggest a new mechanistic model for switch-and-dimmer regulation (Figure 

2.7). In short, the level and activity of Gal4p are independently controlled, allowing for decoupling of the 

ON level and ON fraction. The ON level, or dimmer, results from transcriptional regulation of GAL4 by 

Mig1p in response to glucose, with the total amount of Gal4p that is expressed setting the maximum 

output from the GAL pathway. The ON fraction, or switch, results from the switch-like activation of 

Gal4p by Gal3p47–49.  

 

Figure 2.7. Mechanistic model: switch-and-dimmer works through decoupled regulation of Gal4 

activity and level. Based on our data, we propose that the switch-and-dimmer regulation in the GAL 

pathway is achieved through independent control of GAL4 level and activity. Internal galactose 

concentrations (which depend on the external galactose:glucose ratio) control the amount of active Gal3p.  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ZFXXA+PHgTv+9OVx8
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Figure 2.7. (Continued). 

Gal80p sequesters Gal4p, and active Gal3p counters this by sequestering Gal80p. Thus, when the levels 

of active Gal3p exceed the total Gal80p concentration, Gal4p will convert rapidly from inactive (grey 

circles) to active (green circles).  Separate from this, the total amount of active Gal4p controls the amount 

of transcriptional output from the GAL1 promoter (green shaded boxes). Mig1p represses transcription 

from the GAL4 gene in a glucose-dependent manner, thereby setting the total level of Gal4p (y-axis). By 

controlling the total level of Gal4p, glucose regulates the amount of active Gal4p species and thus the 

level of GAL1 expression. 

 

Decoupling of promoter threshold (ON fraction) from expression level (ON level) was observed in the 

phosphate-sensing (PHO) pathway4; since the PHO pathway has many similarities to the GAL pathway, 

our initial hypothesis was that decoupling would be achieved in a similar manner. Decoupling in the PHO 

system was achieved by different PHO genes having different distributions of binding sites for Pho4p, the 

phosphate-dependent transcriptional activator. In addition to being different in affinity and number, some 

of these sites would be located in a nucleosome-free region while others would require Pho4p- dependent 

chromatin remodeling to become accessible. 4 ON level.  

Why might the mechanism of decoupling be different between the PHO and GAL pathways? The 

explanation may arise from differences in the output of each pathway. In the PHO pathway, the response 

is not coherent amongst all the promoters. The activity and induction threshold for the different PHO 

genes need to be individually tuned, hence differential regulation at each promoter is needed. In the case 

of the GAL pathway, however, it is important to coordinate the regulation of all the GAL genes to avoid 

the possible formation of toxic metabolic intermediates50. While GAL1 and GAL10 share a promoter, the 

other GAL genes are located at different loci; if the switch-and-dimmer were dictated by promoter 

architecture, each promoter would need to have functionally identical promoter structures in order to 

ensure the relative levels of all GAL genes were maintained. By contrast, when the decoupling of decision 

and level is controlled by a single master regulator, Gal4p, any change in input to the pathway will affect 

all output genes coherently. In this way, decoupling achieved through a single activator is a superior 

design when coherency of output is required across many genes and conditions.  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/oKljU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/oKljU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/1KWQf
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While it has not explicitly been described in this term, the lac operon is effectively a switch-and-dimmer 

system. Similarly to the GAL pathway, lactose inhibits a transcriptional repressor LacI51. LacI binding is 

mutually exclusive with polymerase52,53 and the system ultrasensitively switches between its ON and OFF 

states54. The ON level of the pathway is tuned by glucose as mediated by cAMP through CRP and 

inducers, e.g. IPTG55,56. Unlike the GAL pathway, the lac system decoupling is achieved on interactions 

solely at the promoter of the lac operon55,56. This difference in design may result from a fundamental 

difference between eukaryotes and prokaryotes, namely that the lac operon controls all three lactose-

inducible genes while the GAL genes are distributed throughout the genome. Comparison of our system 

to both the PHO pathway and lac operon highlights that coordination of the response across many 

promoters could strongly constrain gene regulatory functions and select for a subset of designs. 

There are two interesting and unexpected relationships between chromatin state and expression level that 

we uncovered. First, the most common null assumption is that gene expression is directly proportional to 

chromatin state, i.e. doubling the amount of chromatin openness would double the amount of gene 

expression. In addition, for a given amount of chromatin openness it is possible to achieve different levels 

of expression, e.g. recruitment of a transcription factor to open chromatin with either a strong or weak 

activation domain. At the GAL1 promoter, we found that the relationship is exponential (Figure 2.3D), 

such that a linear increase in chromatin openness leads to an exponential increase in gene expression. 

Further experiments are needed to understand how this unexpected relationship arises. One intriguing 

possibility is that the energy expenditure of chromatin remodeling57 maintains the promoter in a state 

away from thermodynamic equilibrium58, similar to kinetic proof-reading59,60. The GAL1 promoter is 

highly repressed in glucose and this relationship would help to keep basal activity of the promoter low. 

Second, our data strongly suggests that the chromatin state is rapidly fluctuating between active and 

inactive states on a time-scale much faster than the accumulation of our fluorescent reporter. We draw 

this conclusion from several pieces of data: (1) Two nucleosomes control expression from GAL1, so only 

four states exist where each nucleosome is either bound or unbound combinatorially. (2) Sorting ON from 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/AhXx1
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/RF2HU+33DCL
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/JYiB0
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/4HQQP+dvJdU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/4HQQP+dvJdU
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/n4V60
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/pRJZT
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/fA8wv+VsizP
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OFF cells separates between the chromatin closed state and states of varying levels of chromatin 

openness, showing that it is possible to isolate a chromatin closed state. (3) If chromatin state turned over 

slowly compared to the accumulation of the transcriptional reporter, sorting cells by expression should 

yield cells in only one of the four states. Instead, the chromatin openness that we observe is a continuum 

that changes with expression level. Additionally, gene expression is narrowly distributed, suggesting that 

transitions between chromatin states must be frequent. (4) Sorting a single peak of ON cells, e.g. centered 

around 50-60% of maximal expression, into two halves (e.g. 50-55% of maximal expression and 55-60% 

of maximal expression) yields two different chromatin open states, i.e. the cells that were higher 

expressing are more open by the amount predicted by the relationship in Figure 2.3D (Figure S2.3K). In 

total, we believe this data is most parsimonious with a model where individual cells are rapidly switching 

between a chromatin open and closed state, where the rate of switching is a continuous distribution 

controlled mainly by the amount of glucose. The time in the open state then translates to gene expression, 

potentially with a “kinetic proofreading” step that leads to gene expression being proportional to the 

exponent of the chromatin openness. Directly testing this hypothesis will be the scope of future work. 

A fruitful approach to determining the transcription factors that regulate a gene has been to look for 

enrichment of binding site recognition sequences upstream of coregulated genes. Enrichment, coupled 

with secondary confirmation of the regulation by deletion of the associated transcription factor, is 

typically considered proof of functional regulation. At the GAL1 promoter, Mig1p binding sites are 

enriched and deletion of Mig1p has a phenotype of altered GAL1 expression. Furthermore, the Mig1p 

binding sites are evolutionarily conserved. As shown by our results however, the Mig1p binding sites 

appear largely dispensable for steady-state expression. Instead, the best evidence suggests that direct 

binding of Mig1p to GAL1 promoter plays a role in enabling fast glucose repression of GAL expression15, 

and any such kinetic phenotypes would not be apparent in our steady-state assays. These results highlight 

the importance of considering output not as one monolithic response, but rather as a collection of 

responses that can each be independently evolved to respond to distinct sets of inputs.  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/JBIyS
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Our results highlight that even for well-studied pathways, important qualitative and quantitative behavior 

can easily be missed. Nonetheless, our results could help give guidance to what types of behaviors to 

expect when put in context of other responses. If multiple different responses need to be coordinated, 

regulation should happen upstream of the promoters (as in the GAL pathway). If different genes need to 

respond differently to the same input (as in the PHO pathway), regulation should occur locally at the 

promoter. If two different sets of programs use overlapping sets of regulators (as in development), a 

pioneering transcription factor should be used to insulate the responses. It will be interesting to determine 

if these rules hold in more comprehensive and quantitative studies of other signaling systems.. 

Materials and Methods 

Strains and Reporter Construction 

All strains used in this study are listed in Table S2.1. The primary wild-type strain background used in 

this paper is haploid prototrophic S288C, specifically either FY4 (MATa) or FY5 (MATα)10. The natural 

isolate strain DBVPG1106 was also used in this study38. Deletions of MIG1 and GAL80 were performed 

by standard lithium acetate yeast transformation61 with drug-maker deletion cassettes62. Strain SLYM03 

was built by transforming a prototrophic diploid (made from mating FY4 and FY5) with GAL1pr-YFP 

reporter, MIG1 deletion cassette, and Tet-inducible MIG1 cassette, sporulating and selecting for MATa 

haploids containing all three constructs, mating to a MATα gal80Δ strain, then again sporulating and 

screening for a haploid strain containing all four constructs. In addition to traditional drug-marker-based 

cloning, we also adapted a CRISPR/Cas9 cloning strategy63 that makes use of the Yeast MoClo Toolkit 

(YTK)64 to make markerless edits to the genome, e.g. disrupting the Mig1p binding sites in the GAL4 

promoter sequence (SLYM04). 

 

Growth Conditions 

For all experimental assays, cells were grown in a mixture of synthetic minimal medium (S), which 

consists of 1.7g/L yeast nitrogen base and 5g/L ammonium sulfate, and a carbon source of choice. For 
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incubations, cells were grown at 30ºC in a humidified incubator with rotary shaking at 230 rpm for 

cultures in tubes/flasks, or 999 rpm for cultures in 96-well 1.2-mL plates. 

All strains were struck from glycerol stocks onto YPD agar and grown 24-48hr to form colonies, and then 

inoculated from single colonies into liquid YPD medium and grown overnight 12-24hr until saturation. 

These cultures were then used to inoculate a dilution series of outgrowth media (S+2% raffinose or S+2% 

glucose) and grown for 16-18hrs until reaching OD600 0.2-0.5. 

Strains that are gal80∆ lack a source of GAL pathway repression and are constitutively induced when 

grown in raffinose. For this reason, glucose was used instead as the outgrowth sugar for gal80∆ strains to 

achieve an uninduced outgrowth condition. With this exception, raffinose was otherwise used as a non-

repressive, non-inducing outgrowth sugar. 

 

Glucose-galactose double gradient assay 

To prepare a “double gradient” of galactose/glucose concentrations, glucose and galactose were serially 

diluted 2-fold across the rows and columns, respectively, of a 96-well 1.2mL plate in an S medium 

background. Selected outgrowth cultures were pelleted, washed twice with S medium (no carbon source), 

and then resuspended in S medium for inoculation 1:100 into a double gradient plate. This inoculum size 

has been previously shown to be low enough to not significantly affect the sugar concentrations during 

the experiment10. These cultures were incubated for 8hr (or 24 hrs with a back-dilution after 12hrs for 

gal80∆ strains to maintain the low culture density) to reach steady-state expression levels, then harvested 

by pelleting, washing twice, and resuspending in Tris-EDTA pH 7.5 (TE) before being run on the flow 

cytometer. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
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Glucose single gradient assay 

For comparing the decision and level setpoints between strains, GAL induction was performed in a 2-fold 

dilution series of glucose concentration, from 20% to 2-9% w/v, with constant 0.25% galactose. To assess 

and control for well-to-well variation, these assays were performed as a co-culture of a “query” strain to 

be phenotyped and a “reference” strain that was always SLYB93 (natural isolate YJM978 with 

constitutive mCherry segmentation marker). 

 

Flow cytometry and data analysis 

All fluorescence measurements were made using a Stratedigm S1000EX flow cytometer paired with an 

A600 autosampler and A700 plate-handling hotel. PMT gain settings of FITC 2.0%, FSC 34.4%, and 

SSC 55.4% were used, with FSC/SSC thresholds set to 200 for events. 

FACS sorting was performed with a Sony SH800Z Cell Sorter using manual polygonal gates based on 

FSC v. FITC height values (Figure S2.7). The sample and collection chambers of the sorter were kept at 

4ºC, and all samples were held on ice before and after sorting. 

Flow cytometry data was analyzed using custom MATLAB code (https://github.com/springerlab/Flow-

Cytometry-Toolkit). As a general workflow, raw FCS data files were processed by manually gating out 

debris based on FSC/SSC measurements, normalizing fluorescence values to cell size by dividing by SSC 

values, and then performing expression analysis and other computations on the log10-transformed 

fluorescence data. 

 

Peak calling algorithm using Gaussian fitting 

To quantify the observation that along a glucose-galactose double gradient the fraction of induced cells is 

varied independently of the induction level of induced cells, we fitted the cell-size normalized logarithm 
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of YFP expression histogram to one or two Gaussians. We first tried to fit a single Gaussian and only if 

goodness of fit was not high enough (𝑅2 < 𝑅2
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑) we fitted two Gaussians. We used an ON level 

threshold parameter (𝑂𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑) to dictate if a unimodal population is ON or OFF and to restrict the 

Gaussian means in the fitting algorithm. Choice of fit parameters (𝑂𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑, 𝑅2
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑) was done in 

a way that minimized discrepancy from manual calling (See Figure S2.2G for Gaussian fitting without 

restricting the fit parameters). 

For most of the analysis in this work, we chose the described Gaussian fitting metric, and not the area 

metric we used previously10, because this new method identifies ON and OFF subpopulations within 

bimodal populations without assuming anything about the OFF population. The area metric which we 

previously used10 to calculate the fraction of induced cells relied on subtracting the OFF histogram, 

defined as the histogram of each strain in 1% glucose. This method led us to previously overlook the fact 

that all Gal80Δ samples are ON compared to the wildtype in 1% glucose. A correction would be to define 

the OFF histogram once for the wildtype, but this would cause day to day differences in the flow 

cytometer readings to strongly affect the conclusions. Our current method is similar to the one used by 

Venturelli et al.65 to distinguish bimodal from unimodal samples. See comparison between the three 

metrics in Figure S2.2E-H. 

 

ATAC-seq assay and promoter capture 

We adapted the protocol of Schep et al.26 to perform ATAC-seq on crosslinked yeast samples (also see 

Appendix IV). 

At the point of harvesting, samples were crosslinked for 30min with 1% formaldehyde, quenched for 

10min with the addition of 2.5M glycine, then pelleted and washed with ice-cold PBS. If sorted on the 

same day, pelleted cells were held on ice until sorted; otherwise, these samples were snap-frozen and 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/sw0tq
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/Mm4Zs
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/L2AHK
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stored at -80ºC until ready to sort. Sorted samples were likewise stored at -80ºC until ready to be 

processed in parallel. 

To begin ATAC-seq library preparation, all samples were reformatted into DNA lo-bind 96-well PCR 

plates. For lysis, samples were incubated with 0.25U/ul Zymolyase 100T for 15min at 30C, then spun for 

5min at 6100xg, 4ºC to pellet cells/genomic DNA while discarding the supernatant. Using Nextera 

reagents (Illumina FC-121-1031), samples were then tagmented with 10-fold diluted Tn5 enzyme in TD 

buffer for 15min at 37ºC, modified from a protocol for low-input library preparation66. To stop the 

tagmentation reaction and reverse the crosslinking, a concentrated “reverse crosslink solution”  was added 

to final concentrations of 1%SDS, 1mM EDTA, 0.33mg/mL proteinase K, and 0.2M NaCl, modified 

from the protocol of Chen et al.67, and incubated overnight for 12-16hr at 65ºC. DNA was then purified 

using 1.6X SPRI beads, PCR amplified for 12 cycles using customized Nextera indices66, and pooled 

equimolarly based on quant-iT (Thermo Fisher Q33120) measurements to form the pre-capture ATAC-

seq library. 

In order to increase sequencing depth at regions of interest, we selected 17 genes (both control and 

experimental) for promoter capture: ACT1, CAT8, GAL1, GAL2, GAL3, GAL4, GAL7, GAL80, GCY1, 

HXT1, MAL31, MAL33, SUC2, TUB1, RPS14B, EFB1, and GAS1. To enrich for promoters of interest, a 

pool of biotinylated DNA probes was created by PCR amplifying the targeted regions with biotin-dCTP 

and shearing the resulting PCR products to a size range of 150-300bp using a Covaris S2 sonicator, as 

verified by running on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. The library was hybridized to the DNA capture 

probes, pulled down using M270 streptavidin beads, amplified for 12 cycles using Illumina primers, and 

purified using SPRI beads to form a post-capture ATAC-seq library. The library was sequenced on an 

Illumina NextSeq 500 sequencer. As a result of the capture, we observed fold enrichment of 

approximately 50-100x (Figure S2.3C) in coverage at regions of interest relative to the rest of the 

genome. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ksSLF
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ih3Ze
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ksSLF
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Analysis of ATAC-seq data 

Alignments were mapped to the saccer3 genome using bowtie2 and sorted using samtools. Any reads 

with identical start and stop positions, presumably PCR duplicates generated during the library 

preparation, were computationally discarded. To normalize for input size of each sample into the library, 

the summed number of reads at control loci TUB1, ACT1, GAS1, EFB1, and RPS14B, selected based on 

their invariant expression over different growth conditions68, was used to normalize the start site counts at 

the GAL1 promoter. To compare between strain backgrounds, all summed counts were normalized by 

subtraction to those of wildtype cells grown in 2%glucose (defined as 0% chromatin openness) and 

divided by the difference in summed counts between wildtype cells grown in 2% galactose (defined as 

100% chromatin openness) and those in 2% glucose. 

 

Diauxic fitness competition measurement 

Similarly to the previous study by Wang et al.38, strains were grown in co-culture beginning from the 

inoculation of the outgrowth cultures (potassium acetate, glucose or galactose), through to the final 

inoculation of the experimental cultures (glucose+galactose, glucose or galactose). At hourly timepoints, 

aliquots of culture were taken off for measuring via flow cytometry. Additionally, media was collected at 

each timepoint by spinning down aliquots of culture and taking off the cell-free supernatant. Sugar 

measurements then were made by adding a sugar-specific oxidase (Megazyme K-GLUHK-110A, K-

ARGA) and measuring absorbance at 340nm as done previously38. 

 

Crossing and generating segregants 

To prepare parent strains for crossing and sporulation, we sporulated diploid natural isolates bearing the 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP-hphNT1 reporter cassette and isolated random spores that displayed MATa or MATα 

phenotypes in test crosses. We then introduced a constitutive fluorescent marker in tandem with the GAL 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/P0CSW
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/DAhvQ
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/DAhvQ
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reporter, to obtain MATa; ho::GAL1pr-YFP-mTagBFP2-kanMX4 or MATα; ho::GAL1pr-YFP-mCherry-

natMX4 parent strains. To the MATa parent we also introduced a pRS413-derived plasmid bearing 

STE2pr-AUR1-C and hphNT1. This plasmid is maintained by hygromycin selection but also allows 

selection for MATa cells by Aureobasidin A69. This plasmid design is inspired by a similar mating-type 

selection plasmid used in a recent study70. 

To isolate segregants for phenotyping, we crossed a parent with BFP-kanMX + MAT-selection plasmid to 

a parent with mCherry-natMX and isolated a G418RNatRHygR diploid hybrid with the plasmid. We 

sporulated the hybrid by culturing it to saturation in YPD, diluting 1:10 in YP+2% potassium acetate and 

incubating at 30C for 8 hours, and washing and resuspending into 2% potassium acetate and incubating at 

30C until >20% of cells were tetrads, or about 3 days. We incubated ~5x106 tetrads in 100uL water with 

50U of zymolyase 100T (Zymo Research) for 5 hours at 30C, and then resuspended tetrads in 1mL of 

1.5% NP-40 and sonicated for 10 seconds at power setting 3 on a probe sonicator (Fisher Scientific). The 

resulting segregants were plated on YPD + 0.5ug/mL Aureobasidin A (“AbA”; Clontech) and random 

colonies were picked into YPD liquid and saved as glycerol stocks. Haploidy was confirmed by mating to 

tester strains with known mating type. 90 segregants were phenotyped for GAL induction as described 

above. 

 

Sorting-based bulk segregant analysis 

To generate segregant pools, we prepared a diploid hybrid and sporulated it as described above. To reduce 

the size of recombination blocks and improve the resolution of linkage mapping71, we then performed the 

following “intercross” protocol 4 times: from spore suspension, use Sony SH800 Cell Sorter to sort 4x106 

BFP+ or mCherry+ (but not +/+ or -/-) cells into 100uL YPD + 40ug/mL tetracycline; incubate for 16 

hours at 30C without shaking; add 5mL YPD + 200ug/mL G418 + 100ug/mL ClonNat + 200ug/mL 

Hygromycin B and incubate 48 hours at 30C with shaking; sporulate cultures and prepare sonicated spore 

suspension. After the 4th sporulation cycle, the sonicated spores were resuspended in YPD + 0.5ug/mL 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/CnmdF
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/34HO9
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/2hpfR
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AbA and incubated at 30C for 16 hours. This culture was frozen as a glycerol stock, as well as used to 

inoculate the galactose-induction sorting experiment. 

To sort segregant pools for bulk genotyping, we inoculated the intercrossed, MATa-selected segregants 

from a saturated YPD culture into S + 2% raffinose + AbA at dilutions of 1:200, 1:400, 1:800, and 

1:1600, and incubated at 30C for 16-24 hours. We chose the raffinose culture with OD closest to 0.1, 

washed once in S (0.17% Yeast Nitrogen Base + 0.5% Ammonium Sulfate), and diluted 1:200 into S + 

0.25% glucose + 0.25% galactose + AbA. We incubated the glucose-galactose culture at 30C for 8 hours, 

and then used a Sony SH800 sorter to isolate pools of 30,000 cells with the 5% lowest (“OFF”) and 

highest (“HI”) YFP expression, among cells whose Back Scatter (BSC) signal was between 105 and 

3x105. The “LOW” pool was similarly obtained, but from the 5% of cells with lowest non-basal 

expression (Figure S2.7C). The sorted cells were resuspended in YPD + AbA and incubated at 30°C until 

saturation, about 16-24 hours. An aliquot of this culture was saved for -80C glycerol stocks, and another 

was used to prepare sequencing libraries. 

To sequence the segregant pools, we extracted genomic DNA from 0.5mL of saturated YPD culture of 

each segregant pool using the PureLink Pro 96 kit (Thermo Fisher K182104A). From these genomic 

preps, we made sequencing libraries using Nextera reagents (Illumina FC-121-1030) following a low-

volume protocol66. We adjusted the input DNA concentration so that resulting libraries had mean 

fragment sizes of 200-300bp as measured on a BioAnalyzer. Libraries were multiplexed and sequenced in 

an Illumina NextSeq flow cell to a depth of 16-33x.  

Reads from the Illumina sequencing were aligned to the sacCer3 reference genome using bwa mem, and 

SNP counts were generated using samtools mpileup, on the Harvard Medical School O2 cluster. These 

outputs were processed in MATLAB using custom code as follows: SNPs with coverage less than 2 or 

more than 1000 were removed. The LOW and HI pools were computationally merged into an ON pool. 

To make sure the two pools contributed equally to the merged pool, at each SNP, allele counts in the pool 

with higher coverage were randomly subsampled to the coverage of the other pool. The final allele counts 

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/ksSLF
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in each pool were output to text files by chromosome and given as inputs to the MULTIPOOL algorithm 

(mp_inference.py version 0.10.2)42 to compute LOD scores. Loci with maximal LOD>5 were considered 

significant; previous work showed that this corresponded to an FDR of 5%70,72. This correspondence 

may differ under our experimental conditions; therefore, the 2 loci that we did not validate experimentally 

should be interpreted with caution. 

 

CRISPR/Cas9 allele replacement 

Allele replacement strains were constructed using 3 rounds of gene knockout followed by CRISPR/Cas9-

mediated markerless integration of heterologous allele. Initially, strains were prepared by introducing 

Cas9 on a CEN/ARS plasmid (SLVF11); this plasmid is derived from a previous one73, but we replaced 

the auxotrophic URA3 marker with AUR1-C to allow Aureobasidin A selection on prototrophic natural 

isolates. In each round of allele replacement, a gene plus upstream and downstream flanking sequences (-

784bp to +815bp for GAL3, -449bp to +372bp for MKT1, -191bp to +139bp for GAL4) was deleted by 

integration of a kanMX6 marker with 40bp flanking homology. Then, a donor DNA, a guide RNA insert, 

and a guide RNA backbone were simultaneously transformed into the strain74. The donor DNA contains 

the new allele, its flanking sequences, and an additional 40bp of homology to target it to the correct 

genomic locus. The guide RNA insert was a linear DNA containing a SNR52 promoter driving a guide 

RNA gene containing a 20bp CRISPR/Cas recognition sequence linked to a crRNA scaffold sequence, 

plus 40bp of flanking homology on both ends to a guide RNA backbone. The guide RNA backbone was a 

2u plasmid containing natMX4 (pRS420). This was linearized by NotI + XhoI digestion before 

transformation. Allele re-integration transformations were plated on cloNAT to select for in vivo 

assembly of the guide RNA into a maintainable plasmid, and Aureobasidin A to select for presence of 

Cas9. Successful re-integration was verified by colony PCR and Sanger sequencing was performed on a 

subset of strains and on all donor DNAs to verify the sequence of allelic variants.  

https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/R2LVC
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/34HO9+xY5Q1
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/KpJhc
https://paperpile.com/c/kKKK62/l6m7x
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Summary 

Phenotypic variability is a hallmark of diseases involving chromosome gains and losses, such as Down 

Syndrome and cancer. Allelic variances have been thought to be the sole cause of this heterogeneity. 

Here, we systematically examine the consequences of gaining and losing single or multiple chromosomes 

to show that the aneuploid state causes non-genetic phenotypic variability. Yeast cell populations 

harboring the same defined aneuploidy exhibit heterogeneity in cell cycle progression and response to 

environmental perturbations. Variability increases with degree of aneuploidy and is partly due to gene 

copy number imbalances, suggesting subtle changes in gene expression impact the robustness of 

biological networks and cause alternate behaviors when they occur across many genes. As inbred trisomic 

mice also exhibit variable phenotypes, we further propose that non-genetic individuality is a universal 

characteristic of the aneuploid state that may contribute to variability in presentation and treatment 

responses of diseases caused by aneuploidy. 
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Introduction 

Aneuploidy, a genomic state defined by whole chromosome gains and losses, is the leading cause of 

miscarriage and mental retardation in humans and a hallmark of cancer. A remarkable characteristic of 

diseases caused by unbalanced karyotypes is variability in presentation. In Down Syndrome (Trisomy 

21), for example, 87.5% of fetuses die in utero, while some individuals reach age 60 or more (reviewed 

by Roper and Reeves1). High variability is also observed in degree of facial dysmorphology, cognitive 

ability, hypotonia, and dermatoglyphic features at birth and in disease predisposition. This phenotypic 

variability has been attributed to allelic variance among individuals (reviewed by Roper and Reeves1). 

Here we show that phenotypic variability is inherent to the aneuploid state, providing an additional 

potential explanation for the heterogeneity observed in diseases caused by large-scale karyotypic 

abnormalities. 

Gains and losses of genes encoded on autosomes generally lead to corresponding changes in gene 

expression (reviewed by Henrichsen et al.2); therefore, it is not surprising that mis-segregating entire 

chromosomes has severe consequences. Aneuploid cells exhibit widespread aneuploidy-associated 

stresses including proliferation defects, elevated levels of protein aggregates, and genomic instability 

(reviewed by Siegel and Amon3) and gene-specific phenotypes where changes in dosage of specific genes 

cause specific phenotypes4. 

Studies of aneuploidy to date have largely been confined to cell lines with chromosome gains5–7 because 

cell lines with chromosome losses are difficult to maintain8,9. Thus, it is not known how chromosome loss 

impacts cell physiology or whether monosomic cells exhibit the same aneuploidy-associated stresses that 

are widespread among cells with chromosome gains. Nor is it known how quickly aneuploidy-associated 

phenotypes develop following chromosome mis-segregation. Here we employ a system that allows us to 

examine the immediate consequences of defined chromosome gains and losses in budding yeast. Our 

analyses reveal that the adverse effects of aneuploidy on cell proliferation are immediate for both 

chromosome gains and losses. We further find high cell-to-cell variability in cell cycle progression among 
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cells harboring the same aneuploidies. We identify gene copy number imbalances caused by the 

aneuploid state as one source of this variability and show that stochastic DNA damage due to gene 

imbalances causes high variance in S phase and early mitosis duration. Responses to environmental 

perturbations also vary among cells of the same aneuploid karyotype, indicating that aneuploidy impacts 

the robustness of multiple—perhaps all—biological processes. Finally, we find that inbred trisomic 

mouse embryos exhibit phenotypic variability. While subtle changes in gene dosage of individual genes 

have little effect on the robustness of biological networks, our results show that subtle changes in gene 

dosage across many genes can promote alternate behaviors. 

Results 

A system to examine the immediate consequences of chromosome mis-segregation 

In budding yeast, chromosomes that cannot attach to the mitotic spindle due to centromere failure are 

retained in the mother cell10. To induce chromosome mis-segregation, we replaced the endogenous 

centromere of each chromosome with a conditional centromere: a construct containing the galactose 

inducible/glucose repressible GAL1 promoter adjacent to the centromere11 (Figure S3.1A). In the presence 

of galactose, transcription through the centromere prevents kinetochore formation, thus causing 

chromosome mis-segregation. To follow chromosome mis-segregation, we introduced an E. coli lac 

operator array near the conditional centromere and expressed a GFP-LacI fusion to visualize the array 12 

(GFP dot; Figure S3.1A). Using this system, 67-93% of mother cells retained both sister chromatids 

harboring the conditional centromere upon addition of galactose (Figure S3.1B). 
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Figure 3.1. The proteome rapidly adjusts to changes in gene dosage. (A) Log2 ratio of the relative 

protein abundance of chronic disome (Dis) IV compared to euploid (WT) cells from the 5-hour time-point 

in (D). (B) Experimental setup to compare proteome 1 (C) and 5 (D) hours following chromosome mis-

segregation. (C,D) Log2 ratios of the relative protein abundance of disome IV cells compared to euploid 

cells 1 (C) and 5 (D) hours following chromosome mis-segregation. Proteins encoded on chromosome 

(Chr) IV are red in (A), (C) and (D). (E-F) Following chromosome mis-segregation, mother-daughter cell 

pairs were placed side-by-side on YEP-D plates. Colony area was measured after growth for 40-48 hours. 

Error bars indicate standard deviation (SD). Linear regressions (m=slope) exclude disome and trisome VI  
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Figure 3.1. (Continued). 

due to lethality of excess TUB2 and only include monosomes with aneuploid to euploid ratios (A/E) > 

0.015. Abbreviations: Nul, nullisome; Tri, trisome; Mono, monosome. See also Figure S3.1. 

 

In a haploid strain, chromosome mis-segregation generates nullisomes (N-1)—which are inviable—and 

disomes (N+1); in a diploid strain, monosomes (2N-1) and trisomes (2N+1) are generated. To ensure 

induction of mis-segregation of one chromosome did not lead to nondisjunction of other chromosomes, 

we followed the segregation of a large chromosome (IV) and a small chromosome (V) one cell division (3 

hours) and 2-3 divisions (5 hours) after inducing mis-segregation of an unrelated chromosome. Inducing 

mis-segregation of chromosomes I, II, VIII, IX, XI or XIII did not cause chromosomes IV or V to mis-

segregate (Figure S3.1C), indicating that inactivating one centromere does not substantially destabilize 

other chromosomes. 

We generated a large number of strains harboring single or multiple conditional centromeres (Method 

Details). This enabled us to examine the consequences of mis-segregating up to 8 chromosomes and to 

systematically analyze the consequences of chromosome losses. We conducted all of our cytological 

analyses in strains containing GFP dots on the mis-segregating chromosome(s) to ensure that we only 

analyzed cells that had indeed gained or lost a chromosome. 

 

Chromosome mis-segregation leads to rapid changes in cellular protein composition 

Quantitative proteomic analyses of budding yeast cells harboring an additional chromosome showed that 

approximately 80% of proteins encoded on the disomic chromosome are expressed according to their 

gene dosage 13,14. To determine how quickly protein levels change upon chromosome gain, we measured 

protein content of haploid cells that had gained a copy of chromosome IV (disome IV) immediately after 

chromosome mis-segregation (1 hour) and 2 cell divisions later (5 hours). As a control we measured 

protein content of cells constitutively harboring an additional chromosome IV (henceforth chronic 
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disomes). Proteome quantification by TMT showed that levels of proteins encoded on the disomic 

chromosome were increased in chronic disome IV. However, the increase was only 1.4-fold instead of 

two-fold, likely due to the ‘ratio compression’ effect, a well-known artifact occurring in isobaric labeling 

analyses (Figure 3.1A; reviewed by Christoforou and Lilley15). We corrected for ratio compression in our 

analysis. 

We induced mis-segregation of chromosome IV and enriched for cells that were disomic for chromosome 

IV (see Method Details). The enrichment resulted in cultures containing 67% disome IV cells, 20% 

euploid cells, and 13% cells lacking chromosome IV (nullisomes) one hour following chromosome mis-

segregation. Five hours later, the population was comprised of 61% disomes, 34% euploids, and 5% 

nullisomes. Based on these distributions we calculated the mean log2 of the relative protein abundance 

ratio for proteins on chromosome IV to be 0.12 at 1 hour and 0.28 at 5 hours in the extreme where 

proteins are only diluted by proliferation; in the other extreme where protein turnover is instantaneous, we 

expected values of 0.27 at 1 hour and 0.28 at 5 hours (see Method Details). Our experimental analysis 

revealed that proteins encoded on chromosome IV were elevated compared to proteins encoded on the 

euploid chromosomes 1 hour following chromosome mis-segregation, with a mean log2 protein 

abundance ratio of 0.21 for proteins on chromosome IV. Five hours following chromosome mis-

segregation the value for proteins on chromosome IV was 0.32 (Figure 3.1B-D). These results suggest 

that protein composition has not fully adjusted to genome composition in disome IV cells one hour 

following chromosome mis-segregation, but protein composition is equivalent to that of a chronic disome 

within five hours of chromosome mis-segregation. We conclude that chromosome mis-segregation leads 

to a rapid remodeling of the proteome to reflect the cell’s genetic makeup. 

 

Chromosome gains and losses cause defects in cell division 

We next investigated how quickly cell proliferation defects arise following chromosome mis-segregation. 

To measure cell proliferation following chromosome mis-segregation, we first examined colony 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/Z7Q3
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formation 40-48 hours after induction of aneuploidy, when colony size was still increasing exponentially 

(Figure 3.1E). This analysis led to two observations. First, proliferation defects in monosomes were more 

severe than those of disomes or trisomes (Figures 3.1F, S3.1B). Second, colony size was inversely 

correlated with degree of aneuploidy (Figure 3.1F). The observation that the negative fitness slope of 

trisomes is less steep than that of disomes further suggests that it is the relative ratio of aneuploid to 

euploid gene dosage that is mainly responsible for the observed fitness defects. Doubling gene dosage 

relative to base ploidy of the cell, as in disomes, is proportionally more detrimental than increasing gene 

dosage by 50% relative to base ploidy, as in trisomes. We conclude that: 1) both chromosome gain and 

loss impair cellular fitness; 2) changes in relative expression levels of genes are responsible for the fitness 

defects observed in cells with chromosome gains; and 3) the fitness defect of monosomes is likely a 

composite of aneuploidy-associated stresses and haploinsufficiency. 

 

Effects of chromosome loss on cell cycle progression 

To more carefully define the cell cycle defects caused by chromosome loss, we analyzed cell cycle 

progression following chromosome loss by time-lapse microscopy. We used mCherry-Cdc3 and Spc42-

dsRed or Spc42-GFP fusion proteins along with GFP dots on the mis-segregating chromosome(s) to 

follow cell cycle progression. Cdc3 is a component of the septin ring that forms at the site of bud 

formation from the time of entry into the cell cycle until exit from mitosis16. Thus, the time during which 

a cell lacks a Cdc3 ring estimates the time a cell spends in G1. Spc42 is a component of the spindle pole 

body (SPB)17. The distance between SPBs and the separation of sister chromatids as analyzed by GFP dot 

separation indicate anaphase onset. 

Doubling time measurements revealed reduced cell proliferation in all monosomic strains analyzed 

(Figure 3.2A). This analysis agreed with our colony size measurements but was not perfectly correlated 

(i.e. monosomes XII and XIV) because doubling time measurements do not account for cells that stop 

dividing, which occurs frequently in some monosomic strains. We further observed that the cell cycle 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/iLmg
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/c6aQ
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delay and frequency of cell cycle arrest increased with degree of monosomy (Figure 3.2A). Strains with 

the highest degree of monosomy appeared to have less of a cell cycle delay than strains with lower levels 

of monosomy; however, this is because cells that stop dividing—a frequent occurrence in complex 

monosomes (Figure 3.2A, grey points; Figure S3.2A)—cannot be included in the doubling time 

measurements and thus cell proliferation defects are underreported. 

 

Figure 3.2. Chromosome loss leads to cell cycle delays and cell-to-cell variability. (A-F) Following 

induction of chromosome mis-segregation, cells were imaged every 5 minutes for 8-10 hours. Division 

time (A) was calculated for monosomes (Mono) and normalized to euploid (WT) cells imaged during the 

same time-lapse. Log2 aneuploid to euploid ratios are plotted with lines at the mean. “AC” indicates 

arrested cells. Numbers on the x-axis labels indicate number of open reading frames on the aneuploid 

chromosome(s). Standard deviations (B-E) were measured and an F-test was used to test for equality of 

variance between the monosome and the euploid population from the same experiment (** = p ≤ 0.01, 

*** = p ≤ 0.001, **** = p ≤ 0.0001). (F) The number of most slowly dividing cells (as percent of the total 

population) that need to be excluded from the monosome population to obtain equal variance with the 

euploid population is shown for G1 and S+early M phase. Note that we did not analyze strains harboring  
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Figure 3.2. (Continued). 

multiple monosomies. Many of these cells only undergo 1-2 cell divisions before arresting, which 

underreports variability as long-lived proteins have not yet adjusted to the monosomic state and thus have 

not yet become limiting. See also Figure S3.2. 

 

In-depth cell cycle analyses revealed that 14 of 15 monosomes exhibited G1 delays that increased with 

degree of monosomy (r2 = 0.89; Figure S3.2B,E). Delays in other cell cycle stages were also common 

(Figure S3.2C,D). We conclude that loss of most chromosomes impacts multiple cell cycle stages. 

Our live-cell analyses also revealed that monosomic cells of the same karyotype exhibited dramatic cell-

to-cell variability in cell cycle duration (Figures 3.2A-E; S3.2B-D). To quantify heterogeneity, we 

calculated the standard deviation of G1 duration and of the time it took cells to complete S phase and 

early mitosis (bud emergence to anaphase onset, henceforth S+early M phase) and found high variability 

in both cell cycle periods (Figures 3.2B-E; S3.2B,C). Furthermore, variability in G1 duration increased 

with degree of monosomy (Figure 3.2B). S+early M phase duration variability appeared less correlated 

with degree of monosomy, but this appearance may be misleading as cells with multiple monosomies 

only undergo 1-2 cell divisions before arresting in G1 (Figure S3.2A). Variability in the first and second 

divisions following chromosome mis-segregation may be smaller than it would be in later divisions (if 

complex monosomes continued to divide) because levels of long-lived proteins may not yet have adjusted 

to the monosomic state and thus have not yet become limiting. 

To determine whether variability was driven by a small number of extremely slowly dividing cells or if it 

reflected a wide spread of proliferation rates, we asked how many of the slowest dividing cells had to be 

eliminated from monosomic cell populations for variance of the monosome population to resemble that of 

euploid cells (Figure 3.2F). In 6 of 10 monosomes analyzed, increased variability in S+early M duration 

was driven by a few cells with extreme cell cycle delays (Figure 3.2F). In the remaining monosomes, a 

higher fraction of the population (~20%) conferred increased heterogeneity in S+early M. About 10-30% 

of the population caused increased G1 duration variability in most monosomes (Figure 3.2F). We 
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conclude that monosomy interferes with multiple aspects of cell proliferation and that the degree of the 

defect varies greatly among cells of the same karyotype. 

 

Cells harboring additional chromosomes exhibit heterogeneity in cell cycle kinetics 

Next we examined cell-to-cell variability in cell cycle duration following chromosome gain(s) in haploid 

cells. Consistent with previous results, cell division rates were decreased in all disomes, with most 

disomes exhibiting delays in both G1 and S+early M phase (Figures 3.3A, S3.3A-C). Interestingly, 

disomes—like monosomes—exhibited significant cell-to-cell variability in G1 and S+early M phase 

lengths that increased with degree of disomy (Figures 3.3B,C; S3.3D). In the majority of strains with 

single chromosome gains, variability in G1 and S+early M phase length was driven by 20% of the 

population or less; however, variability was due to a wide spread of G1 and S+early M lengths in strains 

harboring multiple disomies (Figure 3.3D). 

Most aneuploidy-associated phenotypes are attenuated when base ploidy is increased—that is, they are 

more severe in disomes than in trisomes6. To some extent, increased ploidy buffered cell cycle duration 

heterogeneity (Figures 3.3; S3.3). Variability in total cell cycle length and S+early M phase duration was 

partially attenuated by increased ploidy (Figure 3.3I-K). Our data demonstrate that increased cell-to-cell 

variability in cell cycle progression is a universal feature of the aneuploid state in yeast. Our data further 

indicate that this heterogeneity is caused in part by the amount of overproduced protein with respect to 

base ploidy and implicate overexpressed proteins or proteins that are not correctly assembled into their 

biological complexes as contributing to non-genetic variability in aneuploid cells. 

  

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/VCty
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Figure 3.3. Chromosome gain leads to cell-to-cell variability that is partially attenuated by 

increased ploidy. Cells were grown and imaged and disome (Dis) division times (A) and standard 

deviations (B,C,I-K) and trisome (Tri) division times (E) and standard deviations (F,G,I-K) were 

calculated as described in Figure 3.2 (** = p ≤ 0.01, *** = p ≤ 0.001, **** = p < 0.0001). The number of 

most slowly dividing cells (as percent of the total population) that need to be excluded from the disome 

(D) or trisome (H) population to obtain equal variance with the euploid population is shown for G1 and 

S+early M phase. Plots in I-K show only common aneuploidies between disomes and trisomes 

(chromosomes I, II, IV, V, X, XI, XII, XIV, and V+X). See also Figure S3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. (Continued). 
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Cell division length variability is stochastic 

What are the origins of cell-to-cell variability in cell cycle duration in aneuploid cells? Although 

aneuploid cells are genomically unstable4,18–21, mutation-induced population heterogeneity is an unlikely 

cause. The system we employ examines the immediate effects of mis-segregating a specific chromosome, 

precluding the accumulation of suppressor mutations. Nevertheless, to exclude the possibility that 

heterogeneity is due to genetic or perhaps epigenetic changes, we examined whether cell cycle timing was 

consistent from one division to the next. We measured division times of individual cells during two 

consecutive cell divisions following chromosome mis-segregation. This analysis revealed that a slow 

division was not predictive of a subsequent slow division, as single-cell division times for two 

consecutive divisions were not correlated (r2 ≤ 0.019; Figure S3.4A-E). We conclude that neither genetic 

nor epigenetic changes cause population heterogeneity in aneuploid cells. 

 

Stochastic DNA damage contributes to population heterogeneity in aneuploid strains 

If genetic and epigenetic alterations are not responsible for cell-to-cell variability, stochastic events must 

be the source of heterogeneity. To test this idea we first asked whether stochastic DNA damage could 

explain aspects of the observed cell-to-cell variability, as a previous study showed that yeast strains 

harboring chronic disomies experience increased DNA damage18. We deleted RAD9, a gene encoding a 

component of the DNA damage checkpoint pathway that delays cell cycle progression in response to 

DNA damage (Figure 3.4). RAD9 deletion decreased cell-to-cell variability in S+early M phase duration 

in euploid cells (Figure 3.4G). This is not surprising as even euploid cells experience DNA damage, 

especially during live-cell imaging. The effect of deleting RAD9 was dramatic in disomes and 

monosomes: cell-to-cell variability in S+early M duration decreased in all strains except monosome XI 

(Figure 3.4F). RAD9 deletion only caused a minor decrease in G1 length variability in some aneuploid 

strains (Figure 3.4D), which is not surprising as DNA damage is predominantly repaired in S phase and 

G2 in yeast22. We conclude that stochastic DNA damage is largely responsible for variability in S+early 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/xiZx+pDXa+vO1o+meyr+dHci
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/xiZx
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/5931
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M phase length in all but one aneuploid strain analyzed. 

Deletion of RAD9 not only decreased variability in S+early M phase length but also slightly decreased 

mean S+early M duration in some aneuploid strains (Figure 3.4C). To determine whether accelerating cell 

proliferation per se led to a decrease in cell-to-cell variability, we examined the consequences of deleting 

UBP6 on cell cycle length heterogeneity. Deletion of UBP6 attenuates levels of proteins whose 

abundances change most in disomic yeast strains and increases proliferative potential of most chronic 

disomes at 37°C and of three disomes (V, VIII, and XI) at 25°C 13,14. UBP6 deletion decreased mean G1 

length immediately following mis-segregation of chromosomes V, VIII and XI but did not affect cell 

cycle length variability (Figure S3.4F-L). Our results indicate that increased variability in cell cycle 

length in disomic yeast strains is not solely a consequence of increased cell cycle length. As deletion of 

UBP6 attenuates levels of proteins most mis-regulated in disomes yet does not affect variability, we 

further conclude that the most extremely deregulated genes in disomes do not cause cell cycle length 

variability. 

  

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/wam5+XNVh
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Figure 3.4. Cell-to-cell variability is in part due to stochastic DNA damage. Cells were grown and 

imaged and division time (A), G1 length (B), and S+early M phase length (C) were calculated as 

described in Figure 3.2. Standard deviations for euploid (WT; E,G) and aneuploid (monosome, “Mono”; 

disome, “Dis”; D,F) populations were measured and an F-test was used to test for equality of variance 

between RAD9 and rad9Δ populations (* = p ≤ 0.05, ** = p ≤ 0.01, *** = p ≤ 0.001, **** = p < 0.0001). 

The data shown for RAD9 strains are the same as in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 and are duplicated here for 

comparison to rad9Δ. See also Figure S3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. (Continued).  
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G1 length variability is attenuated in strains harboring chronic disomies 

Heterogeneity in cell cycle duration immediately following chromosome mis-segregation was dramatic, 

ranging from near euploid division times in some cells to cell cycle arrest in others. Is heterogeneity 

maintained as cells continue to divide with an unbalanced karyotype? To address this question we 

measured cell cycle duration in chronic disomes. 

Disomy of chromosome I, VIII, XIV or XVI causes significant variability in G1 and S+early M phase 

duration immediately following chromosome mis-segregation (“Acute Dis”; Figure 3.5). Chronic disomes 

I, VIII, XIV and XVI also exhibited cell-to-cell variability that—like in acute disomes—was of non-

genetic origin as single-cell division times for two consecutive divisions were generally not significantly 

correlated (Figure S3.5). However, variability in G1 duration was attenuated in 3 of 4 chronic disome 

strains compared to acute disomes (Figure 3.5). Variability in S+early M phase was only attenuated in 

chronic disome I. We conclude that cell-to-cell variability in G1 duration is initially high following 

chromosome mis-segregation but attenuates upon continuous selection for an aneuploid karyotype. 
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Figure 3.5. G1 length variability is attenuated in yeast strains harboring chronic disomies. Chronic 

disomes were grown to mid-log phase in SC-D and imaged as described in Figure 3.2. Division time (A), 

G1 length (B), and S+early M phase length (C) were measured as described in Figure 3.2. Standard 

deviations for euploid (WT; E,G) and disome (Dis; D,F) populations were measured and an F-test was 

used to test for equality of variance between the acute and chronic populations (* = p ≤ 0.05, ** = p ≤ 

0.01, *** = p ≤ 0.001, **** = p < 0.0001). The data shown for acute disomes are the same as in Figure 

3.3. However, for all strains only data from the second cell division and beyond were included in this 

analysis to eliminate variation due to the carbon source switch used to induce chromosome mis-

segregation in the acute disomes. Chronic disomes did not undergo a carbon source switch. See also 

Figure S3.5. 
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Figure 3.5. (Continued).  
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Aneuploidy increases variability in the response to environmental perturbations 

Next we determined whether aneuploidy increases cell-to-cell variability in other biological processes. 

We analyzed the response of disomes I, II, VIII, IX, XI, XIII, and XVI to three perturbations: galactose, 

DTT, and heat shock. Strains were analyzed at single-cell resolution by flow cytometry with fluorescent 

reporter fusions that respond to each perturbation (Method Details; Figure 3.6), as gene expression is a 

classic model in the study of population heterogeneity 23. Additionally, disomes V, X, XII, and XIV were 

analyzed in a subset of the three environments (Figure S3.6). Strains with GAL1pr-YFP were grown in 

medium containing 0.25% galactose with no other sugars—a maximally inducing condition (Figure 3.6A-

B). Strains with heat shock element (HSE) motifs (P4xHSE-YFP) controlled by the transcription factor Hsf1 

were grown at 39°C (a temperature where most euploid cells robustly respond to heat-shock with minimal 

cell death; Figures 3.6C-D and S3.6A-B). Strains with a promoter containing four unfolded protein 

response element (UPRE) motifs (P4xUPRE-GFP) regulated by Hac1 were grown in medium containing 

0.625mM DTT, a concentration where cells robustly respond (Figures 3.6E-F and S3.6C-D). While the 

mean significantly varied in 19 of 26 strain condition pairings (p-values < 0.05 by Wilcoxon rank sum 

test; Figures 3.6A,C,E and S3.6A,C) there was no pattern to whether the mean increased or decreased 

(Table S1). However, the standard deviation increased in all 18 experimental-condition pairs where 

variation in standard deviation was observed (p-values < 0.05 by Wilcoxon rank sum test; Figures 

3.6B,D,F and S3.6B,D and Table S3.1). The fold increases in standard deviation varied from 1.03 to 1.5-

fold. In total, our results indicate that aneuploidy increases cell-to-cell variability in a number of different 

biological responses. 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/eHqi
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Figure 3.6. Cell-to-cell variability is increased in disomes in response to environmental 

perturbations. Mean (A,C,E) and standard deviation (B,D,F) of GAL1pr-YFP (A-B), P4xHSE-YFP (C-D), 

and P4xUPRE-GFP (E-F) expression at steady-state in conditions that robustly induce each reporter 

construct (n≥4 replicates). (G) Correlation between GAL1pr-YFP and TDH3pr-mCherry expression in 

single cells (n=4 experiments). All measurements (A-G) were normalized to SSC to account for 

differences in cell size. Asterisks (*) in A-G indicate statistical significance between disome (Dis) and 

euploid (WT) populations by Wilcoxon rank sum test. See also Figures S3.6, S3.7 and Table S3.1. 
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In addition to variations in the maximal response, variations can also exist in the kinetics of response to a 

signal and the concentration at which cells respond. Therefore, we titrated glucose to measure the 

concentration of glucose at which cells repress the GAL1pr-YFP reporter construct in medium that 

contains 0.25% galactose (Figure S3.7). All disomes tested were more sensitive to glucose inhibition (p-

values < 0.05 by Wilcoxon rank sum test; Figure S3.7B). In addition, we measured the time to induce 

GAL1pr-YFP following shift from raffinose to galactose (time = 0 in Figure S3.7C-D). All disomic 

populations except disome I harbored a substantial fraction of cells that were delayed in GAL1pr-YFP 

induction compared to euploid populations (Figure S3.7C-D). The time for all cells to completely induce 

the GAL response also varied among the disomes, in some cases increasing and in others decreasing. 

Together, these results support that the vast majority of disomes are more variable in their response to 

galactose. 

The increase in standard deviation of the response could result from pathway specific increases in 

variation (intrinsic) or global increases in variation (extrinsic). Because we had measured a number of 

disomic strains under multiple conditions we were able ask whether an increase in variation in response to 

one stimulus was correlated with an increase in variation in a second stimulus. The results suggest both 

extrinsic and intrinsic components. The extrinsic component is supported by several strains having higher 

standard deviations in all conditions (Figure 3.6B,D,F; significance of 0.06 by Wilcoxon rank sum test). 

The intrinsic component is supported by strains such as disome VIII that had increased variation in two 

conditions but not in a third (Figure 3.6B,D,F). 

To alternately assess the degree of intrinsic versus extrinsic noise, we measured the correlation in 

expression of two promoters (GAL1pr-YFP and TDH3pr-mCherry) at a single cell level in five disomic 

strains (Figure 3.6G). After binning for cell size (Method Details), two of the strains had an increased 

correlation compared to euploid cells while three of the strains had a decreased correlation (p-values < 

0.05 by Wilcoxon rank sum test). Our data show that increased variability in the response of aneuploid 

cells to multiple environmental stimuli is caused by both intrinsic and extrinsic sources of variation. 
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Aneuploidy increases phenotypic variability in mammals 

Is increased population heterogeneity a unique feature of aneuploid budding yeast or a more general 

property of the aneuploid state? To address this question we examined the effects of chromosome gain on 

phenotypic variability in inbred mouse strains. We used Robertsonian translocations backcrossed at least 

10 times into the C57BL/J6 background to generate isogenic euploid, trisomy 13, and trisomy 19 

embryos7. In crosses involving Robertsonian translocations, litter size is usually small and trisomic 

embryos represent less than 16% of offspring24, severely limiting the number of animals we were able to 

analyze. Nevertheless, it was evident that phenotypic variability was high among trisomy 19 embryos 

compared to isogenic euploid littermate controls. We observed variability in facial morphology, degree of 

nuchal edema and hemorrhaging at embryonic day 15.5 (Figure 3.7A). To quantify variability we 

measured the maximal width of nuchal translucency, a classic prenatal test to assess degree of nuchal 

edema, which is an indicator of chromosomal abnormalities in human pregnancies. Variability in nuchal 

edema thickness was significantly higher in trisomy 19 embryos than in euploid embryos (p<0.05 by 

permutation analysis and p<0.005 by F-test on the variance; Figure 3.7B). Variability in morphology was 

also observed among trisomy 13 embryos despite only obtaining one litter with trisomy 13 embryos 

(Figure 3.7C). We conclude that aneuploidy causes phenotypic variability in inbred trisomy 19 embryos 

and likely also in trisomy 13 embryos. 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/nC9L
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/h8LX
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Figure 3.7. Non-genetic individuality in trisomic mice. (A) Trisomy 19 (Ts19) embryos and euploid 

(WT) littermates at gestational stage E15.5. Bar, 10 mm. (B) Nuchal edema thickness in euploid and 

trisomy 19 E15.5 embryos shown in (A). (C) Trisomy 13 (Ts13) embryos and euploid littermate at E15.5. 

Bar, 10 mm. 

 

Discussion 

Phenotypic differences in genetically identical populations have been observed in a variety of 

experimental settings23,25,26. Variability can arise from stochastic synthesis and degradation of 

molecules27,28 as well as binomial partitioning at cell division29. Fluctuations are exacerbated when 

molecules are at low copy number or are segregated as a unit30,31. Mechanisms have been described that 

counteract these fluctuations to make biological processes robust32, but regulatory networks can exhibit 

alternate behaviors when buffering mechanisms are perturbed33. We show here that chromosome-scale 

changes in gene dosage severely impact the robustness of every biological network analyzed. Robustness 

decreases with degree of aneuploidy, indicating that while subtle changes in gene dosage of individual 

genes have little effect on the robustness of biological networks, gene dosage changes across many genes 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/q5E5+TdTv+eHqi
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/PyPj+2E2J
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/vS4F
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/V92O+JJka
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/jJea
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/Q515
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can promote alternate behaviors. We propose that this universal characteristic of the aneuploid state may 

help explain the variability in presentation and treatment responses of diseases caused by karyotypic 

abnormalities. 

 

Aneuploidy decreases robustness of biological networks 

Recent work has shown that karyotypically heterogeneous populations of aneuploid S. cerevisiae and C. 

albicans exhibit a wide range of phenotypes, particularly under stress, which can be beneficial in adaption 

to different environments34,35. We report here that karyotypically homogeneous populations of aneuploid 

cells exhibit increased phenotypic variation as compared to euploid cells. All chromosome gains and 

losses analyzed cause a dramatic increase in variance in G1 and/or S+early M phase duration, with 

increases in both cell cycle stages for many aneuploidies. Two lines of evidence indicate that this 

variability is not due to genetic heterogeneity. First, the inducible system to generate aneuploid cells 

employs strains that are propagated in the euploid state and acutely induced to mis-segregate specific 

chromosomes, which avoids accumulation of genetic alterations selected for by an aneuploid karyotype. 

Second, cell cycle delays observed in an individual cell are not consistent from one division to the next, 

indicating that delays are caused by stochastic and not heritable events. 

Heterogeneity in cell cycle duration was also observed in strains with chronic aneuploidies, and cell cycle 

delays were not heritable, arguing for non-genetic rather than genetic heterogeneity. Furthermore, chronic 

aneuploid strains are variable for several cellular responses in addition to cell cycle timing. Population 

variation in gene expression increased in multiple aneuploid strains in response to an alternate carbon 

source and in response to two different cellular stresses: heat shock and DTT. Increased variability 

occurred across all tested conditions that led to a response in our reporters. Together, these results lead to 

the unanticipated conclusion that aneuploidy causes an increase in non-genetic variability in many 

different cellular responses. In fact, unaffected pathways may be in the minority. 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/Z91p+CToI
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Origins of non-genetic individuality 

How does aneuploidy increase cellular variability? Previous studies suggested that deterministic 

processes are responsible for cell-to-cell variability in cell cycle progression in euploid cells36. Our 

analyses indicate that stochastic DNA damage, leading to activation of the DNA damage checkpoint 

pathway, is a significant source of heterogeneity in S+early M duration. The subtle S phase defects and 

genomic instability that aneuploid cells experience4,18,21 are likely the cause for activation of the DNA 

damage checkpoint pathway in a fraction of aneuploid cells. 

In contrast to variability in S+early M duration, DNA damage was not responsible for G1 length 

heterogeneity in most aneuploid strains. Additional factors that contribute to variability in G1 remain 

unknown. However, it is of note that most stress response pathways delay cells in G137 and cellular 

stresses have been shown to increase phenotypic variability under some conditions38. Various stresses 

associated with the aneuploid state, such as protein folding, metabolic and oxidative stress, may 

contribute to G1 length variability in aneuploid strains. We further note that many aneuploidies interfere 

with macromolecule biosynthesis, which controls G1 length39. Thus, cell-to-cell variability in biosynthetic 

rates may also contribute to G1 length variability in aneuploid strains. 

We also do not yet know how aneuploidy causes heterogeneity in gene expression. Gene dosage changes 

may alter expression—for instance, disome XIII may affect the response to galactose by changing the 

dosage of the Gal80 repressor encoded on chromosome XIII—yet it is unclear how dosage changes would 

increase population variability. Instead, increased variability in gene expression may be caused by an 

indirect source such as cellular stress, which is a universal feature of the aneuploid state. Previous studies 

showed that environmental stresses decrease growth rate, which can lead to decreased expression of some 

transcription factors, thus increasing their variability and thereby the variability of the responses they 

control40. As aneuploidy causes a variety of cellular stresses, this alone is likely to be a key contributor to 

the observed increased cell-to-cell variability. Also, multiple lines of evidence indicate that phenotypic 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/lQ94
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/xiZx+meyr+dHci
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/SPHJ
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/PFL8
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/PSh8
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/0JWi
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heterogeneity allows populations to bet-hedge under stressful situations, which decreases the mean fitness 

of the population but increases the geometric mean of the population, thereby allowing cells to survive in 

extreme situations41–44. Increased variability in aneuploid cells could also be related to this phenomenon. 

Ultimately, general features of the aneuploid state are likely to be the source of population heterogeneity. 

Many aneuploid yeast strains have decreased protein synthesis rates39 which may lead to decreased 

production of rare proteins. Unequal partitioning of such rare proteins could cause phenotypic variability. 

Changes in relative ratios of gene products also contribute to cell-to-cell variability. Higher base ploidy 

partially buffers aneuploidy-induced cell-to-cell variability at least in S+early M phase duration. We do 

not yet know which genes decrease robustness upon doubling or halving gene dosage. Few genes in yeast 

cause substantive cell cycle defects when dosage increases by a single extra copy45 and haploinsufficiency 

is equally rare46. However, subtle changes in the dosages of network nodes such as transcription factors or 

regulatory enzymes (i.e. protein kinases) may have widespread effects on the activities of the biological 

pathways that they control33,47, making cells more susceptible to intracellular and extracellular noise. 

 

Implications for cell-to-cell variability in euploid populations 

Fluctuations in mRNA synthesis, protein synthesis and degradation, and unequal segregation of proteins 

have all been implicated in producing cells with alternate fates in populations of genetically identical 

cells27,29,48,49. Our analyses of aneuploid cells are consistent with variability in these processes being 

sources of biological noise. Furthermore, our data lead to the remarkable conclusion that subtle changes 

in gene expression (50% increases or decreases) can cause significant cell-to-cell variability when they 

occur at a chromosome-wide scale, especially when multiple chromosomes are involved. In contrast, 

changing dosage of single genes by 50% usually has little effect on the robustness of biological networks. 

In other words, simultaneously changing multiple nodes of a biological network in subtle ways can make 

the behavior of a pathway unpredictable. We propose that simultaneous subtle fluctuations in the levels 

and activities of network components could contribute to heterogeneity observed in euploid cells. 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/z7Oz+Y1a9+hLrk+7TB5
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/PSh8
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/jogO
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/dlMT
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/Q515+JfPT
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/OnSU+PyPj+vS4F+dZPi
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Implications for disease presentation and treatment 

Phenotypic variability is not confined to aneuploid yeast strains. Trisomic embryos also exhibit variability 

in morphology. From this observation, we propose that non-genetic heterogeneity may contribute to 

phenotypic variability seen in constitutional aneuploidies in humans and, of course, in cancer. Comparing 

phenotypic variability between inbred and outbred aneuploid yeast strains may provide an opportunity to 

assess the degree of variability conferred by the aneuploid state itself versus allelic variation in the 

population. 

Non-genetic heterogeneity may also explain why aneuploidy occurs frequently in experimental evolution. 

Increased variance has the potential to enhance population fitness in euploid populations25; therefore, 

aneuploidy may occur in evolution as a mechanism to further increase population variance, and thus 

fitness. 

In closing, we note that aneuploidy-associated non-genetic variability has profound implications for 

aneuploidy as a therapeutic target in cancer and fungal infections. Non-genetic heterogeneity may make it 

difficult for therapies to target specific aneuploidies. In summary, our results indicate that decreased 

robustness of many, if not all, biological processes is a general feature of the aneuploid state. It will be 

interesting to determine how increased variability in single cell behavior leads to increased variability of 

multicellular processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/q5E5
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Materials and Methods 

 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

Yeast strains and growth conditions 

All S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are listed in Table S2. Yeast strains were generated and 

manipulated as described previously50. Cells were grown at 30°C in YEP supplemented with 2% raffinose 

(YEP-R), 2% raffinose + 2% galactose (YEP-RG), or 2% glucose (YEP-D). For live-cell imaging, cells 

were grown in synthetic complete medium at 25°C supplemented with 2% raffinose (SC-R), 2% raffinose 

+ 2% galactose (SC-RG), or 2% glucose (SC-D). 

Strains used in Figures 3.1-3.6 were as follows: 

Figure 3.1: 

(A) Haploid wild-type (A38452), chronic disome IV (A24367) 

(C,D) Haploid wild-type (A38452), disome IV (A38455)  

(E-F) Haploid wild-type (A2587), diploid wild-type (A16629); disomes I (A38370), II (A38372), III 

(A38374), IV (A38376), V (A38378), VI (A38380), VII (A38382), VIII (A38384), IX (A38386), X 

(A38388), XI (A38390), XII (A38392), XIII (A38394), XIV (A38396), and XVI (A38398); trisomes and 

monosomes I (A38401), II (A38402), III (A38403), IV (A38404), V (A38405), VI (A38406), VII 

(A38407), VIII (A38408), IX (A38409), X (A38410), XI (A38411), XII (A38412), XIII (A38413), XIV 

(A38414), and XVI (A38415). Trisomes and monosomes I+II (A38753), V+X (A38755), II+V+X 

(A38756), I+V+X (A38758), and I+II+X (A38759) were used in this assay with a different wild-type 

strain (A38751). 

Figure 3.2: 

Diploid wild-type (A38656); monosomes I (A38661), II (A38663), IV (A38665), V (A38667), VIII 

(A38669), X (A38671), XI (A38673), XII (A38675), XIV (A38679), XVI (A38681) V+X (A38695), 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/jLb5
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IV+V+VIII (A38689), II+IV+XIV (A38687), IV+V+VIII+XIV (A38691), and II+IV+V+VIII+X+XIV 

(A38690). The diploid wild-type strain (A38656) is marked with Spc42-GFP and mCherry-Cdc3. 

Figure 3.3: 

Haploid wild-type (A38654); disomes I (A38660), II (A38662), IV (A38664), V (A38666), VIII 

(A38668), X (A38670), XI (A38672), XII (A38674), XIII (A38676), XIV (A38678), XVI (A38680), 

V+X (A38694), II+V+X (A38682), II+X+XIV (A38684), IV+V+VIII (A38688), and II+IV+XIV 

(A38686); diploid wild-type (A38656); trisomes I (A38661), II (A38663), IV (A38665), V (A38667), X 

(A38671), XI (A38673), XII (A38675), XIV (A38679), and V+X (A38695). The haploid (A38654) and 

diploid (A38656) wild-type strains are marked with Spc42-GFP and mCherry-Cdc3. 

Figure 3.4: 

Strains used in this assay: haploid RAD9 wild-type (A38654) with RAD9 disomes I (A38660), II 

(A38662), V (A38666), VIII (A38668), XI (A38672), XIII (A38676); haploid rad9Δ wild-type (A38770) 

with rad9Δ disomes II (A39305), V (A38772), VIII (A39306); haploid rad9Δ wild-type (A38771) with 

rad9Δ disomes I (A39304), XI (A38773), XIII (A39307); diploid RAD9 wild-type (A38656) with RAD9 

monosomes I (A38661), II (A38663), V (A38667), VIII (A38669), XI (A38673); diploid rad9Δ wild-type 

(A39326) with rad9Δ monosomes I (A39309), II (A39310), V (A39311), VIII (A39312), XI (A39313). 

Figure 3.5: 

Haploid wild-type (A38654) with acute disomes I (A38660), VIII (A38668), XIV (A38678), XVI 

(A38680); haploid wild-type (A38699) with chronic disomes I (A38701), VIII (A38702), XIV (A38704), 

XVI (A39285). 

Figure 3.6: 

(A-B) Wild-type (A38340); disomes I (A38341), II (A38342), VIII (A38343), IX (A38344), XI 

(A38345), XIII (A38346), and XVI (A39284). 

(C-D) Wild-type (A38735); disomes I (A38736), II (A39280), VIII (A38738), IX (A38739), XI 

(A39282), XIII (A39283), and XVI (A38740). 
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(E-F) Wild-type (A38728); disomes I (A39275), II (A39276), VIII (A38730), IX (A39277), XI (A39278), 

XIII (A39279), and XVI (A38734). 

(G) Wild-type (A39298); disomes I (A39299), II (A39300), IX (A39301) XI (A39302), and XVI 

(A39303). 

Mouse strains 

Trisomic mouse embryos were generated by crossing C57BL/6J mice with congenic mice heterozygous 

for two Robertsonian chromosomes7. The following Robertsonian fusion chromosomes were used for 

these crosses: B6.Cg-Rb(11.13)4Bnr/JAmonJ; B6.Cg-Rb(13.16)1Mpl/JAmonJ; B6.Cg-

Rb(16.17)7Bnr/JAmonJ; B6.CgRb(5.19)1Wh/JAmonJ; B6Ei.Cg-Rb(9.19)163H/J. 

 

METHOD DETAILS 

Construction of conditional centromere strains 

Strains with conditional centromeres were constructed using a PCR-based method9,51. Briefly, the 

conditional centromere construct was amplified from plasmid p1888 (see Table S4) using primers 

designed to target the conditional centromere construct to a particular chromosome (see Table S3). Strain 

A2587 was transformed with the conditional centromere constructs as previously described51. We 

replaced the endogenous centromere with the conditional centromere construct for every single 

chromosome (I-XVI). With the exception of cells with a conditional centromere on chromosome XV, all 

strains containing the conditional centromere construct exhibited doubling times equal to that of wild-type 

cells when grown in medium containing glucose (data not shown). We also generated strains containing 

multiple conditional centromeres. This allowed us to examine the consequences of mis-segregating 

multiple (up to 8) chromosomes. Importantly, this system also enabled us to systematically analyze the 

consequences of chromosome losses on yeast cell physiology. 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/nC9L
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/ZsKm+4A8l
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/4A8l
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CEN-LacO plasmid construction 

To follow chromosome mis-segregation, we introduced a lac operator (E. coli, lacO) array near the 

centromere of the chromosome containing the conditional centromere (Figure S3.1A). When a GFP-LacI 

fusion protein is expressed in these cells, it binds to the lacO sequences and forms a GFP dot at the lacO 

array that is visible by fluorescence microscopy12. 

Plasmids targeting the LacO array to various chromosomes (CEN-LacO plasmids; Table S4) were 

constructed by cloning a homology region to the specific target site with XhoI restriction sites into the 

SalI cut plasmid p1499 (pCM40). Plasmids were integrated at the target site by restriction enzyme digest 

using the enzymes listed in Table S4. Transformants were screened for gain of nourseothricin resistance 

(100 μg/ml). All plasmids containing the LacO array were propagated in Max Efficiency Stbl2 competent 

cells (Invitrogen) due to the high propensity of the LacO array to recombine. All enzymes used for 

cloning were obtained from New England BioLabs. 

HYGRO-LacO plasmid construction 

A plasmid targeting the LacO array to the hph hygromycin B resistance gene (HYGRO-LacO; Table S4) 

was constructed in the same way as the Cen-LacO plasmids, using homology to the hph hygromycin B 

resistance gene. Integration of the HYGRO-LacO plasmid used a two-step process. First, the hph 

hygromycin B resistance gene was integrated into the desired site in the genome using a PCR-based 

method51. Second, the HYGRO-LacO plasmid was integrated at the hph site by EagI digest. 

Transformants were screened for loss of hygromycin resistance and gain of nourseothricin resistance. 

GFP dot strain construction 

Strains containing the LacO array were crossed to a strain containing the GFP-LacI fusion protein. To 

integrate the GFP-LacI construct into the genome, plasmid p1801 (Table S4) was linearized with NheI 

and transformed into A2587 cells as previously described50. 

Additional constructs 

Spc42-dsRed and Spc42-GFP were constructed by PCR-based methods51. mCherry-Cdc3 was constructed 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/Dt86
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/4A8l
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/jLb5
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/4A8l
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using the YIp211-CDC3-mCherry integrating plasmid52. The GAL1pr-YFP reporter was integrated at the 

HO locus53. The P4xHSE-YFP and P4xUPRE-GFP reporters were constructed from single-integrating 

plasmids54. To make the dual YFP-mCherry reporter for the assays described in Figure 3.6G, a 

constitutively-expressed TDH3pr-mCherry construct was integrated in tandem with the GAL1pr-YFP 

reporter at the HO locus. 

 

Mis-segregation frequency of non-targeted chromosomes 

After mis-segregation in SC-RG, cultures were released into SC-D and fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde 

after 3 and 5 hours of growth at room temperature. The number of GFP dots per cell was counted for 100 

unbudded cells at each time point. Unbudded cells containing 2 GFP dots were classified as having mis-

segregated the GFP marked chromosome. 

 

Fluorescence microscopy 

For GFP dot imaging, cells were either imaged live or fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 15 minutes at room 

temperature and then resuspended in 0.1 M potassium phosphate (KPi pH 6.4)/1.2 M sorbitol. To 

visualize biotin labeling, cells were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 15 minutes at room temperature and 

then resuspended in 0.1 M potassium phosphate (KPi pH 6.4)/1.2 M sorbitol with 1 μg/ml streptavidin 

conjugated to Alexa 568 fluorophore (Molecular Probes). Cells were then washed once in 0.1 M 

potassium phosphate (KPi pH 6.4)/1.2 M sorbitol. Cells were imaged using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 

microscope (Carl Zeiss) and a Hamamatsu OCRA-ER digital camera (Hamamatsu). 

 

Biotin labeling and sorting 

Cells were arrested with α-factor in YEP-R medium at 30°C and labeled with biotin as described below55. 

Upon release from the G1 arrest, cells were switched to medium containing galactose (YEP-RG) to 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/kPau
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/XSMY
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/PRS7
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/FF7c
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inactivate CEN4. Cells were then transferred to YEP-D medium at 30°C to stop further chromosome mis-

segregation and grown for 1 or 5 hours. To purify populations of disomic cells for proteomic 

quantification following chromosome mis-segregation, we used a previously described method to purify 

mother cells55. 

Cells were grown to mid-log phase in YEP-R and then arrested in G1 with the yeast mating pheromone α-

factor (5 μg/ml). Following G1 arrest, cells were washed 3 times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) pH 

8.0 and labeled with EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (1 mg biotin in PBS pH 8.0 per 1 OD600 unit of cells; 

Thermo Scientific) at 4°C for 30 minutes. Biotin forms permanent amide bonds with primary amines on 

cell surface proteins, thus labeling the cell wall of the G1 arrested cells. As the cell wall is built de novo 

during budding, release from the G1 block in the absence of biotin results in the mother cell being labeled 

with biotin while the bud is not labeled. Following biotin labeling, cells were washed 4 times with PBS 

pH 8.0/100 mM glycine to remove excess biotin. 

After biotin labeling, cells were transferred into YEP-RG medium to induce chromosome mis-

segregation. Cells were grown for 120 minutes in YEP-RG at 30°C (one cell division). After nearly all 

cells had finished dividing, cells were transferred to YEP-D and grown at 30°C for 1 hour. To purify 

biotin labeled cells, cells were first washed with PBS pH 7.4/0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and then 

incubated with anti-biotin magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec) in PBS pH 7.4/0.5% BSA for 15 minutes at 

4°C. Cells were washed once more with PBS pH 7.4/0.5% BSA and then resuspended in PBS pH 

7.4/0.5% BSA and run over LS columns fit with a pre-separation filter on a QuadroMACS separator 

attached to a MACS MultiStand (Miltenyi Biotec) to retain biotin-labeled cells. Biotin labeled cells were 

eluted from the columns with PBS pH 7.4/0.5% BSA following removal from the QuadroMACS 

separator. Cells were then washed once with PBS pH 7.4 and resuspended in YEP-D and grown at 30°C. 

Samples for analysis were taken at times indicated in Figure 3.1B. Chronic disome IV cells shown in 

Figure 3.1A were grown to mid-log phase in YEP-D at 30°C and then harvested for preparation of protein 

extracts. 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/FF7c
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Protein quantification by mass spectrometry 

Preparation of protein extracts was adapted from Dephoure et al.13. Briefly, cells were lysed using a 

FastPrep-24 (MP Biomedicals) in a buffer containing 8 M urea, 75 mM NaCl, and 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.2 

using 3-6 cycles of 45 s at 4°C separated by 5 minute incubations at 4°C. Samples were broken until 

~70% of cells had lysed as confirmed by light microscopy. Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 

14,000xg for 15 minutes at 4°C. Protein concentrations were determined using the Bradford protein assay 

(Bio-Rad). Further sample preparation, TMT labeling, and sample fractionation was performed as 

described in Dephoure et al.13. Samples were run with 3 technical replicates on a Thermo QExactive mass 

spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Database searching was conducted using Mascot (Matrix 

Science). 

Protein ratios were normalized to account for minor variations in sample mixing by centering the log2 

protein abundance ratio distribution over zero, as described in Dephoure et al.13. When calculating the 

normalization factor, proteins on the disomic chromosomes were excluded. We expect most proteins 

(except those on the disomic chromosome) to be present at a one-to-one ratio. 

 

Calculation of expectation value for protein abundance ratio in Figure 3.1A-D after chromosome 

mis-segregation 

While mis-segregation occurs in many of the cells in the population, mis-segregation itself and the 

isolation of disomic cells are not fully efficient. One hour following chromosome mis-segregation, the 

biotin-labeled purified cell culture contained 67% cells disomic for chromosome IV, 20% euploid cells, 

and 13% cells lacking chromosome IV (nullisomes). Five hours following chromosome mis-segregation, 

the biotin-labeled purified population was comprised of 61% disomes, 34% euploid cells, and 5% 

nullisomes. The slight decrease in the proportion of disomic cells at the 5 hour time point compared to the 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/wam5
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/wam5
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/wam5
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1 hour time point is likely due to the reduced proliferation rate of disome IV cells compared to euploid 

cells. 

The expected ratio of proteins encoded on chromosome IV from disome IV and euploid control strains 

depends on two factors: 1) the percentage of disomes, euploid cells, and nullisomes, and 2) the rate of 

protein turnover from degradation versus dilution. Given the measured percent of each karyotype at one 

and five hours, an expected value for the protein abundance ratio can be calculated for different models of 

protein turnover. In the extreme where proteins are only diluted by proliferation (using proliferation rate 

measured in Figure 3.3A and correcting for the ratio compression; see below) one would expect a log2 

protein abundance of 0.12 at 1 hour and 0.28 at 5 hours. In the other extreme where protein turnover is 

instantaneous, the expectation is a log2 protein abundance of 0.27 at 1 hour and 0.28 at 5 hours. One hour 

following chromosome mis-segregation, proteins encoded on chromosome IV were elevated compared to 

proteins encoded by the euploid chromosomes, with a mean log2 protein abundance ratio of 0.21 for 

proteins on chromosome IV, compared to a mean of 0 for proteins on all other chromosomes (Figure 

3.1C). Levels of chromosome IV-encoded proteins increased further to a mean log2 protein abundance 

ratio of 0.32 five hours following chromosome mis-segregation (Figure 3.1D). 

Calculation of expected ratios: 

Given that previous work showed that proteins encoded on disomic chromosomes exhibit a protein ratio 

of 2:1 versus proteins encoded by euploid chromosomes13, we assumed that the observed log2 protein 

abundance ratio of 1.4 for proteins encoded on disomic chromosome IV was due to ratio compression. 

We can therefore calculate a ratio compression factor for our samples, which then can then be used to 

calculate the actual ratio using the following formula 
2+x

1+x
= 1.4 which yields a ratio compression factor (x 

in the equation) of 1.66.   

To calculate the expected log2 protein abundance ratio we first used the following relationship: 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/wam5
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ChromosomeContentInDisome

= %Disome × (1 × 2
-(

time
growthrateofdisome

)
+ 2 × (1-2

-(
time

growthrateofdisome
)
))

+ %Euploid × (1) + %Nullisome × (1 × 2
-(

time
growthrateofdisome

)
) 

When protein turnover is high this relationship simplifies to: 

ChromosomeContentInDisome = %Disome × (2 × (1-2
-(

time
growthrateofdisome

)
)) + %Euploid × (1) 

The expectation value for the log2 protein abundance ratio is calculated with the following formula 

log2 (
ChromosomeContentInDisome + 1.66

1 + 1.66
) 

Aneuploid colony size measurements 

Cells were grown in YEP-R and then transferred to YEP-RG for 160 minutes to induce chromosome mis-

segregation. Cells were then plated on YEP-D agar plates. Mother-daughter pairs that had just completed 

a cell division were separated by micromanipulation and allowed to grow into colonies at 30°C. Colony 

size was measured 40 – 48 hours later when colony size was still increasing exponentially. Euploid 

colonies were grown on the same plate and were either from a wild-type strain or from cells in the 

experimental strain that did not missegregate a chromosome. Colony area was measured using ImageJ. 

To calculate aneuploid to euploid colony area ratio, euploid colony area was measured and averaged per 

plate, with a separate average for euploid mothers and euploid daughters. Euploid cells on the same plate 

as the aneuploid cells were used for analysis to control for plate-to-plate variability. A value for each 

individual aneuploid colony was calculated as a ratio of the aneuploid colony area to the mean euploid 

colony area for euploid cells. For disomes and trisomes, the mean colony area for euploid mothers was 

used. For monosomes, the mean colony area for euploid daughters was used. Each circle in Figure 3.1F 

represents the mean of all aneuploid/euploid ratios for a particular karyotype. Error bars indicate the 

standard deviation of aneuploid/euploid ratios, not accounting for error propagation from euploid cells. 
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Chromosome mis-segregation was confirmed by determining whether colonies could grow on plates 

lacking uracil. The inducible chromosome is marked with URA3 at the conditional centromere, so colony 

pairs in which one colony (arising from the daughter cell) is auxotrophic for growth on uracil and the 

other colony (arising from the mother cell) is prototrophic for growth on uracil indicates that a 

chromosome mis-segregation event occurred. For aneuploid strains with severe fitness defects, colonies 

were grown at 30°C until colonies were large enough to test for uracil prototrophy via replica-plating. 

Colonies were also tested for growth on plates containing glycerol as the sole carbon source. Colonies 

that did not grow on this medium were excluded from analysis as they are respiratory deficient, which 

causes slow growth. Rarely, the inducible chromosome was segregated into the daughter cell instead of 

the mother; these mis-segregation events were excluded from analysis. 

The colony mis-segregation assay in haploid cells was used to determine the chromosome mis-

segregation rates presented in Figure S3.1B. The growth defects observed in monosomes were more 

severe than the growth defects observed in disomes and trisomes (Figures 3.1F, S3.1B). While the sizes 

of many monosomic colonies were less than 1% of the sizes of colonies formed by euploid cells after ~48 

hours of growth, nearly all monosomic strains eventually formed colonies after many days of growth. The 

only monosomy that was inviable was chromosome XIII monosomy, due to monosomy of TUB1 which is 

lethal56. Disomy and trisomy were better tolerated than monosomy, with the exception of disomy VI and 

trisomy VI. These chromosomal gains are inviable due to an increase in TUB2 copy number56. 

 

Live-cell imaging 

Differentiating aneuploid from euploid cells in live-cell cell cycle analysis 

For cell cycle analyses, aneuploid cells were differentiated from euploid cells by counting the number of 

GFP dots present in a cell. In all euploid strains, 1 GFP dot per cell indicates euploidy. For disomes and 

trisomes of single chromosomes, the presence of 2 GFP dots in the cell indicates disomy or trisomy while 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/qdme
https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/qdme
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1 GFP dot indicates euploidy. For disomes and trisomes of 2 chromosomes, 4 GFP dots indicate disomy 

or trisomy. For disomes and trisomes of 3 chromosomes, cells with 4, 5 or 6 GFP dots were scored as 

disomes and trisomes, as it was difficult to accurately count GFP dots at numbers greater than 4 dots per 

cell. For all monosomes (single or multiple chromosomes), 0 GFP dots per cell indicates monosomy. In 

all analyses, euploid cells were either from the wild-type control strain or from cells in the experimental 

strain that did not mis-segregate a chromosome. 

Cell cycle analysis image acquisition 

For inducible aneuploids, cells were grown in SC-R to mid-log phase then transferred to SC-RG and 

grown for 160 minutes to induce chromosome mis-segregation. Chronic disomic strains were grown in 

SC-D medium to mid-log phase. Then, for both inducible aneuploids and chronic disomes, cells were 

transferred to SC-D and layered on an agar pad (2% agarose, SC-D) affixed to a glass slide and covered 

with a cover slip. Cells were imaged at 5-minute intervals for 8-10 hours using a Zeiss Axio Observer-Z1 

with a 63x objective (Carl Zeiss), equipped with a Zeiss Definite Focus module (Carl Zeiss) and a 

Hamamatsu ORCA-AG digital camera (Hamamatsu). Nine Z-stacks (0.6 microns apart) were acquired 

and maximally projected. MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices) was used for image acquisition and 

processing. 

Cell cycle analysis data processing 

For cell cycle analyses of aneuploid cells, approximately 20 aneuploid cells and 10 euploid cells were 

scored per experiment. As most cells were analyzed for multiple divisions, we analyzed between 20 – 80 

cell divisions for each strain. G1 duration, S+early M phase duration, anaphase onset to cytokinesis 

duration, and division time (cytokinesis to cytokinesis) were measured for each cell following 

chromosome mis-segregation. Analyses of cells started either at bud emergence or at anaphase onset in 

the first division following chromosome mis-segregation. We were not able to image cells during the first 

G1 phase following chromosome mis-segregation because of the time needed to prepare the cells for 

imaging. Thus, division time analyses start in the second division after chromosome mis-segregation. 
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At the end of the time-lapse, cells that were in G1 and had spent at least 100 minutes in G1 were scored as 

arrested and included in G1 duration calculations. Cells that were in G1 at the end of the time-lapse and 

had spent less than 100 minutes in G1 were not considered arrested and excluded from analysis for 

calculating G1 duration. At the end of the time-lapse, cells that had passed bud emergence but had not 

reached anaphase onset and had spent at least 200 minutes in that stage were scored as arrested and 

included in S+early M phase duration calculations. Cells that had passed bud emergence at the end of the 

time-lapse and had not reached anaphase onset but had spent less than 200 minutes in this stage were not 

considered arrested and excluded from analysis for calculating S+early M phase duration. 

To calculate standard deviation of cell populations and compare variance using the F-test, raw data (in 

minutes) were used (Figure 3.2B-E, Figure 3.3B,C,F,G,I-K, Figure 3.4D-G, Figure 3.5D-G, and Figure 

S3.4I-L). These analyses were done on the combined data from all divisions measured following 

chromosome mis-segregation for all cells of a given karyotype for a particular cell cycle stage (G1, 

S+early M phase, or division time duration). Aneuploid cells were compared to euploid cells from the 

same experiment to account for minor day-to-day variability. 

In Figure 3.2A, Figure 3.3A,E, Figure 3.4A-C, Figure 3.5A-C, Figure S3.2B-D, Figure S3.3A-C,E-G, and 

Figure S3.4F-H, cell cycle measurements for aneuploid cells were normalized to euploid cells from the 

same experiment to allow us to compare cell cycle measurements among experiments. Each aneuploid 

cell measurement for G1 duration, S+early M phase duration, anaphase duration, or total division time 

was taken as a ratio of the mean of all euploid cells for the same measurement from the same division. 

For example, the G1 duration measurement for an inducible aneuploid cell in its third division following 

chromosome mis-segregation would be normalized to the mean of the G1 duration for all euploid cells in 

the third division following chromosome mis-segregation. Normalization to the euploid strain controls for 

day-to-day variability in experiments and for changes in cell cycle durations upon shift from 

raffinose+galactose (SC-RG) as the carbon source to glucose (SC-D) as the carbon source. In the same 
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manner, measurements of cell cycle duration in chronic disomes were normalized to euploid controls by 

cell cycle stage and division. Log2 transformed aneuploid to euploid ratios are plotted in the figures. 

In Figures 3.2F and 3.3D,H, the longest G1 or S+early M phases were removed from the aneuploid data 

set until the standard deviation of the aneuploid cell cycle stage was equal to that of the corresponding 

euploid cell cycle stage in the same experiment. Standard deviations were considered equal when no 

longer significantly different by the F-test. The percent of the total number of measured cell cycle stages 

(G1 or S+early M phase) that were removed to equalize standard deviations of euploid and aneuploid data 

is reported. 

 

Galactose and stress response reporter analyses 

All GAL1pr-YFP, UPRE-GFP, and HSE-YFP reporter experiments were performed in synthetic dropout 

medium containing 1.7g/L yeast nitrogen base (BD Difco), 1g/L monosodium glutamate, 200µg/mL 

Geneticin (G418), and histidine dropout complete supplement mix (Sunrise Science), plus carbon sources. 

In the galactose response experiments, outgrowth cultures were grown in synthetic dropout medium 

supplemented with 2% raffinose, and induction assays were performed in synthetic dropout base 

supplemented with 0.25% galactose and a two-fold gradient of glucose ranging from 1.0%-0.002% 

(including a 0% condition). For the stress response experiments, all cultures were grown in synthetic 

dropout medium supplemented with 2% glucose. All 30ºC incubations for the GAL1pr-YFP, UPRE-GFP, 

and HSE-YFP reporter experiments were performed in a humidified incubator (Infor Multitron) with 

rotary shaking at 230 rpm (tubes and flasks) or 999 rpm (deep 96-well plates). Higher-temperature 

incubations were conducted in an incubating microplate shaker (VWR) with rotary shaking at 1000rpm. 

 

Galactose response assays 

Strains were inoculated from colonies streaked on a G418/-his plate into liquid dropout medium 

supplemented with 2% glucose and incubated at 30ºC for 24 hours until cultures reached saturation. 
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Cultures were diluted 1:100 – 1:400 into medium containing 2% raffinose and grown for 16-18 hours. For 

the steady-state glucose gradient assay, raffinose cultures at a final OD600≤ 0.1 were pelleted, washed 

twice, and then resuspended 1:1 in synthetic dropout medium without carbon and diluted 1:100 into the 

glucose gradient to measure expression of the GAL1 reporter. 

For the kinetic response assays, raffinose cultures with a final OD600 0.1-0.3 were selected; a 0 hour time 

point of the raffinose culture was harvested by addition of a concentrated TE/sodium azide 'stop solution' 

to a final (1X) concentration of 0.1% sodium azide. The remaining culture was pelleted, washed twice, 

and then resuspended at a 1:4 dilution into G418/-his liquid medium supplemented with 2% galactose. 

Aliquots were harvested every 30 min for up to 8 hours after the medium switch, and at 9 and 10 hours 

post medium switch. 

 

Dual-reporter noise assay 

Strains bearing a tandem GAL1pr-YFP-TDH3pr-mCherry reporter were inoculated from colonies streaked 

on a G418/-his plate into liquid dropout medium supplemented with 2% glucose and incubated at 30ºC 

for 24 hours until cultures reached saturation. Cultures were diluted 1:200 into medium supplemented 

with 2% galactose and grown to saturation. Cultures were then diluted 1:10 into fresh 2% galactose 

medium and grown for 8 hours before they were analyzed by flow cytometry. Each strain was measured 

in eight replicates. 

 

Stress response assays 

Strains were inoculated from colonies streaked on a G418/-his plate into liquid G418/-his medium and 

incubated at 30ºC for 24 hours until cultures reached saturation. Cultures were diluted 1:100-1:400 and 

grown for 8-12 hours until they reached an OD600 of ~0.1-0.2. 
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For the heat-shock experiment, the outgrowth cultures were diluted 1:50 into pre-warmed medium in a 96 

deep well plate and grown for 4 hours with rotary shaking at the specified temperature. After incubation, 

cultures were pelleted by centrifugation, washed twice, and resuspended in Tris-EDTA pH 7.5 (TE) 

before analysis on the flow cytometer. 

For the DTT stress response experiments, the outgrowth cultures were diluted 1:4 into medium containing 

a final concentration of either 0.625mM DTT or a 2-fold serial dilution ranging from 10-0.0098mM 

(including a 0mM condition). All cultures were grown for 4 hours at 30ºC before being harvested by 

addition of concentrated TE/sodium azide 'stop solution' to a final (1X) concentration of 0.1% sodium 

azide. 

 

Flow cytometry and data analysis 

All samples were run on a Stratedigm S1000EX cytometer with FSC/SSC thresholds set to 200. PMT 

gain settings of FITC 0.5%, FSC 34.3%, SSC 40.0% were used for the dual-reporter noise assay. PMT 

gain settings of FITC 2.0%, FSC 33.5%, SSC 55.3% were used for all other assays.  Flow cytometry data 

were analyzed using custom MATLAB code (https://github.com/springerlab/Flow-Cytometry-Toolkit). 

As a general workflow, raw FCS data were processed by gating out debris and bacterial contamination 

events based on FSC/SSC measurements, normalizing the YFP values to cell size by dividing by SSC 

values, rescaling the values by an arbitrary factor of 103.5 for visualization purposes, and computing 

population statistics, expression histograms, and other metrics of induction from the log10-transformed 

data. 

For the steady-state galactose and stress response experiments, induced fractions were calculated relative 

to the probability distribution of cells grown only in glucose-containing medium in the absence of 

stressors (see Figure 3.8)53. Separate “off”, “inducing”, and “on” fractions were similarly defined relative 

to the probability distributions from maximally induced and uninduced conditions (see Figure 3.8), with 

threshold concentrations being calculated from a cubic spline (MATLAB function csaps with smoothing 

https://paperpile.com/c/VOdrmC/XSMY
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parameter of 0.9) that was fit to the data by interpolating between consecutive points of normalized log-

transformed YFP values plotted against concentration (glucose or DTT). 

 

Figure 3.8. Metrics for galactose and stress response experiments. Steady-state metrics (top) for 

galactose induction were calculated as the percent of the population that is higher in expression than OFF 

cells (i.e. cells grown in pure glucose), termed the “induced fraction” (IF), and conditions where 

10%<IF<90% were defined as bimodal. For kinetic assays (bottom), cells were binned as in an OFF, 

inducing, or ON fraction relative to cells grown in pure glucose (OFF peak) and cells grown in pure 

galactose (ON peak). 
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Mouse embryo imaging and analysis 

To isolate embryos of a certain gestational stage, the day on which a copulatory plug was observed was 

defined as embryonic day E0.5. Embryos were collected at the indicated gestational stages. Amniotic 

membranes and portions of the umbilical cords were carefully removed, and embryos were rinsed twice 

with PBS before placing them on a 10-cm petri dish for imaging. A Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS 

USM lens was used to attain the close-up magnification of 1x at the closest focusing. Aperture-stop was 

chosen to cover sufficient depth of field while keeping the macrophotography diffraction limited. 

Thickness of the nuchal edema, defined as the translucent region in the neck and head region, was 

measured in the region of the embryo, where the width was maximal.  The nuchal edema thickness of an 

embryo, in pixel number, was calculated using the Ruler Tool in Adobe Photoshop 6.0, and then 

converted to metrics given the pixel pitch of the camera sensor. 

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Aneuploid colony size measurements 

Aneuploid colony size measurements shown in Figure 3.1F and Figure S3.1B were calculated as 

described above in Methods Details. Linear regressions and p values (testing deviation from zero for the 

slope of the linear regression) in Figure 3.1F were calculated using GraphPad Prism 6 software. The n 

values shown in Figure S3.1B indicate the numbers of aneuploid colonies measured for data shown in 

Figure 3.1F and Figure S3.1B. 

 

Cell cycle analysis 

In Figure 3.2B-C, Figure 3.3B,C,F,G, Figure 3.4D-G, Figure 3.5D-G, and Figure S3.4I-L, statistical 

significance of variability was assessed by F tests on the values of each given metric (G1 and S+early M 

phase durations) using GraphPad Prism 6 software. Linear regressions and p values (testing deviation 
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from zero for the slope of the linear regression) in Figure S3.2E, Figure S3.3D, Figure S3.4A-E and 

Figure S3.5 were calculated using GraphPad Prism 6 software. 

 

Galactose induction and stress response assays 

For analyses conducted in Figure 3.6A-F and Figure S3.6 (all galactose induction and stress response 

assays), statistical significance of variability between wild-type and aneuploid strains was assessed by 

two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum tests on the values of each given metric (mean expression level and 

standard deviation of the expression level). Results of the significance testing are summarized in Table 

S3.1. 

 

Dual reporter variability assay 

For the dual-reporter variability assay (Figure 3.6G), data were analyzed using customized MATLAB 

code. For each sample, all events were equally binned into 30 bins by SSC, as a proxy for cell size. 

Events from each bin were treated as if they were from cells with similar cell sizes. The Pearson 

correlation coefficients between mCherry and YFP were calculated for events in each SSC bin, and 

averaged among bins representing intermediate cell sizes, defined as 40~60 percentile. 

 

Nuchal edema measurements 

To determine whether the difference in variance in nuchal edema thickness (Figure 3.7B) was 

statistically significant, we performed two statistical tests: 1) we calculated an F-statistic on the 

variance (p<0.005), and 2) we permuted all the nuchal edema thickness values, randomly split 

them into two groups ('wt' and 'trisomy 19') and determined whether the variance was at least as 

large as observed in the real data (39500 out of 1,000,000, or p = 0.0395). 
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DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 

The mass spectrometry proteomics dataset in Figure 3.1A-D is available for download from 

ProteomeXchange. The flow cytometry datasets in Figure 3.6, Figure S3.6 and Figure S3.7 are available 

for download from Dryad (doi:10.5061/dryad.30mv0). 
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4.1. Switch-and-dimmer design: a new regulatory motif  

In Chapter 2, we find that regulation of induction decision and level in the GAL pathway are decoupled 

features of the response to external sugar levels, behaving in a switch-like and graded manner 

respectively, such that they effectively emulate the design of a switch-and-dimmer controller (Figures 2.1 

and 2.2). Moreover, the mechanism that underlies the independent control of these response features is 

simple: regulating the transcriptional level and activity of a single transcription factor is sufficient for all 

downstream genes to be governed by switch-and-dimmer regulation (Figures 2.4 and 2.7). 

The simplicity of the design itself suggests that this regulatory motif may occur more often in biological 

decision-making signaling pathways than we currently have an appreciation for. Such separate control is 

not always easy to observe: in the case of the GAL pathway, the fact that induction of the GAL pathway 

is bimodal immediately suggests the existence of an on/off switch (although this switch responds to a low 

galactose:glucose ratio rather than a low concentration of glucose as was originally believed), and the 

separate dimension of induction level is relatively easy to observe as a separate property of the response. 

Importantly, bimodal gene expression is not a necessary feature for the switch-and-dimmer motif: in the 

case of a perfect switch where ON fraction would switch directly from 0 to 1, for example, bimodality 

would not be present. Even in the yeast GAL system, initial conditions and genetic background may 

affect modality, sometimes leading to unimodal response throughout the glucose-galactose range1,2, but 

dimmer-and-switch decomposition is still observed (unpublished work3). To measure the decoupling 

between ON level and fraction in such unimodal cases, the area metric4 can be used instead of the two-

Gaussian fitting method, as was done in Figure 2.6.  

In previous work we have found a fitness trade-off in different strategies for inducing during a diauxic 

shift from glucose to galactose growth, with early induction resulting in an initial cost but late induction 

causing a lag in growth once glucose is depleted5. Here we have shown how a preparation strategy is 

more effective in the context of the dimmer mechanism: for cells that decide to induce while there is still 

appreciable glucose available, turning on the GAL pathway maximally is an excessive and maladaptive 
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use of energy compared to a more graded introduction of this induction cost. Additionally, independent 

tuning of level (E10) and decision (F50) allows these two features to be independently evolvable, as 

supported by directed and separable effect of the allele swaps on these two features. This design hints at a 

possible evolutionary importance of decision and level as operative parameters for adaptive signal 

integration. 

The simplicity of the implementation of separate control, the likelihood that it will be beneficial in 

multiple evolutionary contexts, and the relative difficulty of observing this phenomenon all suggest to us 

that other pathways are likely to behave in this way. An interesting future direction would be to see if one 

can identify more switch-and-dimmer regulatory systems by searching for signal integration networks 

where a central regulator is regulated at both transcriptional and protein activity levels. 

4.2. Cell signaling in the aneuploid state: balance is key 

In Chapter 3, we found that the state of aneuploidy itself causes high cell-to-cell variability within 

isogenic populations, from both pathway-specific and pathway-nonspecific sources of noise, that may be 

linked to the induction of DNA damage responses within the cells (Figures 3.4 and 3.6).  

In addition to the implications of these findings for our understanding of phenotypic variation in 

aneuploidy-linked human disease, the results strongly suggest that genetic imbalances (and resulting 

protein imbalances) from chromosome-scale genetic aberrations broadly impair the robustness of many 

signaling pathways. Furthermore, this decrease in robustness is not necessarily linked to genes that are 

directly involved in signaling, as we saw in the case of the effect of the disomic state on GAL induction 

phenotypes and variability (Figures 3.6, S3.6, and S3.7). This observation is consistent with later 

observations in the GAL pathway that only a modest fraction of trait variation can be explained through 

GAL genes themselves, and indeed over 25% of the genes assayed in a genome-wide screen are able to 

quantitatively affect the GAL response6. In this sense, our findings are cautionary that the presumed 

modularity of different regulatory networks (such that only pathway-specific genes may be thought to 

https://paperpile.com/c/GL2pOy/kzCj
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affect pathway phenotype) is not necessarily true, and that the cumulative effect of many small 

imbalances due to incorrect gene dosage can make pathway outputs more unpredictable. 

Understanding the limitations of regulatory circuits is likely as important as understanding their 

functionality for both trying to identify motifs in unknown signaling pathways and for engineering 

synthetic genetic circuits ourselves. Building a more mechanistic understanding of the phenomena 

summarized in Chapter 3 will additionally help us to understand the potential failure modes of signaling 

pathways. 

4.3. Concluding perspectives 

This thesis began with the question of how cellular decision-making may be explained in terms of 

signaling mechanisms. With the body of work presented, we have generated new insights into how such 

decision-making signaling occurs within a traditional eukaryotic model organism, both by characterizing 

the mechanism and potential functions of a new regulatory motif, and by evaluating how robustness of 

signaling mechanisms in general may be lost. As a systems biology study, moreover, the goal was to 

uncover fundamental design principles that can be generalized to other areas of biology. Further studies 

are necessary to determine how successful we have been in satisfying this goal, but our findings provide 

one more stepping stone towards understanding the biology of choice. 
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Appendix I 

Additional findings: ratio-sensing in yeast maltose-utilization 

pathway 
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Summary 

In previous work we found that the yeast galactose-utilization (GAL) pathway is ratiometric, yet it is 

unclear whether this ratio-sensing property is a rare or general feature of yeast sensory networks. In 

preliminary results, we show that the maltose-utilization (MAL) pathway is also ratiometric, but this ratio 

is sensed by a different mechanism from that employed in the GAL pathway. This suggests the sensing of 

ratios itself may be more prevalent than currently appreciated and offer some fundamental functional 

advantages as a design. Hence, dissecting this system should give novel insights into the mechanism of 

ratiometric signal integration. 

Introduction 

In S. cerevisiae, maltose utilization is controlled by a three-gene locus encoding a transcriptional 

activator, transporter, and metabolic enzyme1. In the laboratory strain CEN.PK.2.1-C, these are encoded 

by the MAL3 cluster of genes2 (Figure S1.1). As in the case of galactose, maltose metabolism is subject 

to stringent glucose repression3; how the glucose and maltose signals are quantitatively integrated across 

different glucose-maltose combinations, however, remains largely unknown. 
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Figure S1.1. Schematic of the maltose-utilization (MAL) signaling pathway in yeast. The maltose 

regulon in yeast consists of a set of three genes (shown here for the MAL3 gene cluster): a transporter 

MAL31, a maltase enzyme MAL32, and a transcriptional activator MAL33. Glucose represses the 

pathway, and is known to induce the activity of the Mig1p repressor. The bidirectional promoter of 

MAL31/32 contains binding sites for both Mal33p and Mig1p, and MAL31pr-YFP is used as a reporter 

for pathway activation. 

 

In the case of the galactose-utilization (GAL) pathway, we had found that yeast are specifically sensing 

the external galactose:glucose ratio in making the decision to induce the GAL genes, and this sensing is 

occurring upstream of canonical regulation 4. Our current working hypothesis is that that ratiometric 

integration occurs through competitive binding of galactose and glucose to hexose transporters or the 

https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/wbP4
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galactose transporter GAL2 (proposed by Escalante-Chong et al4, unpublished data). This design is made 

possible by the high structural similarity between glucose and galactose, as they are epimers that differ 

only in the chirality of C4.  

Unlike the glucose and galactose monosaccharides, maltose is a disaccharide that enters the cell through 

active transport5, distinct from the passive transport of monosaccharides6. If the ratio-sensing behavior of 

the GAL pathway is just a trivial consequence of the chemical similarity between glucose and galactose, 

we have no prior reason to expect that maltose and glucose also are ratiometrically sensed through 

competitive transport. 

Here, we set out to investigate how maltose and glucose signals are integrated in the MAL pathway, and 

how this compares to canonical example of GAL sensing. Insodoing, we discovered that the MAL 

pathway is also ratiometric, with MAL31pr-YFP induction correlating with the maltose:glucose ratio. 

However, we show through transporter deletions and replacement that competitive transport is not 

responsible for this ratio-sensing, and that it is possible to “break” the ratio-sensor by eliminating glucose 

import (which notably does not break the GAL ratio-sensor). Lastly, deletion of the glucose repressor 

Mig1p counterintuitively results in greater repression of the MAL pathway, suggesting that the 

integration of the activating maltose signal and repressive glucose signal is occurring in some 

noncanonical way that will be of interest to elucidate. 

 

Preliminary Results 

Using established methods4 (illustrated in Figure S1.2A) as in Chapter 2, I performed a double gradient 

assay to characterize YFP reporter expression driven by the glucose-repressible, maltose-inducible 

MAL31 promoter in the S. cerevisiae CEN.PK.2.1-C strain background. The results suggest that the MAL 

regulon, similarly to the previous observations with the Gal pathway, is specifically sensing the ratio of 

maltose to glucose in the media (Figure S1.2B) due to the ratio-dependent front of induction across the 

https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/wbP4
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/NeDS
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/AvOs
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/wbP4
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double gradient. We next altered sugar transporter composition to determine whether competitive 

transport, an identified mechanism of ratio-sensing in the GAL pathway, is also responsible for ratio-

sensing in the MAL pathway. An hxt null strain, deleted for all transporters capable of glucose uptake and 

possessing Mal31p as the sole remaining maltose transporter7, is not ratiometric when assayed with the 

MAL31pr-YFP reporter (Figure S1.2C). This suggests that Mal31p is not the ratio sensor, as opposed to 

Gal2p as the implicated the ratio sensor in the GAL pathway (Christine DeGennaro, unpublished data). 

Additionally, reintroducing a single HXT transporter, the high-affinity glucose transporter Hxt2p8 (which 

has no known maltose transport capability), into this hxt null strain is sufficient to restore the ratiometric 

response (Figure S1.2D). This strongly suggests a mechanism that occurs downstream of sugar transport 

for sensing the maltose-glucose ratio. 

To next investigate whether glucose repressor Mig1p and/or redundant repressor Mig2p9 are responsible 

for transmitting the glucose signal to the promoter, we deleted Mig1p and then successively Mig2p in a 

wild-type background. Contrary to our expectation that this would create a threshold response as in the 

hxt null strain, the mig1∆ and mig1∆mig2∆ strains appear to still detect a maltose:glucose ratio and even 

are more repressed than before (Figure S1.2E-F). This result, while leaving the actual role of Mig1p in 

MAL pathway repression unclear, suggests a non-canonical mechanism for glucose repression being 

enacted which will require additional work to determine.   

 

https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/Ygjh
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/c48l
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/MkbX
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Figure S1.2. Preliminary results suggest novel mechanism for ratio-sensing in MAL pathway.  

(A) Schematic of experimental workflow for assaying MAL31pr-YFP strain in a glucose-maltose double 

gradient by flow cytometry, with calculated metrics shown at right. (B-F) Expression heat maps of 

MAL31pr-YFP reporter in a glucose-maltose double gradient, overlaid with the histograms of YFP signal 

intensity for each well in different genetic backgrounds: wild-type (B), hxt null (C), fully-induced TETpr-

HXT2 in hxt null background (D), mig1∆ (E), and mig1∆mig2∆ (F). Plots show representative replicate 

from two biological replicates per strain. 

 

Discussion 

While it is possible that ratiometric signal integration is rare, three lines of evidence suggest that it may be 

ubiquitous. First, it is simple to implement with biological components; any competitive interactions can 

result in a ratiometric response4. Indeed, our previous analytical modeling suggests that a wide array of 

architectures can yield a ratiometric response (Figure S1.3). Second, direct and indirect evidence for 

ratiometric integration exists in many diverse biological contexts. This includes adenine nucleotide 

https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/wbP4
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sensing10,11, X-to-autosome sensing in C. elegans sex determination12, the Lac operon of E. coli13, 

BMP/Nodal in zebrafish embryos14, BMP signaling in mouse embryonic cell lines15, Delta/Notch in 

Drosophila wing patterning and boundary formation16,17, and the Hedgehog/Ci signaling pathway in 

Drosophila embryonic development18,19. Third, our preliminary reanalysis of two different data sets, a 

large-scale screen of expression from synthetic yeast promoters20 and a survey of the response to multiple 

sugars in E. coli21, both suggest ratiometric properties that in each case was not reported by the authors. 

 

 

Figure S1.3. Examples of ratio-sensing architectures. (A-E) As discussed by Escalante-Chong et al.4, 

signaling architectures in which an activating (+) and repressing (-) regulator mutually inhibit each 

other’s activities can generate ratiometric outputs; examples include overlapping transcription factor 

binding sites (A), competitive transport of signaling molecules (B), competitive ligand binding to a 

transmembrane receptor (C), enzymatic futile cycles (D), or bifunctional transcription factors as an edge 

case of overlapping transcription factor binding sites (E). 

 

In short, we believe ratiometric signal integration has been overlooked because (1) it is missed by typical 

experiment designs, i.e. varying just one signal at a time to extrapolate a multi-input response, and (2) 

past studies suffer from conceptual limitation, i.e. we often will not find something that we are not 

https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/h8cX+8Xop
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/fQrI
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/vbJx
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/hNqh
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/Cnxy
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/GVfW+55Ig
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/DWxc+kD8P
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/GXIA
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/WX9Y
https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/wbP4
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looking for. We thus believe that generalizing our findings in the GAL pathway to other biological 

systems will lead others to search for ratiometric behavior in their systems. Further study into the 

mechanisms underlying ratio-sensing in the MAL pathway, be elaborating on a second example in a 

relatively simple regulatory pathway, will likely offer valuable insights into general design principles for 

ratio-sensing and its function in regulatory decision-making. 

Materials and Methods 

Strains and Reporter Construction 

The primary wild-type strain background used in this paper is haploid prototrophic CEN.PK.2.1.-C22. The 

hxt null strain7 was obtained through the Van Oudenaarden lab. Construction of reporter strains and gene 

deletions were performed by standard lithium acetate yeast transformation23. The MAL31pr-YFP reporter 

was created by PCR-amplifying the sequence from a plasmid from Ilan Wapinski (containing the 

MAL31pr of the S. cerevisiae natural isolate strain YJM981) and using it to replace the GAL1pr sequence 

in a vector containing the GAL1pr-YFP reporter from Wang et al24. 

Growth Conditions 

For all experimental assays, cells were grown in a mixture of synthetic minimal medium (S), which 

consists of 1.7g/L yeast nitrogen base and 5g/L ammonium sulfate, and a carbon source of choice. For 

incubations, cells were grown at 30ºC in a humidified incubator with rotary shaking at 230 rpm for 

cultures in tubes/flasks, or 999 rpm for cultures in 96-well 1.2-mL plates. 

All strains were struck from glycerol stocks onto YPD agar and grown 24-48hr to form colonies, and then 

inoculated from single colonies into liquid YPD medium and grown overnight 12-24hr until saturation. 

These cultures were then used to inoculate a dilution series of outgrowth media (S+2% raffinose) and 

grown for 16-18hrs until reaching OD600 0.1-0.3. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/Ei2VsC/Ygjh
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Glucose-maltose double gradient assay 

To prepare a “double gradient” of maltose/glucose concentrations, glucose and maltose were serially 

diluted 2-fold across the rows and columns, respectively, of a 96-well 1.2mL plate in an S medium 

background. Selected outgrowth cultures were pelleted, washed twice with S medium (no carbon source), 

and then resuspended in S medium for inoculation 1:100 into a double gradient plate. This inoculum size 

has been previously shown to be low enough to not significantly affect the sugar concentrations during 

the experiment4. These cultures were incubated for 8hr to reach steady-state expression levels, then 

harvested by pelleting, washing twice, and resuspending in Tris-EDTA pH 7.5 (TE) before being run on 

the flow cytometer.  
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Appendix II 

Supporting information for Chapter 2 

 

Switch-and-dimmer design via independent control of protein level and activity 
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Table S2.1. Strains used in this study. 

Strain Background Genotype Reference 

SLYA28 S288C  MATa hoΔ::GAL1pr-YFP-natMX4 this paper 

SLYH19 S288C  MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-hphNT1 mig1∆::kanMX Escalante-Chong 

2015 

SLYK13 S288C  MATα gal80∆::kanMX4 ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-

hphNT1 

this paper 

SLYH22 S288C  MATa mig1∆::kanMX4 gal80∆::natMX4 

ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-hphNT1  

Escalante-Chong 

2015 

SLYM03 S288C  MATa mig1∆::hphNT1 gal80∆::kanMX4 

ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-natMX4 ybr032w∆::CLN3pr-

rtTA-kanMX4-TetO7pr-MIG1 

this paper 

SLYM05 S288C MATa ho∆::pGAL1-YFP-natMX4 aga1∆::pTDH3-

mScarlet-tADH1 

this paper 

SLYI6 S288C  MATa ho∆::GAL1pr mig1bs∆-YFP-hphNT1 this paper 

SLYM04 S288C  MATa GAL4prmig1bs∆ ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-natMX4 this paper 

SLYH9 S288C MATa/MATα ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-

hphNT1/ho∆::TDH3pr-mCherry-natMX4 

this paper 

SLYH47 S288C MATa/MATα ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-

hphNT1/ho∆::TDH3pr-mCherry-natMX 

gal4∆::kanMX/GAL4 

this paper 

SLYM09 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL1(465bp)-mVenus this paper 

SLYM10 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL2(750bp)-mVenus this paper 

SLYM11 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL3(1000bp)-mVenus this paper 

SLYM12 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL7(600bp)-mVenus this paper 

SLYM13 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL10(550bp)-mVenus 

 

this paper 

SLYM14 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL80(300bp)-mVenus this paper 

SLYM15 S288C MATa hoΔ::pGAL4bsCore1-mVenus 

 

this paper 

SLYM16 S288C MATa hoΔ::p3xGal4bs-Core1-mVenus this paper 

SLYM06 S288C MATα hoΔ::GAL1pr-YFP-natMX4 

aga1Δ::TETO7pr-GAL4 

this paper 

SLYM07 S288C MATα ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-hphNT1 gal4∆::kanMX 

aga1Δ::TETO7pr-GAL4 

this paper 

SLYM08 S288C MATα ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-hphNT1 gal4∆::kanMX 

aga1Δ::mScarlet-TETO7pr-GAL4 

this paper 

MPK25 

A03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106  

this paper 

MPK25 

B03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106  

this paper 
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Table S2.1. (Continued). 

MPK25 

C03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C  

this paper 

MPK25 

D03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

E03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

F03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

G03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

H03 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

A04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

B04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

C04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

D04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

E04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

F04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

G04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

H04 

S288C MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

A01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106  

this paper 

MPK25 

B01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106  

this paper 

MPK25 

C01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C  

this paper 
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Table S2.1. (Continued). 

MPK25 

D01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

E01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

F01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

G01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

H01 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3DBVPG1106 mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

A02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

B02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

C02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

D02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1DBVPG1106 

gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

E02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

F02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C 

gal4::GAL4DBVPG1106 

this paper 

MPK25 

G02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 

MPK25 

H02 

DBVPG1106 MATa ho∆::GAL1pr-YFP-kanMX4 

gal3::GAL3S288C mkt1::MKT1S288C gal4::GAL4S288C 

this paper 
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Figure S2.1. Reproducibility and alternative fitting of GAL response; ON level dependence in the 

threshold regime, related to Figure 2.1. (A) Overlay of GAL1pr-YFP histograms along a glucose-

galactose double gradient for the two biological repeats of the wildtype strain. For the rest of the figure 

squares summarize the data from replicate 1 and circles replicate 2. (B) ON fraction fitted by either a Hill 

function (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥  =  0.91 ± 0.02, 𝐾𝑓  =  1.25 ± 0.05, 𝑛 =  2.3 ± 0.2, fit s.e. =  0.05), a shifted Hill 

function (𝐴 =  0.8 ± 0.1, 𝐾𝑓  =  0.4 ± 0.1, 𝑛 =  0.7 ± 0.1, fit s.e. =  0.04), or a shifted Michaelian (fit 

s.e. =  0.04, reproduced for comparison from Figure 2.1E). Because the shifted Michaelian has one less 

free parameter and the same goodness-of-fit as the shifted Hill function, it is used in main figures. (C) ON 

fraction versus galactose:glucose ratio (𝑟) data reproduced from Figure 2.1D fitted to shifted Hill as in 

Figure S2.1B, with threshold regime highlighted in grey. (D) ON level versus glucose concentration 

(from the ON regime, 𝑟 ≥ 4) reproduced from Figure 2.1F (black), overlaid with ON level from the 

threshold regime (1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 2) (pink, green). (E) ON level is divided by ON level fitting function from 

Figure 2.1F and plotted in both threshold and ON regimes, where its logarithm is well fit (fit s.e. = 0.1) by 

the shifted Hill function from Figure S2.1B (which better describes the shape of the ON fraction curve 

due to its extra fitted parameter) shifted and scaled to the relevant range. 
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Figure S2.2. Reproducibility, alternative fitting, and ON level dependence in the threshold regime 

for mig1∆, gal80∆, and mig1∆ gal80∆ strains, related to Figure 2.2. (A)-(C) Overlay of GAL1pr-YFP 

histograms along a glucose-galactose double gradient for the two biological repeats of the mig1∆ (A), 

gal80∆ (B) and mig1∆gal80∆ (C) strains. (D) ON fraction versus galactose:glucose ratio (𝑟) of a mig1∆ 

strain, reproduced from Figure 2.2J, with the threshold regime highlighted in grey. (E) ON level versus 

glucose concentration (from the ON regime, 𝑟 ≥ 4) reproduced from Figure 2.2K (black), overlaid with 

ON level from the threshold regime (0.5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 2) (blue, pink, green). (F)-(I) Comparison between four 

metrics for calling the ON subpopulation, with resulting ON fraction values fit to a shifted Hill function 

as in Figure S2.1B for illustrative purposes. (F) Area metric from Escalante-Chong et al. (G) Gaussian 

fitting starting from two Gaussians and moving on to a single Gaussian if the difference between the two 

means is less than 3 times the standard variation of the OFF peak, or if one of the weights is smaller than 

0.05 (see Venturelli et al.). (H) Gaussian fitting starting from a single Gaussian and moving to two 

gaussians if R² is smaller than 0.95, as we did for Figure 2.1-2.4, but without restricting the fit parameters 

to the OFF and ON regions. (I) Gaussian fitting used in the main text for Figures 2.1-2.4. 
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Figure S2.3.  Controls and additional supporting data for ATAC-seq experiments, related to Figure 

2.3. (A) Effect of number of cells input into the Nextera tagmentation on ATAC-seq insertion frequency 

at the GAL1 promoter (data from samples run on MiSeq). (B) Fold enrichment in 17 promoters after 

hybrid capture for two different sequencing runs. (C) ATAC-seq insertion frequency of samples shown in 

Figure 2.3C when not normalized to the 2% Gluc condition. (D) Schematic illustrating four different 

windows in GAL1 promoter, where transposase insertions were summed to calculate percent chromatin 

openness summary metric. (E-H) Comparison of correlation between YFP level and chromatin openness 

when calculating openness metric by summing counts across the four different windows presented in (D); 

-2 nucleosome (E, panel reproduced for comparison from Figure 2.3D), -1 nucleosome (F), Gal4 binding 

region (G), and GAL1-10 intergenic region (H). Circles represent replicate 1, squares represent replicate 

2. (I) Schematic of binding site distribution in GAL1pr of the YFP reporter, and deletions made to remove 

the Mig1p binding sites to generate the GAL1prmig1bsΔ sequence. (J) Histograms of GAL1pr-YFP 

expression level at different DOX concentrations (in a background of 2% glucose) for the mig1Δgal80Δ 

TetO7pr-MIG1 reporter strain. (K) ATAC-seq insertion frequency at the GAL1 promoter for the sorted 

left and right halves of the YFP expression distribution of gal80Δ cells grown in 2% glucose. 
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Figure S2.3. (Continued). 
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Figure S2.4. Binding site distributions of reporter promoters and DOX titrations of Gal4p, related 

to Figure 2.4. (A-C) Schematics of binding site distributions in the promoters of the GAL gene reporter 

set (A), synthetic promoter sequences (B), and GAL4pr sequence before and after the 2-bp deletion 

introduced to disrupt the functional Mig1p binding site and create the GAL4prmig1bsΔ sequence (C). 

Putative Mig1p binding sites are by sequence prediction and have not yet been shown to be functional. 

(D-G) DOX titration series of gal4Δ TetO7pr-GAL4 and TetO7pr-GAL4 strains along an axis of equal 

galactose:glucose ratio and varying absolute sugar concentrations ((D) and (E) respectively) or along a 

constant glucose axis with varying galactose ((F) and (G) respectively) (two replicates for each glucose-

galactose condition) (raw DOX-titration density plots for each glucose-galactose condition on the right, 

and summarized ON level versus DOX concentration on the left). Data in (D) reproduced from Figure 

2.4I for comparison. (H) DOX-titration density plots of YFP expression in gal4Δ TetO7pr-GAL4 and 

gal4Δ TetO7pr-mScarlet-GAL4 strains when grown in a 2% galactose + 0.5% glucose background (same 

experimental samples used for microscopy measurements shown in Figure 2.4J). (I) GAL1pr-YFP 

expression level vs. DOX concentration of gal4Δ TetO7pr-GAL4 and gal4Δ TetO7pr-mScarlet-GAL4 

strains at a fixed 2% galactose + 0.5% glucose concentration (two replicates). 
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Figure S2.4. (Continued). 
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Figure S2.5. Co-culture strain segmentation, sugar depletion, and GAL1pr-YFP induction 

timecourses for fitness competitions between wild-type and GAL4prmig1bs∆ strains, related to Figure 

2.5. (A) Segmentation of wild-type (constitutively expressing mScarlet) and GAL4prmig1bsΔ based on red 

fluorescence at both the beginning (t=0) and end (t=14hr) of the diauxic shift timecourse. (B) (Top) Sugar 

depletion measurements, starting from a mixture of 2% galactose and 0.25% glucose, during the diauxic 

shift competition shown in Figure 2.5A-C (thick lines represent averages over four replicates in thin 

lines), as measured using an enzymatic assay and absorbance at 340nm (A340) (Materials and Methods). 

(Bottom) Standard curves used for the glucose and galactose measurements shown. (C-F) Histograms of 

GAL1pr-YFP expression over a 14-hr period for the diauxic shift (C), “instantaneous” shift (D), steady-

state glucose growth (E), and steady-state galactose growth (F) competition experiments shown in Figure 

2.5C. 
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Figure S2.5. (Continued). 
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Figure S2.6. Bulk segregant analysis and combinatorial effects of strain background and GAL3, 

MKT1, and GAL4 alleles, related to Figure 2.6. (A) Schematic of bulk segregant analysis strategy. (B) 

E10 versus F50 across 90 haploid segregants of the DBVPG1106 x S288C cross. Parent phenotypes are 

shown as filled circles: DBVPG1106 (blue), S288C (red). (C) GAL reporter histograms of parent strains 

DBVPG1106 (red) and S288C (blue) and a pool of haploid segregants (gray, bottom) in the sorting 

conditions, 0.25% glucose + 0.25% galactose. Green boxes are a schematic of the gates used to sort 

segregant cells into 3 phenotyped pools for sequencing (Gates used in actual sorting experiment are 

shown in Figure S2.7). ON pool allele counts are a computational sum of the LOW and HI pool allele 

counts (Methods). (D) Genome-wide plots of differential allele frequency and log-odds-ratio (LOD) as 

computed by the MULTIPOOL algorithm (Methods). Top two panels show the OFF/ON comparison; 

bottom two panels show the LOW/HIGH comparison. (E-F) E10 versus F50 for all 16 combinations of 

S288C (“S”) or DBVPG1106 (“D”) strain background, GAL3 allele, MKT1 allele, and GAL4 allele (see 

Figure 2.6B). Effects of switching from DBVPG1106 to S288C variant while holding other genetic 

variables constant are shown as arrows for switching MKT1 allele (E) or strain background (F). (G) The 

effects shown in (E)-(F) and Figure 2.6C-D are plotted as differences in E10 versus differences in F50. 
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Figure S2.6. (Continued). 
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Figure S2.7. FACS sorting gates used for ATAC-seq sample preparation and bulk segregant 

analysis. (A-B) Polygonal gates, in forward scatter (FSC) versus YFP (FITC) space, used for sorting 

bimodal ATAC-seq samples of WT (A) and mig1Δ (B) strain backgrounds. (C) Polygonal gates used for 

sorting intercrossed segregants as illustrated in Figure S2.6C. 
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Figure S2.7. (Continued). 
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Appendix III 

Supporting information for Chapter 3 

 

Aneuploidy causes non-genetic individuality 
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Table S3.1. Related to Figure 3.6. The effects of aneuploidy on the mean and standard deviation of 

three reporter constructs. Strains containing an extra copy of chromosome I, II, V, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, 

XIII, XIV, or XVI were monitored by single cell fluorescent reporters in galactose, heat shock, and/or 

DTT (Figure 3.6, Figure S3.5). Reporter levels were normalized by SSC as a proxy for cell size, scaled by 

an arbitrary factor of 103.5 for visualization purposes, and log10-transformed. Shading indicates 

statistically significant increase (red) or decrease (green) from WT (p<0.05) by Wilcoxon rank sum test. 

 

 

  

Strain Galactose Heat shock DTT 

Mean p SD p Mean p SD p Mean p SD p 

WT 3.224 1.0000 0.1708 1.0000 2.423 1.0000 0.1156 1.0000 1.236 1.0000 0.1568 1.0000 

Dis I 3.205 0.8857 0.1666 0.8857 2.286 1.55E-04 0.1285 0.0104 1.457 2.12E-07 0.1617 0.2805 

Dis IX 3.186 0.8857 0.2414 0.0286 2.405 0.1605 0.1656 1.55E-04 1.192 0.0237 0.1856 2.12E-07 

Dis VIII 3.165 0.4857 0.2329 0.0571 2.452 0.0499 0.2035 1.55E-04 1.287 0.0378 0.1538 0.2962 

Dis XI 3.236 0.8857 0.1772 0.8857 2.384 1.86E-03 0.1112 0.5737 1.408 3.97E-07 0.1555 0.4688 

Dis II 2.527 0.0286 0.2961 0.0286 2.275 1.55E-04 0.2355 1.55E-04 1.268 0.1785 0.1778 2.08E-06 

Dis XIII 2.854 0.0286 0.3550 0.0286 2.342 1.55E-04 0.2309 1.55E-04 0.955 2.12E-07 0.1769 2.12E-07 

Dis XVI 3.217 1.0000 0.2277 0.0571 2.604 1.55E-04 0.1404 0.0281 1.321 1.13E-04 0.1985 1.44E-08 

Dis V 
 2.527 1.55E-04 0.2260 1.55E-04 0.976 1.44E-08 0.1794 1.89E-08 

Dis X 

 

1.300 1.80E-03 0.1646 0.0425 

Dis XIV 1.069 6.29E-08 0.1845 2.48E-08 

Dis XII 1.094 4.78E-07 0.1942 2.48E-08 
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Table S3.2. Yeast strains used in this study. 

Strain 

Number Aneuploidy Genotype Source 

A2587 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+] 

 

A16629 - MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+] 

 

A24367 IV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], trp1::KanMX6, trp1::HIS3 

(Torres et 

al., 2007)1 

A38340 - 

  

MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, lys2::KAN, ho::GAL1pr-

YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38341 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, ade1::KAN, 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38342 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], lys2::HIS3, lys2::KAN, ho::GAL1pr-

YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38343 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome VIII; 119778-119573 deleted 

between ERG11 and STP2 on chromosome VIII), 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38344 IX MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome IX; 342433-342832 deleted 

between FAA3 and URM1 on chromosome IX), 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38345 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XI; 430900-431000 deleted 

between SFT1 and RPL14A on chromosome XI), 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38346 XIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XIII; 309200-309300 deleted 

between SPO20 and YMR018W on chromosome XIII), 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A38370 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38372 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/4Vat
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Table S3.2. (Continued). 

A38374 III MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen3::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38376 IV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38378 V MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38380 VI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen6::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38382 VII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen7::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38384 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38386 IX MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen9::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38388 X MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38390 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen11::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38392 XII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen12::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38394 XIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen13::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38396 XIV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38398 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen16::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38401 I MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN1/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38402 II MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN2/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38403 III MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN3/cen3::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38404 IV MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN4/cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38405 V MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN5/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 
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A38406 VI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN6/cen6::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38407 VII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN7/cen7::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38408 VIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN8/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38409 IX MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN9/cen9::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38410 X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN10/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38411 XI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN11/cen11::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38412 XII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN12/cen12::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38413 XIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN13/cen13::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38414 XIV MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN14/cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38415 XVI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN16/cen16::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3 

This study 

A38452 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], LacO array:NATMX6 inserted in 

intergenic region (151624-152219) on chromosome I 

between CEN1 and NUP60, his3::pURA3-GFP-

LacI:HIS3;KANMX6 

This study 

A38455 IV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2 

This study 

A38654 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-

GFP:TRP1 

This study 
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A38656 - MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-GFP:TRP1 

This study 

A38660 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (151624-

152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and NUP60, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, ura3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38661 I MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (151624-

152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and NUP60, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38662 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38663 II MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38664 IV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38665 IV MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

This study 
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CEN4;+/ cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

A38666 V MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38667 V MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN5;+ /cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38668 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38669 VIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

This study 

A38670 X MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 
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A38671 X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38672 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen11::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (439058-

439732) on chromosome XI between CEN11 and 

MET14, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38673 XI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN11;+;Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6/cen11::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 inserted in 

intergenic region (439058-439732) on chromosome XI 

between CEN11 and MET14; SPC42 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3 

This study 

A38674 XII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen12::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; 

intergenic region (150488-150498) on chromosome XII 

between CEN12 and DNM1::hphMX4::LacO 

array:NATMX6, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38675 XII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN12;+;cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3/cen12::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3; intergenic region (150488-150498) on 

chromosome XII between CEN12 and 

DNM1::hphMX4::LacO array:NATMX6; CDC3 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38676 XIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen13::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; 

intergenic region (272913-272923) on chromosome XIII 

between MIX17 and AIM34::hphMX4::LacO 

This study 
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array:NATMX6, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

A38678 XIV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (624649-

624953) on chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38679 XIV MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN14;+/cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (624649-

624953) on chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38680 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen16::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; 

intergenic region (558097-558107) on chromosome XVI 

between CIT3 and PDH1::hphMX4::LacO 

array:NATMX6, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38681 XVI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN16;+/cen16::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; intergenic region 

(558097-558107) on chromosome XVI between CIT3 

and PDH1::hphMX4::LacO array:NATMX6, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38682 II+V+X MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], 

cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (238345-238923) on 

chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (152351-153293) on 

chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (444903-445865) on 

chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

This study 
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his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

A38684 II+X+XIV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], 

cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (238345-238923) on 

chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (444903-445865) on 

chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (624649-624953) on 

chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38686 II+IV+XIV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], 

cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (238345-238923) on 

chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (452513-453003) on 

chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (624649-624953) on 

chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38687 II+IV+XIV MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

CEN4;+/cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

CEN14;+/cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (624649-

624953) on chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

This study 
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HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

A38688 IV+V+VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], 

cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (452513-453003) on 

chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (152351-153293) on 

chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (105718-106030) on 

chromosome VIII between CEN8 and OSH7, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38689 IV+V+VIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN4;+/cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

CEN5;+ /cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1 

CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38690 II+IV+V+ 

VIII+X+XI

V 

MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

CEN4;+/cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

CEN5;+/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

This study 
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array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1 

CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

CEN14;+/cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (624649-

624953) on chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

A38691 IV+V+VIII

+XIV 

MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN4;+/cen4::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (452513-

453003) on chromosome IV between NTH1 and YRB1, 

CEN5;+/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1 

CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, 

CEN14;+/cen14::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (624649-

624953) on chromosome XIV between HRB1 and PET8, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38694 V+X MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], 

cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (152351-153293) on 

chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 

inserted in intergenic region (444903-445865) on 

chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

This study 
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cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3 

A38695 V+X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN5;+/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38699 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, lys2::KAN, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6 

This study 

A38701 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, ade1::KAN, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-GFP:TRP1 

This study 

A38702 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome VIII; 119778-119573 deleted 

between ERG11 and STP2 on chromosome VIII), 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-GFP:TRP1 

This study 

A38704 XIV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XIV; 622880-622980 deleted 

between MRP7 and HRB1 on chromosome XIV), 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-GFP:TRP1 

This study 

A38728 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, lys2::KAN, 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38729 V MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, can1::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome V; 187520-187620 deleted 

between FAA2 and BIM1 on chromosome V for KAN 

marker), leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38730 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome VIII; 119778-119573 deleted 

between ERG11 and STP2 on chromosome VIII), 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 
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A38731 X MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, can1::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome X; 322250-322350 deleted 

between NUP82 and BNA3 on chromosome X), 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38732 XII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade16::KAN, ade16::HIS3, 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38733 XIV MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XIV; 622880-622980 deleted 

between MRP7 and HRB1 on chromosome XIV), 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38734 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], met12::KAN, met12::HIS3, 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38735 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, lys2::KAN, leu2::P4xHSE-

YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38736 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, ade1::KAN, 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38737 V MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, can1::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome V; 187520-187620 deleted 

between FAA2 and BIM1 on chromosome V for KAN 

marker), leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38738 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome VIII; 119778-119573 deleted 

between ERG11 and STP2 on chromosome VIII), 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38739 IX MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome IX; 342433-342832 deleted 

between FAA3 and URM1 on chromosome IX), 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38740 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], met12::KAN, met12::HIS3, 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A38751 - MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], +/LacO array:NATMX6 inserted in 

This study 
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intergenic region (151624-152219) on chromosome I 

between CEN1 and NUP60, HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-

LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, TUB1/pMET3-mCherry-

Tub1:URA3 

A38753 I+II MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+],  

CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (151624-

152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and NUP60, 

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

TUB1/pMET3-mCherry-Tub1:URA3 

This study 

A38755 V+X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+],  

CEN5;+/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

TUB1/pMET3-mCherry-Tub1:URA3 

This study 

A38756 II+V+X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+],  

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

CEN5;+/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

TUB1/pMET3-mCherry-Tub1:URA3 

This study 

A38758 I+V+X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+],  

This study 
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CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (151624-

152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and NUP60, 

CEN5;+/cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

TUB1/pMET3-mCherry-Tub1:URA3 

A38759 I+II+X MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+],  

CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (151624-

152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and NUP60, 

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

CEN10;+/cen10::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (444903-

445865) on chromosome X between SAG1 and APL1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

TUB1/pMET3-mCherry-Tub1:URA3 

This study 

A38770 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-

GFP:TRP1, rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A38771 - MATalpha, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, 

can1-100, GAL, [phi+], cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

Spc42-GFP:TRP1, rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A38772 V MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A38773 XI MATalpha, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, 

can1-100, GAL, [phi+], cen11::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; 

LacO array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region 

(439058-439732) on chromosome XI between CEN11 

and MET14, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

This study 
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cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2 

A38868 - MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-

GFP:TRP1, ubp6::URA3 

This study 

A38872 V MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, ubp6::URA3 

This study 

A38873 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

ubp6::URA3 

This study 

A38874 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen11::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (439058-

439732) on chromosome XI between CEN11 and 

MET14, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

ubp6::URA3 

This study 

A39275 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, ade1::KAN, 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39276 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], lys2::HIS3, lys2::KAN, leu2::P4xUPRE-

GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39277 IX MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome IX; 342433-342832 deleted 

between FAA3 and URM1 on chromosome IX), 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39278 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XI; 430900-431000 deleted 

between SFT1 and RPL14A on chromosome XI), 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39279 XIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

This study 
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inserted on chromosome XIII; 309200-309300 deleted 

between SPO20 and YMR018W on chromosome XIII), 

leu2::P4xUPRE-GFP:LEU2 

A39280 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], lys2::HIS3, lys2::KAN, leu2::P4xHSE-

YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39281 XI MATalpha, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, 

can1-100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XI; 430900-431000 deleted 

between SFT1 and RPL14A on chromosome XI), 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39282 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XI; 430900-431000 deleted 

between SFT1 and RPL14A on chromosome XI), 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39283 XIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XIII; 309200-309300 deleted 

between SPO20 and YMR018W on chromosome XIII), 

leu2::P4xHSE-YFP:LEU2 

This study 

A39284 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], met12::KAN, met12::HIS3, 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP:HYGRO 

This study 

A39285 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], met12::KAN, met12::HIS3, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-GFP:TRP1 

This study 

A39286 I MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

CEN4/CEN4:tetOx448:URA3 (2kb from CEN4) 

This study 

A39287 I MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

TEL5/TEL5:tetOx448:URA3 (between BMH1 and 

PDA1, 30kb from telomere on right arm of chromosome 

V) 

This study 

A39288 II MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

This study 
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CEN4/CEN4:tetOx448:URA3 (2kb from CEN4) 

A39289 II MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

TEL5/TEL5:tetOx448:URA3 (between BMH1 and 

PDA1, 30kb from telomere on right arm of chromosome 

V) 

This study 

A39290 VIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

CEN4/CEN4:tetOx448:URA3 (2kb from CEN4) 

This study 

A39291 VIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

TEL5/TEL5:tetOx448:URA3 (between BMH1 and 

PDA1, 30kb from telomere on right arm of chromosome 

V) 

This study 

A39292 IX MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN9;+/cen9::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

CEN4/CEN4:tetOx448:URA3 (2kb from CEN4) 

This study 

A39293 IX MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN9;+/cen9::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3, 

LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-GFP:LEU2, 

TEL5/TEL5:tetOx448:URA3 (between BMH1 and 

PDA1, 30kb from telomere on right arm of chromosome 

V) 

This study 

A39294 XI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN11;+/cen11::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3, LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-

GFP:LEU2, CEN4/CEN4:tetOx448:URA3 (2kb from 

CEN4) 

This study 

A39295 XI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN11;+/cen11::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3, LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-

GFP:LEU2, TEL5/TEL5:tetOx448:URA3 (between 

This study 
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Table S3.2. (Continued). 

BMH1 and PDA1, 30kb from telomere on right arm of 

chromosome V) 

A39296 XIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN13;+/cen13::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3, LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-

GFP:LEU2, CEN4/CEN4:tetOx448:URA3 (2kb from 

CEN4) 

This study 

A39297 XIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CEN13;+/cen13::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3, LEU2/leu2::promURA3-TetR-

GFP:LEU2, TEL5/TEL5:tetOx448:URA3 (between 

BMH1 and PDA1, 30kb from telomere on right arm of 

chromosome V) 

This study 

A39298 - MATalpha, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, 

can1-100, GAL, [phi+], ho::GAL1pr-YFP-TDHpr-

GFP::NATMX6 

This study 

A39299 I MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], ade1::HIS3, ade1::KAN, 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP-TDHpr-GFP::NATMX6 

This study 

A39300 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], lys2::HIS3, lys2::KAN, ho::GAL1pr-

YFP-TDHpr-GFP::NATMX6 

This study 

A39301 IX MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome IX; 342433-342832 deleted 

between FAA3 and URM1 on chromosome IX), 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP-TDHpr-GFP::NATMX6 

This study 

A39302 XI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], xxx::KAN, xxx::HIS3 (markers 

inserted on chromosome XI; 430900-431000 deleted 

between SFT1 and RPL14A on chromosome XI), 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP-TDHpr-GFP::NATMX6 

This study 

A39303 XVI MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], met12::KAN, met12::HIS3, 

ho::GAL1pr-YFP-TDHpr-GFP::NATMX6 

This study 

A39304 I MATalpha, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, 

can1-100, GAL, [phi+], cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; 

LacO array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region 

(151624-152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and 

NUP60, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

This study 
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Table S3.2. (Continued). 

ura3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2 

A39305 II MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, cdc3::mCherry-

Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39306 VIII MATa, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, can1-

100, GAL, [phi+], cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39307 XIII MATalpha, ade2-1, leu2-3, ura3, trp1-1, his3-11,15, 

can1-100, GAL, [phi+], cen13::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; 

intergenic region (272913-272923) on chromosome XIII 

between MIX17 and AIM34::hphMX4::LacO 

array:NATMX6, his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX2, 

cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39309 I MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN1;+/cen1::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (151624-

152219) on chromosome I between CEN1 and NUP60, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2/rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39310 II MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN2;+/cen2::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (238345-

238923) on chromosome II between CEN2 and RAD16, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2/rad9::LEU2 

This study 
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Table S3.2. (Continued). 

A39311 V MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN5;+ /cen5::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (152351-

153293) on chromosome V between CEN5 and MNN1, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2/rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39312 VIII MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN8;+/cen8::pGAL1-CEN3:URA3; LacO 

array:NATMX6 inserted in intergenic region (105718-

106030) on chromosome VIII between CEN8 and 

OSH7, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6, 

rad9::LEU2/rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39313 XI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], 

CEN11;+;Spc42-dsRed:KANMX6/cen11::pGAL1-

CEN3:URA3; LacO array:NATMX6 inserted in 

intergenic region (439058-439732) on chromosome XI 

between CEN11 and MET14; SPC42, 

HIS3/his3::pURA3-GFP-LacI:HIS3;KANMX6, 

CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

rad9::LEU2/rad9::LEU2 

This study 

A39326 XI MATa/alpha, ade2-1/ade2-1, leu2-3/leu2-3, ura3/ura3, 

trp1-1/trp1-1, his3-11,15/his3-11,15, can1-100/can-100, 

GAL/GAL, [phi+], CDC3/cdc3::mCherry-Cdc3:URA3, 

SPC42/Spc42-GFP:TRP1, rad9::LEU2/rad9::LEU2 

This study 
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Table S3.3. Primers used to generate inducible aneuploid strains. 

Number Name Primer Sequence* Use Source 

8624 CEN1_REPL_F gcttattatattgactttgacattgaacttca

aaaccttttatgtaatgatCCCCTTC

CGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN1 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8625 CEN1_REPL_R tgatcgtattatgtgtaaaaaaaaggcgc

ttgaaatgaaagctccgaaaatCGAG

TACAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN1 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8626 CEN1_F 

 

TGAAAATGCAGATTTGC

AGAAA 

Check CEN1 

replacement 

This study 

8627 CEN1_R ATAAGGTCCACCGCCTA

GTG 

Check CEN1 

replacement 

This study 

8628 CEN2_REPL_F actggcacctactaatatcaataataataa

attaatcttgagcaaattgatCCCCTT

CCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN2 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8629 CEN2_REPL_R tgtcaattctcggtgaacaattttttgcaag

aaatatattgatacttcttgCGAGTA

CAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN2 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8630 CEN2_F GGACGTTCAAACAGACT

GGAA 

Check CEN2 

replacement 

This study 

8631 CEN2_R CGTCACCGACGTAAGGT

TTT 

Check CEN2 

replacement 

This study 

8636 CEN3_REPL_2_

F 

tccacagaaagctattcattgaaaaaata

gtacaaataaCCCCTTCCGCTT

ATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN3 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8637 CEN3_REPL_2_

R 

tatatccattcaatgaaatatatatttcttac

tatttcttCGAGTACAACACC

CGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN3 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8638 CEN3_check_2_

F 

CCCTGGATTTTATGCGA

AGA 

Check CEN3 

replacement 

This study 

8639 CEN3_check_2_

R 

CGAGTACAACACCCGAT

CCT 

Check CEN3 

replacement 

This study 

8640 CEN4_REPL_F cgactttgtaaaagttcacattagcataca

tatattacacgagccagaaCCCCTT

CCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN4 with GAL1-

CEN 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8641 CEN4_REPL_R attttctgtaaagagtttaagctatgaaag

cctcggcattttggccgctcCGAGT

ACAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN4 with GAL1-

CEN 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8642 CEN4_F CACAAATCTGGCTTAAT

AAAG 

Check CEN4 

replacement 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8643 CEN4_R TGACGATAAAACCGGAA

GGA 

Check CEN4 

replacement 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
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Table S3.3. (Continued). 

8644 CEN5_REPL_F tatgaatctgtaaatgactgattcaatatta

aactaaaatttctatgaaaCCCCCTT

CCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN5 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8645 CEN5_REPL_R cttgcactaaacaagactttatactacgttt

agtttttcttttccttttctCGAGTAC

AACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN5 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8646 CEN5_F TTGGTAAACAAAGGGCC

AAG 

Check CEN5 

replacement 

This study 

8647 CEN5_R TTTATGTGCGGCTTTGTC

AG 

Check CEN5 

replacement 

This study 

8648 CEN6_REPL_F aaaataatatataaacctgtataatataac

cttgaagactatatttcttCCCCTTC

CGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN6 with GAL1-

CEN 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8649 CEN6_REPL_R aatttctaactttaaattttttttgctattataa

tactaatttctaacttCGAGTACAA

CACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN6 with GAL1-

CEN 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8650 CEN6_F AGTCGGTACCTATGTGA

AACT 

Check CEN6 

replacement 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8651 CEN6_R GAAATTACGTACTTTCA

ACGC 

Check CEN6 

replacement 

Anders et 

al., 20092 

8652 CEN7_REPL_F aagaaaaaatatgaaatcaaaattaaac

atttttctgtaatttccgtaataCCCCT

TCCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN7 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8653 CEN7_REPL_R ttgtactacataaaaaatatgtaaacatca

atatatataatataatcacatCGAGT

ACAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN7 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8654 CEN7_F CCGCATTAACTTTCATTG

AACC 

Check CEN7 

replacement 

This study 

8655 CEN7_R GGTGCTACGCAAATTTT

GAA 

Check CEN7 

replacement 

This study 

8656 CEN8_REPL_F aataaacatcaataatcatttttttatttttcg

cgtttttaagataatgtCCCCCTTC

CGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN8 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8657 CEN8_REPL_R aagaagaactccaacaattacacatcca

caaaacgatttagtataataagtCGAG

TACAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN8 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8658 CEN8_F GCAAGAGATTTGGGCTT

GAG 

Check CEN8 

replacement 

This study 

8659 CEN8_R TCATTGGTGCATTACATT

CCTT 

Check CEN8 

replacement 

This study 

8660 CEN9_REPL_F taatgacaattataataagaagtatgatac

tttttctgtaaaaaatatataCCCCTT

CCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN9 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
https://paperpile.com/c/IUbqJb/M2SC
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Table S3.3. (Continued). 

8661 CEN9_REPL_R tgttttcattaccctgtatctcgtattcgtga

aaataactattctgaagtaCGAGTA

CAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN9 with GAL1-

CEN 

This study 

8662 CEN9_F TCACTGCGAACGGATGA

ATA 

Check CEN9 

replacement 

This study 

8663 CEN9_R CAGCTGAAGCTTGCCTC

TGT 

Check CEN9 

replacement 

This study 

8664 CEN10_REPL_F atctacgtatctataaaaaaaggttaacta

ccggaaaatcatttcttctcgCCCCT

TCCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN10 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8665 CEN10_REPL_R attatactcgttctcaacaactctactaatt

attaaataggattatattagCGAGTA

CAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN10 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8666 CEN10_F AATTCTTCGGAGTCCTG

GAA 

Check CEN10 

replacement 

This study 

8667 CEN10_R GGATGGCCAAAGAACCT

ACA 

Check CEN10 

replacement 

This study 

8668 CEN11_REPL_F tttctatgtgtatttgattattttaattaccaa

gaaaacaaattctcgtaaCCCCTTC

CGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN11 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8669 CEN11_REPL_R cattgtattgattgattctgcatttatctttct

cttgaaccgtaaatatcaCGAGTAC

AACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN11 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8670 CEN11_F TGTCAACGCTATTTACA

ATTTTGC 

Check CEN11 

replacement 

This study 

8671 CEN11_R ACCTAATACCTCAATGG

TCCAA 

Check CEN11 

replacement 

This study 

8672 CEN12_REPL_F cgtaaagagtttttaccccgaaaacaaat

ttttatgcttgaaaaatagctaCCCCT

TCCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN12 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8673 CEN12_REPL_R gtagtacgaggttaacataagaaagaaa

gagaatgatgaaaaaaaaacaggCG

AGTACAACACCCGATCC

T 

Replacement of 

CEN12 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8674 CEN12_F GACAACCAAACTGGTGT

ATGCT 

Check CEN12 

replacement 

This study 

8675 CEN12_R TCAAAATGTAAAAATGG

AAATGG 

Check CEN12 

replacement 

This study 

8676 CEN13_REPL_F tgttaaataaagcgatttactacacttgag

ataatataactcaacaaaacgCCCCT

TCCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN13 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 
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Table S3.3. (Continued). 

8677 CEN13_REPL_R aagagcaatttgagatttcgatatacattc

ggagaaaaattatttttacgcCGAGT

ACAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN13 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8678 CEN13_F GATGTGATGGCCCTTTC

AAT 

Check CEN13 

replacement 

This study 

8679 CEN13_R GCCAATTTATCCTGTCGT

TGA 

Check CEN13 

replacement 

This study 

8680 CEN14_REPL_F ctataagcaagtagatgtgaagccgcaa

ttaattgagttgttgtgaaatggCCCC

TTCCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN14 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8681 CEN14_REPL_R cggcatttttttgctaggcgcctaaacgc

agatatccttaaataccaaattCGAGT

ACAACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN14 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8682 CEN14_F AAGACGATGGTGAGGAG

TAGATTT 

Check CEN14 

replacement 

This study 

8683 CEN14_R CCGTTTGGGGCACTTTTA

GT 

Check CEN14 

replacement 

This study 

8688 CEN16_REPL_F tattaaagagattatcttgactgatataaa

atttcttatcatggtagtgatCCCCTT

CCGCTTATAGTACAG 

Replacement of 

CEN16 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8689 CEN16_REPL_R ctgttcaaattgtttgctcatagaaatattta

tgtttttttgtctttcaacCGAGTACA

ACACCCGATCCT 

Replacement of 

CEN16 with 

GAL1-CEN 

This study 

8690 CEN16_F TTGAAGCCGTTATGTTGT

CG 

Check CEN16 

replacement 

This study 

8691 CEN16_R CTTTGCCGATTTCGCTTT

AG 

Check CEN16 

replacement 

This study 

 

‘REPL’ in primer name indicates primer is for replacement of centromere with conditional 

centromere sequence. 

* Lowercase indicates 5’ tail that does not hybridize to original template during amplification 

from plasmid p1888 (pGAL-CEN-JC-13). 
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Table S3.4. Plasmids used to generate inducible aneuploid strains. 

Plasmid 

Target 

coordinates for 

integration of the 

LacO array  

Restriction enzyme 

used to insert in 

intergenic region 

Selectable 

marker for 

plasmid 

integration Source 

1801 

(pDB030) 

pURA3-GFP-

LacI  

Targets GFP-LacI 

to HIS3 on 

chromosome XV 

NheI to integrate at 

HIS3 select for KAN 

(has HIS3 and 

KANMX2 resistance) 

KANMX2 

(plasmid also 

has HIS3 

resistance) 

Bressan et 

al., 20043 

1499 (pCM40) For cloning –  

no targeting 

sequence 

Cut with SalI to ligate 

in targeting insert 

NATMX6 gift from 

Doug 

Koshland 

2632  

(Cen5-LacO) 

V: 152351-153293 BamHI NATMX6 Miller et al., 

20124 

2627  

(Cen1-LacO) 

I: 151624-152219 BstZ17I NATMX6 This study 

2629  

(Cen2-LacO) 

II: 238345-238923 AflII NATMX6 This study 

2631  

(Cen4-LacO) 

IV: 452513-453003 AflII NATMX6 This study 

2634  

(Cen8-LacO) 

VIII: 105718-

106030 

BsrGI NATMX6 This study 

2636  

(Cen10-LacO) 

X: 444903-445865 PacI NATMX6 This study 

2638  

(Cen11-LacO) 

XI: 439058-439732 PmlI or BclI NATMX6 This study 

2639  

(Cen14-LacO) 

XIV: 624649-

624953 

StuI NATMX6 This study 

2641 

(HYGRO-

LacO) 

Targets to 

hygromycin 

sequence 

EagI (cuts twice in 

insert, cutting out a 

165bp sequence) 

NATMX6 

(proper 

integration also 

confers loss of 

hygromycin B 

resistance) 

This study 

1888 (pGAL-

CEN-JC3-13) 

- - URA3 Anders et 

al., 20092 

695 (pAG32) - - hphMX4 Goldstein 

and 

McCusker, 

19995 
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Figure S3.1. Related to Figure 3.1. A conditional centromere system to induce chromosome mis-

segregation. (A) Schematic of the inducible aneuploidy system. The GAL1 promoter was inserted 

adjacent to the CEN sequence on a particular chromosome. In medium containing glucose, the GAL1 

promoter is repressed and chromosome segregation occurs faithfully. In medium containing galactose, the 

GAL1 promoter is activated and transcription through the CEN sequence prevents kinetochore assembly, 

leading to chromosome mis-segregation.(B) Percent mis-segregation rates for each chromosome in a 

haploid cell and colony area measurements for disomes, trisomes and monosomes (normalized to euploid 

colony sizes). Data obtained for these measurements were obtained from the experiment shown in Figure 

3.1F. Strains used in this assay: haploid wild-type (A2587), diploid wild-type (A16629); disomes I 

(A38370), II (A38372), III (A38374), IV (A38376), V (A38378), VI (A38380), VII (A38382), VIII 

(A38384), IX (A38386), X (A38388), XI (A38390), XII (A38392), XIII (A38394), XIV (A38396), and 

XVI (A38398); trisomes and monosomes I (A38401), II (A38402), III (A38403), IV (A38404), V 

(A38405), VI (A38406), VII (A38407), VIII (A38408), IX (A38409), X (A38410), XI (A38411), XII 

(A38412), XIII (A38413), XIV (A38414), and XVI (A38415). Trisomes and monosomes I+II (A38753), 

V+X (A38755), II+V+X (A38756), I+V+X (A38758), and I+II+X (A38759) were used in this assay with 

a different wild-type strain (A38751). (C) Mis-segregation rates (in percent) for chromosome IV and 

chromosome V following mis-segregation of chromosomes I, II, VIII, IX, XI, or XIII. Cells were grown 

to mid-log phase in SC-R and then transferred into SC-RG for 160 minutes to induce mis-segregation of 

the chromosome harboring the GAL1-regulated centromere. Cells were then transferred to SC-D, and mis-

segregation frequencies of chromosomes IV or V (not harboring a GAL1-regulated centromere in these 

strains) were determined 3 and 5 hours after mis-segregation. Strains used in this assay: diploids 

heterozygous for GFP dots at CEN4 and heterozygous for inducible chromosomes I (A39286), II 

(A39288), VIII (A39290), IX (A39292), XI (A39294) and XIII (A39296) were used to determine 

chromosome IV mis-segregation rates; diploids heterozygous for GFP dots at TEL5 and heterozygous for 

inducible chromosomes I (A39287), II (A39289), VIII (A39291), IX (A39293), XI (A39295) and XIII 

(A39297) were used to determine chromosome V mis-segregation rates. Abbreviations: ORFs, open 

reading frames; SD, standard deviation; Chr, chromosome. 
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Figure S3.1. (Continued). 
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Figure S3.2. Related to Figure 3.2. Chromosome loss increases duration and variability in multiple 

cell cycle stages. Cells were grown to mid-log phase in SC-R, transferred to SC-RG for 160 minutes to 

induce chromosome mis-segregation, and then plated on SC-D solid medium and imaged every 5 minutes 

for 8-10 hours at 25°C to monitor mCherry-Cdc3 to measure the time from bud emergence to cytokinesis, 

Spc42-dsRed or Spc42-GFP to monitor anaphase onset, and GFP dots to monitor chromosome mis-

segregation. (A) Durations of cell cycle stages for single cells following chromosome missegregation are 

shown for euploid cells (WT, black lines) and cells monosomic for chromosomes II+IV+V+VIII+X+XIV 

(red lines, left panel) and IV+V+VIII+XIV (red lines, right panel). Each line represents a single cell. An 

“X” indicates that the cell arrests for the remainder of the time-lapse. (B-D) G1 duration (B), S+early M 

phase duration (C), and anaphase duration (D) were calculated for monosomes and normalized to euploid 

cells imaged during the same time-lapse. Log2 transformed aneuploid to euploid ratios are plotted. Lines 

shown are at the mean. Numbers in parentheses on the x-axis labels indicate number of open reading 

frames on the aneuploid chromosome(s). rDNA copy number is estimated at 150 copies in the W303 

strain background. Euploid cells were either from the wild-type control strain or from cells in the 

experimental strain that did not mis-segregate a chromosome. (E) G1 duration correlates with the degree 

of monosomy. Mean G1 lengths are plotted as a function of the degree of aneuploidy (calculated by 

number of open reading frames encoded by the mis-segregating chromosome(s); linear regression, r2 = 

0.89, p<0.0001). Strains used in this analysis: diploid wild-type (A38656); monosomes I (A38661), II 

(A38663), IV (A38665), V (A38667), VIII (A38669), X (A38671), XI (A38673), XII (A38675), XIV 

(A38679), XVI (A38681), V+X (A38695), IV+V+VIII (A38689), II+IV+XIV (A38687), 

IV+V+VIII+XIV (A38691), and II+IV+V+VIII+X+XIV (A38690). The diploid wild-type strain 

(A38656) is marked with Spc42-GFP and mCherry-Cdc3. Abbreviations: Mono, monosome; G1, G1 

length; S+eM, S phase + early M phase length; A, anaphase length. 
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Figure S3.2. (Continued). 
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Figure S3.3. Related to Figure 3.3. Chromosome gain increases duration and variability of multiple 

cell cycle stages. Cells were grown to mid-log phase in SC-R and then transferred into SC-RG for 160 

minutes to induce chromosome mis-segregation. Cells were then plated on SC-D solid medium mounted 

on a slide. Cells were imaged every 5 minutes for 8-10 hours at 25°C to monitor mCherry-Cdc3 to 

measure the time from bud emergence to cytokinesis, Spc42-dsRed or Spc42-GFP to monitor anaphase 

onset, and GFP dots to monitor chromosome mis-segregation. 

G1 duration (A, E), S+early M phase duration (B, F), and anaphase duration (C, G) were calculated for 

disomes and trisomes and normalized to euploid cells imaged during the same time-lapse. Log2 

transformed aneuploid to euploid ratios are plotted. Lines shown are at the mean. Numbers in parentheses 

on the x-axis labels indicate number of open reading frames on the aneuploid chromosome(s). rDNA copy 

number is estimated at 150 copies in the W303 strain background. Euploid cells were either from the 

wild-type control strain or from cells in the experimental strain that did not mis-segregate chromosomes. 

The graphs in (D) show that variability in G1 (left panel) and in S+early M phase duration (right panel) 

correlate with the degree of disomy. Standard deviation of G1 length and S+early M phase duration is 

plotted as a function of the degree of aneuploidy, calculated by number of open reading frames encoded 

by the mis-segregating chromosome(s). Strains used in this assay: haploid wild-type (A38654); disomes I 

(A38660), II (A38662), IV (A38664), V (A38666), VIII (A38668), X (A38670), XI (A38672), XII 

(A38674), XIII (A38676), XIV (A38678), XVI (A38680), V+X (A38694), II+V+X (A38682), II+X+XIV 

(A38684), IV+V+VIII (A38688) and II+IV+XIV (A38686); diploid wild-type (A38656); trisomes I 

(A38661), II (A38663), IV (A38665), V (A38667), X (A38671), XI (A38673), XII (A38675), XIV 

(A38679), and V+X (A38695). The haploid (A38654) and diploid (A38656) wild-type strains are marked 

with Spc42-GFP and mCherry-Cdc3. Abbreviations: Dis, disome; Tri, trisome. 
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Figure S3.3. (Continued). 
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Figure S3.4. Related to Figure 3.4. Cell division length variability is stochastic and not affected by 

deletion of UBP6. (A-E) Cell cycle durations from the second and third cell divisions following 

chromosome missegregation from live-cell imaging analyses shown in Figure 3.3A. r2 values shown are 

from linear regression analyses. Strains used in this analysis: disomes I (A38660; A), II (A38662; B), V 

(A38666; C), VIII (A38668; D), and XIV (A38678; E). (F-L) Cells were grown to mid-log phase in SC-R 

and then transferred into SC-RG for 160 minutes to induce chromosome mis-segregation. Cells were then 

plated on SC-D solid medium mounted on a slide. Cells were imaged every 5 minutes for 8-10 hours at 

25°C to monitor mCherry-Cdc3 to measure the time from bud emergence to cytokinesis, Spc42-dsRed or 

Spc42-GFP to monitor anaphase onset, and GFP dots to monitor chromosome mis-segregation. Division 

times (F), G1 lengths (G), and S+early M phase lengths (H) were calculated for disomes and normalized 

to euploid cells imaged during the same time-lapse. Log2 transformed aneuploid to euploid ratios are 

plotted. Lines in F-H are at the mean. Standard deviations for euploid (WT; J,L) and disomic (I,K) 

populations were measured (in minutes), and an F-test was used to test for equality of variance between 

the UBP6 (black bars, I-L) and ubp6Δ (grey bars, I-L) populations. Asterisks (*) in I-L indicate statistical 

significance between UBP6 and ubp6Δ population variances as calculated by an F-test (** = p ≤ 0.01, 

**** = p ≤ 0.0001). The data for strains harboring a wild-type UBP6 gene shown here are the same data 

as shown in Figure 3.3 and are duplicated here for comparison to ubp6Δ cells. Strains used in this assay: 

haploid UBP6 wild-type (A38654) with UBP6 disomes V (A38666), VIII (A38668), XI (A38672); 

haploid ubp6Δ wild-type (A38868) with ubp6Δ disomes V (A38872), VIII (A38873), XI (A38874). The 

UBP6 (A38654) and ubp6Δ (A38868) haploid wild-type strains are marked with Spc42-GFP and 

mCherry-Cdc3. Abbreviations: AC, arrested cells; WT, wild-type; Dis, disome; min, minutes. 
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Figure S3.4. (Continued). 
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Figure S3.5. Related to Figure 3.5. Cell division length variability is largely stochastic in chronic 

disomes. Cell cycle durations from the second and third cell divisions (left column) and third and fourth 

cell divisions (right column) from the start of the live-cell imaging analyses shown in Figure 3.5A. r2 

values shown are from linear regression analyses. Strains used in this analysis: chronic disomes I 

(A38701; A), VIII (A38702; B), XIV (A38704; C), and XVI (A39285; D). We note that the second and 

third divisions are positively correlated in disome XIV, but this correlation was not seen when comparing 

the third and fourth divisions. Chronic disome XVI also showed a mild correlation between the third and 

fourth divisions, but no correlation between the second and third divisions. Thus, we conclude that 

division lengths are not correlated, even in disomes XIV and XVI. 
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Figure S3.5. (Continued). 
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Figure S3.6. Related to Figure 3.6. Disomes show increased cell-to-cell variability in response to 

DTT and heat shock. (A-B) Mean (A) and standard deviation (B) of P4xHSE-YFP expression in steady-

state heat shock conditions (39ºC). Points indicate individual biological replicates (n=8). Strains used: 

wild-type (A38735) and disome V (A38737). (C-D) Mean (C) and standard deviation (D) of P4xUPRE-GFP 

expression in steady-state oxidative stress conditions (growth in the presence of 0.625mM DTT for 4hrs). 

Points indicate individual biological replicates (n=21-22). Strains used: wild-type (A38728) and disomes 

V (A38729), X (A38731), XII (A38732), and XIV (A38733). Asterisks (*) in (A-D) represent statistical 

significance between the disome and euploid populations as calculated by Wilcoxon rank sum test 

(p<0.05). Abbreviations: WT, wild-type; Dis, disome. 
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Figure S3.6. (Continued). 
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Figure S3.7. Related to Figure 3.6. GAL1 induction is variable in aneuploid cells. (A-B) GAL1pr-YFP 

expression in disomes grown at multiple glucose concentrations in a background of 0.25% galactose. The 

induced fraction is computed by estimating the YFP fluorescence probability distribution for each well 

(black histogram trace) and calculating the fraction of area outside the probability distribution of fully 

repressed cells (far right)6. Range of response in (B) is calculated from cubic spline curve fitting to the 

induced fraction values across all glucose concentrations, and is the range from which 10% to 90% of the 

population is induced (n=4). Data from one representative dataset are shown, and data for all replicates 

are available on Dryad (see Key Resources Table). (C-D) Kinetics of induction of the galactose pathway 

when switched from raffinose (non-repressed but uninduced) to galactose medium. Here, the relative 

percentage of three different population fractions are computed from the YFP probability distribution at 

each time point: the “on” fraction, which is the fraction of the area that overlaps with probability 

distribution at full induction (t=10 hour time point); the “off” fraction, which is the fraction of the area 

that overlaps with the probability distribution at the uninduced (t=0 hour time point); and the “inducing” 

fraction, which is the remaining fraction of the area besides the “on” and “off” fractions that corresponds 

to an intermediate state of induction. The ranges for beginning induction in (D) are calculated based on 

cubic spline curve fitting to “off” fraction measurements and defined as the time range over which the 

fraction in the “off” state goes from 90% to 10%; similar fitting is done with “on” fraction measurements 

to estimate the range for finishing induction (n=3). Strains used in these assays: wild-type (A38340); 

disomes I (A38341), II (A38342), VIII (A38343), IX (A38344), XI (A38345), XIII (A38346), and XVI 

(A39284). Abbreviations: WT, wild-type; Dis, disome; Glu, glucose; Gal, galactose. 
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Figure S3.7. (Continued). 
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Appendix IV 

Method: targeted ATAC-seq of crosslinked sorted populations 

 

Chiara Ricci-Tam 
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1 | Crosslinking and sorting 

Materials: 

- 37% formaldehyde  

- 2.5M glycine  

- Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

Steps: 

1. Culture cells in desired induction conditions until they reach exponentially growth and steady-

state expression of fluorescent reporter 

2. To crosslink, add 1/36th the volume of fresh 37% formaldehyde (final concentration of 1%) 

3. Incubate 30min at room temperature (RT) with shaking 

4. To quench, add 1/18th the volume of 2.5M glycine (final concentration of 128mM) 

5. Incubate 10min at RT with shaking, then place cultures on ice 

6. Pellet cells at 4ºC and discard supernatant 

7. Wash twice with ice-cold PBS 

8. If proceeding to sorting immediately, hold samples on ice; otherwise, snap-freeze cell pellet and 

store at -80ºC 

9. FACS sort 1e6 cells of each population of interest, keeping samples chilled at all times 

10. Pellet sorted samples, snap-freeze, and store at -80ºC until ready for tagmentation 

 

2 | Lysis and tagmentation 

Materials: 

- Nextera DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina FC-121-1031) 

- Zymolyase solution 

250 U/mL Zymo100T, 10mM TrisHCl pH 7.5, 10mM DTT 

- Diluted Tn5 solution 

Tn5 enzyme diluted 10fold in TD buffer 

- Reverse Xlink solution 

50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 0.2M NaCl, (freshly-added) 0.33mg/mL 

proteinase K  

Steps: 

1. Working on ice, reformat collected samples to a 96-well DNA-lo bind PCR plate by resuspending 

in 10uL of Zymolyase solution and transferring to plate 

2. Seal and incubate plate at 30ºC for 15min in a thermocycler to lyse cells 

3. Spin down plate at 4000rcf for 5min at 4ºC to pellet lysed cells/genomic DNA 

4. Discard all supernatant by pipetting 

5. Add 10uL of diluted Tn5 solution 

6. Seal and incubate plate at 37ºC for 15min in thermocycler to tagment DNA 

7. Add 31uL of reverse Xlink solution, seal plate, and incubate at 65ºC overnight for 6hr-overnight 

to reverse crosslinking 

8. Clean up DNA (e.g. using 1.6X SPRI beads, or by column purification), eluting with 7uL of 

resuspension buffer (RSB) 
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SPRI bead cleanup: protocol 

 

1. Add SPRI beads relative to sample volume (e.g. 1X or 1.6X) 

2. Pipette up/down 10X to mix with sample 

3. Bind 5-15min at RT (can go up to 15min+) 

4. Place 5min on magnet 

5. Take off supernatant, being careful not to aspirate beads if the pellet is loose 

6. Wash: add 100uL 80% ethanol, let sit 30sec, then remove by pipetting 

7. Repeat wash, then use vacuum manifold to aspirate ethanol completely  

8. Air-dry 4min at RT and/or until pellet of beads is visibly cracking 

9. Elution: add RSB (Nextera), take off magnet, resuspend beads, let sit 2min at RT, place 4min 

on magnet, then take off supernatant (NOTE: can generally pipette off ~4ul less than the 

volume of elution buffer added without disturbing beads) 

 

 

9. PCR amplify for 12 cycles using indices compatible with downstream sequencing (e.g. Nextera 

i7/i5 primers) 

NPM 3 uL 

PPC 1uL 

5uM i5 adapter 1uL 

5uM i7 adapter 1uL 

Tagmented DNA 4uL 

Total Volume 20uL 

 

(lid = 105C) # of cycles Temperature Time 

 1 72C  3min 

Polymerase activation 1 98C 30sec 

Amplification 12  

Denaturation  98C 10sec 

Annealing 63C 30sec 

Extension 72C 30sec 

Hold 1 10C Hold 

 

10. Clean up DNA using 1X SPRI beads (or column purification) and elute with 20uL RSB, taking 

off 17uL 

3 | Preparation of capture probes* 
*can be done at any point ahead of capture protocol (4) 

Materials 

- Biotin-16-Aminoallyl-2'-dCTP (Trilink N-5002) 

- PCR reagents 

Steps 

1. Design primers to amplify 500bp upstream/downstream from region of interest 

2. PCR amplify capture regions from genomic DNA template using biotinylated-dCTP as 25-50% 

of the dCTP in the nucleotide mix (50% if possible, reduce to 25% if fail to get PCR products) 

3. Pool all capture regions, sonicate to 150-300bp size range; check size distribution on bioanalyzer 
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4 | Capture 

Materials: 

- xGen Hybridization and Wash Kit (IDT 1080584) 

- Kapa Hifi Library Amplification Kit (Roche 07958951001) 

- λDNA (Thermo SD0011) 

- Magentic rack (1.5mL Eppendorf size) 

- Biotinylated capture probes 

- Tagmented DNA library 

Steps: 

1. Quantify samples and pool in equal amounts to yield 500ng of total DNA 

2. Add 500ng of capture probes and 5µg of λDNA 

3. Speed-vacuum with 40C heating until <5uL in volume 

4. Add: 

         8.5uL 2X hybridization buffer 

         2.7uL hybridization enhancer 

         water to a final volume of 17uL 

5. Incubate at 95C for 10min 

6. Incubate at 65C in Hybex heat block for 24-48hrs 

 

7. Prepare wash buffers: 

 

Reagent 2X reactions Water to add 

2X bead wash buffer 500uL 500uL 

10X wash buffer I 60uL 540uL 

10X wash buffer II 40uL 360uL 

10X wash buffer III 40uL 360uL 

10X stringent wash buffer 80uL 720uL 

 

8. Prepare streptavidin beads: 

a. Equilibrate Dynabeads M-270 Streptavidin beads at RT for approximately 30mins before 

use. 

b. Mix the beads thoroughly by vortexting for 15 sec. 

c. Aliquot 100uL of beads per capture into a single 1.7mL low-bind tube. 

d. Place the tube in a magnetic separation rack, allowing beads to fully separate from 

supernatant. 

e. Remove and discard the clear supernatant, ensuring that the beads remain in the tube. 

f. Perform the following wash: 

i. Add 200uL of 1X bead wash buffer per capture and vortex for 10 sec. 

ii. Place the tube in the magnetic rack, allowing beads to fully clear supernatant. 

iii. Carefully remove and discard the clear supernatant. 

iv. Repeat for a second wash. 

g. Add 100uL of 1X bead wash buffer per capture and vortex. 

h. Place the tube in a magnetic rack, allowing beads to fully separate from the supernatant. 
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i. Carefully remove and discard the supernatant. Proceed immediately to the next step. 

Residual amounts of wash buffer should not interfere with downstream binding of the 

DNA to the beads. 

9. Bind hybridized target to the streptavidin beads: 

a. Transfer the hybridization sample to the tube containing the prepared beads 

b. Mix thoroughly by pipetting up and down 10 times 

c. Incubate at 65C in Hybex heat block for 45min 

10. Wash streptavidin beads to remove unbound DNA: 

a. 65C washes 

work quickly to ensure temperature remains close to 65C 

i. Add 100uL of preheated 1X wash buffer I to the tube. 

ii. Vortex for 10 sec. 

iii. Place the tube on the magnetic rack, allowing beads to fully separate from 

supernatant. 

iv. Pipet and discard the supernatant, which contains unbound DNA. 

v. Perform the following wash: 

1. Add 200uL of preheated 1X stringent wash buffer, and slowly pipet up 

and down 10 times. Do not create bubbles while pipetting. 

2. Incubate in a water bath for 65C for 5min 

3. Place the tube in the magnetic rack, allowing beads to fully separate from 

supernatant. 

4. Pipet and discard the supernatant, which contains unbound DNA. 

5. Repeat for a second wash. 

b. Room temperature washes 

i. Add 200uL of 1X wash buffer I (RT) to the tube and vortex for 2 mins. 

ii. Place the tube on the magnetic rack, allowing beads to fully separate from 

supernatant. 

iii. Pipet and discard the supernatant. 

iv. Add 200uL of 1X wash buffer II and vortex for 1 min. 

v. Place the tube in the magnetic rack, allowing the beads to fully separate from the 

supernatant. 

vi. Pipet and discard the supernatant. 

vii. Add 200uL of room temperature 1X wash buffer III and vortex for 30 sec. 

viii. Place the tube in the magnetic rack, allowing the beads to fully separate from the 

supernatant. 

ix. Pipet and discard the supernatant. 

11. Bead resuspension (not elution): 

a. Remove the tube from the magnetic rack and add 20uL nuclease-free water to the beads 

b. Pipet up and down 10 times and ensure any beads stuck to the side of the tube have been 

resuspended. Use the entire 20uL of resuspended beads with the captured DNA. Do 

not place on magnetic rack again 

12. Perform final, post-capture PCR enrichment: 

a. Mix the following in a PCR tube (for Illumina libraries)  

 

2X KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix 25uL 

25uM Illumina P5 primer 1uL 

25uM Illumina P7 primer 1uL 

Beads with captured DNA 20uL 

Total Volume 50uL 
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b. Briefly vortex and spin the PCR mix, but ensure the beads remain in solution 

c. Place the PCR tube in the thermocycler and run the following program with lid heated at 

105C 

 

 # of cycles Temperature Time 

Polymerase activation 1 98C 45sec 

Amplification 12  

Denaturation  98C 15sec 

Annealing 60C 30sec 

Extension 72C 30sec 

Final Extension 1 72C 1min 

Hold 1 4C Hold 

 

d. Perform SPRI bead clean-up (1.5X volume of beads) and elute with 20uL, taking off 

17uL 
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